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Nunn Named Leading Candidate
To Replace Clifford M. Hardin
CXWINGTON UPI)—A nor- night, Nunn said, "I assume the the University of Nebraska, is
thern Kentucky newspaper President is running his office the said to be too academic in his
quoted sources in Washington same way I have run my office. style to suit farm leaders, acNikita Khrushchev once said
today as saying Clifford M. If he has anything to say, it will cording to the newspaper.
"We will bury you so gently, you
Hardin will be replaced as come from the President him't
The Kentucky Post said it has
won't even know you're dead".
Agriculture Secretary around self."
received infortnationt.hat Hardin
This was said in reference.. to
Jan. 1 and that Kentucky Gov. The newspaper reported that has been offered another post in
communism taking over the
Louie B. Nunn is the leading Nixon's political advisers have the agriculture field by Nixon.
United States.
candidate to succeed him.
urged him to dump Hardin and
The Secretary of Agriculture
I In a copyrighted article, the replace him with a man more was in Rome, Italy, to address
Khrushchev is dead now of
Kentucky Post and Times-Star "down to earth" in his approach the U.S. Food and Agriculture
course, but communism is not
said Republican strategists to farm problems.
organization and was not
and it works constantly to,
regard Hardin as a political Hardin, a former chancellor at available for comment on the
overthrow this bastion of
liability in the farm belt states in
reports.
freedom of choice.
the face of the impending 1971
Republican campaign
presidential election.
strategists cited sharp losses
Saw our first Eisenhower dollar
Carl West, the newpaper's
absorbed by the COP in farmthis week.
Washington
correspondent,
oriented midwest and western
quoted one White House source as
Fellow says what's on the mind of
states in off-year elections last
saying the President had offered
year, compared with 1968 when
the
walks
into
the bride as she
Nunn the post two months ago in
Nixon recieved heavy support in
church is "Aisle altar hymn".
a secret meeting at the White
the Presidential election from
House.
the same sections.
•'Liberty without discipline
Another source stopped short of
dissolves into anarchy, the anThey believe the erosion of
confirming Nunn has been of- "It may be a long, cold winMEMBERS OF the Calloway County Homemakers Council
tithesis of democracy" a NashCountry. Mrs. Alvin Usrey, Westside, Mrs John Workman,
fered the cabinet position, but ter," Murray State head support for Republicans in farm
met Monday at the Extension Office They are front row, left to
ville, Tennessee judge.
North Murray, Mrs. Marvin Parks, Harris Grove, Mrs. Irene
said Nunn unquestionably is the basketball coach Cal Luther told states is directly linked with the
right, Mrs. Ernest Madrey, Penny, Mrs. Howard Giles. Town
Miteheson. Dexter, Mrs. Hollk Alderdice, Pottertown, Mrs.
leading prospect to succeed the Murray Lions Club at their sagging ,farm economy as
and Country; Mrs Harold Eversmeyer, South Murray, county
The American Legion Magazine
Grace Covey, Penny, Mrs. Milford orr. South Pleasant Grove,
Hardin.
regular meeting Tuesday night. marked by a drop of 7 per cent in
president; Mrs. Claude Miller, South Murray; Mrs. Barletta
had the following poem by
Mrs Paul Stagger& South Murray, and Mrs. Noble Fuqua,
Reached for comment in
The coach told the club that at farm parity prices since Nixon
Wrather, County Agent, second row. Mrs. Jewell MeCallon and
Marjorie Karr Hintze which is
oldwater
Washington where he spoke at a this point his squad numbers only took office.
daughter, Marilyn, Westside, Mrs. John Etartholomy, Town and
about the best we've read in
Wilson Woolley photo)
The newspaper quoted sources
COP fund-raising dinner Tuesday nine and he already has two men
some time. Primarily because it
as saying Nunn is a prime
on the injury list. He listed some
is so true in this day of the spray
bright spots on'the team however prospect for Secretary of
can. It touches many people and
Agriculture for three primary
and said that he feels Les Taylor
we thought it most appropriate
reasons:
will be one of the best players in
since it was only last week that at
He is from an agriculturethe conference this year.
our house, pledge was used on the
New officers were na
(Continued on Page Twelve)
Luther added that Bill Mancini
/fled
dresser mirror instead of the
recently by the Captain James
will probably start at the forMrs.
Harold
Eversmeyer,
concoction
Windex or some such
Carnpen Chapter of the Sons of
ward post opposite Taylor and
This poem is entitled "Ode to the president, presided at the rJShlligS chairman Mrs hfijjor'J
the American Revolution.
Ron Williams and Steve Barrett
meeting of the Calloway
SPray Can".
are in line for the guard positions
Homemakers Council held McCallon, clothing chairman. At a quarterly meeting
at the
FRANKFORT ( UPI)—A Elizabethtown south to near the with Marcellus Starks rounding
attend
John
Unable
was
Mrs.
to
Monday,
November
8,
at 9:30
On the virtues of the spray can
Colonial House, Maurice HumA ham weighing approximately
Kentucky border was estimated out the starting five at center.
am.in the Assembly room at the Livesay, home management phrey was named as president, legislative interim committee
I'm not completely sold:
eighteen pounds was stolen from
based
$6
million
Harbison
Tuesday
state
at
by
that
told
the
was
that
told
he
the
Luther
Lions
I've set my hair with Windex and Extension Office, 209 Maple chairman.
Charles Hinds as first viceeither a cutback in highway on an estimate of two years ago looks at coaching as two big M's. the Gibson Locker Plant and
Street, Murray
Nineteen Special attention was made of president, Brown C. Tucker as faces
Raid.
construction
or a hike in the state for the 80 miles. He said that The first requirement for a team Harm Company on North Third
decorating
the
and
the
new
clubs are now
and sprayed my armpits gold. homemakers
secretary-treasurer,
Manning gasoline tax
figure was about 10 to 12 per cent is Material, he said, and after the Street sometime last night, acequipment in the assembly room
I washed
the windows with organized In the county
Stewart Sergeant-at-Arms, and
below what the same con- material has been assembled, cording to the report by the
highway
Harbison,
state
R.
J.
Assisting the president in the which is being used several times Douglas Tucker as historian.
shaving cream
engineer, speaking to the interim struction would cost today.
Motivation must be the next step. Murray Police Department.
each
month
by
all
extension
council
meeting
Anton
were
Mrs
(It did a pretty good job,.
Representatives were name(' subcommittee on highways, said The committee had previously
Bernice Wisehart, manager of
John Belt, chairman of the
Hersdran,
secretary-treasurer;
saNmww. The ciouneil Villid-laftsediftme-the state ..mmtimalig 6.1
'When? freshened my breath with
"I tad nanit see any way around 1Pasueed a rescaution opposing any I Lions Club Radio Auction, gave a the firm, discovered the ham
Mrs. Howard Giles, cultural refinish six wood chairs and December 11
Solarcaine
it," when asked if the state's 'continuation of tolls on the road report in that forthcoming event missing when he reported for
development chairman; Mrs. make cushions for them which
I couldn't suppress a sob.
seven cent gasoline tax might cothantstniwoctuldionberreevmenouveedbownhdsen
and members of the club ac- work at 6:56 a.m. today. A rock
will
provide
two
chairs
for
each
Named
C.
Tucker
were
Brown
chairClaude
Miller,
housing
I scrubbed the rug with Lucky
hiked.
to
be
are
have
cepted
assignments to solicit had been thrown through a
of
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offices.
Draperies
Maurice
will
be
Humphrey.
and
man;
Mrs Ernest Madrey,
Whip;
Harbison qualified his remarks I paid off in 1974-20 years ahead of merchandise. The aucrion is to be windown in the building and the
Anyone desiring to make apCovered the berries with Pledge; Issues and concern chairman; made for the office of Fred
held December 8 and 9 and Belt thief or thieves reached into the
Gillum, 4-H agent.
plication for membership in the by saying that it was his personal!schedule
But when I sprayed the flies with
observation and did not represent I A bill to provide liability in- expressed the hope that this firm and took the ham.
The
Homemakers
have
conany
SAR
officer
should
of
see
the
Chanel
surance on all state employes would be the biggest auction
Murray Policemen on patrol
tributed to furnishing the ladies chapter. Eligibility is based on department policy.
No. 5, it sent me over the edge.
duty earlier in the morning had
"The state has three choices," driving state vehicles on state ever.
restroom
in
the
Calloway
County
direct
decent
of
any
military
MARJORIE KARR HINTZE
Courthouse. Plans were made to person or civilian who helped to Harbison said, "one, a sub- business was apprived by the
Guests at the meeting were noticed the window broken and
stantial cutback in construction committee. Currently state Carl Mullins and Tommy checked the building, but did not
(Continued on Page Twelve)
establish the Republic.
and the resulting loss of federal employes must purchase their Rushing. Also
visiting was know the ham hanging from the
Incidentally you are not supposed
aid money or two, less set-vice to own liability insurance on state 'Elbert Thompson, a 15-year ceiling had been stolen until
to burn spray cans since they go
vehicles.
the citizens of the state.
member of the Smithland Lions Wisehart arrived at the scene.
off with a big boom. The only be the t eacher for the mission
"Or to solve those two, an in- The bill estimated to cost about Club.
time they do not is when the fire study to be held at the
First
crease in taxes to overcome thesel$630,000a year, will now go to the
Club president Joe Pat Ward
burns off the plastic nozzle before Baptist Church on
Tuesday,
things," Harbison said. The full highway and traffic safety said that Anthony Cudy, District
the inside of the can reaches the November 16, from seven
to nine
committee took no action on his committee for its consideration. Governor of Lions International
explosion point
p.m.
remarks, which only confirmed
for District 43K. will be the guest
Now You Know
The book to be taught is "New LOUSIVILLE (UP!)—The the plan, Frederick D. Watkins, the suspicions of some of the By United Press International at the next meeting of the club on
A woman was asked if she had Drums Over Africa" by Milton Independent Insurance Agents of
The first warship built to fire November 23. The District
president of Aetna Insurance Co., members.
yet made the long trip to Cunningham. This study, open
to Kentucky (IIAK) Tuesday attacked the proposal for its
The
cost
of
extending
the
torpedos
was the USS Light- Governor is a member of the
California to visit her son and his the public, is held
prior to the adopted a resolution asking the failure to provide limitations on Kentucky
Turnpike
from.ning,
.
constructed in 1877 and Cadiz Lions Club and will be
new wife.
1972
General Assembly to adopt a
special Week of Prayer for
A large quantity of stolen tools
capable of 19 knots. It had one making his official visit to the
damage suits. He said he would
''No," she replied, "I've been foreign missions
program held in limited state "no fault" auto be "keenly disappointed" if the
Murray club
bow-mounted torpedo tube.
was recovered from various
waiting until they have their new Baptist
Churches in the Southern insurance law.
places in Trigg County Tuesday
state legislature favors the IIAK
baby."
Baptist
Convention each The plan, introduced by Albert plan "over a valid no-fault
by local mfficials in cooperation
plan."
"Oh, I see," said the friend, "you December.
J. Torstrick Jr., chairman of the
with Trigg County officials acOther features of the IIAK
don't want to spend the money for
Mrs.
Moore
attended organization's legislation proposal include allowing an
cording to the office of County
the trip until then."
committee,
compensates policy
Georgetown College where she
Attorney Sid Easley.
accident victim to collect up to
No, it isn't that," the woman pursued a
major in music holders for monetary losses $2,000 in medical
The tools were those that were
expenses
from
explained. "You see, I have a
University
State
Murray
The
from
accidents
(voice). Since 1953 Mrs. Moore resulting
Educators and teachers were the right direction for education reported stolen from a TVA site
theory that grandmothers are has been active
sponsor
the
will
Club
Dames
(Continued
on
Page
Twelve
)
regardless
which
motorist
was at
in church choirs
develop a greater in this country in the last 15 near Alin° in mid-September of
more welcome than mothers-in- for children
annual "Mrs. Murray State" urged to
and has taught fault.
sensitivity to the point of view of years."
this year and also tools stolen
law"
November
20,
Saturday,
contest,
Conspicuously absent from the
mission studies.
students during the opening He called
the
student from a clean-up shop owned by
1971. The winner of this contest
proposed plan, however, was a
lecture of Insight Week at movement "a living and moving Russell Wells near Coldwater,
What did we tell you. Now some
will represent the married
limitation on the accident vicUniversity effort toward the improvement of Easley's office said. The tools
State
Murray
company has recalled about
campus.
students
on
tim's right to sue for damages
evening.
Tuesday
the quality of human life" as he had been sold to Trigg County
50,000 turkeys here just before
attending
Any married girl
Following the presentation of
Dr. Harold Taylor, educational spoke to an audience of about 400 residents, a spokesman for the
Thanksgiving. They are supMurray State and carrying 12
reformer, author and former in the lecture series sponsored by county
attoryney's
office
posed to have eaten something
Final Two Jurors Named,
semester hours or more or the
president of Sarah Lawrence the student government.
disclosed.
that is not good for people.
student
State
Orders are now being taken by wife of any Murray
College, endorsed the student Addressing himself to the topic
Three men were arrested in
Princeton Murder Trial
the staff of the 1972 "Laker", is eligible to be a candidate for
revolt in the United States as "the of Insight Week, "The Changing connection with the alledged
Nobel Price—winning chemist
yearbook for Calloway County the title of Mrs. Murray State
greatest movement for change in Face of Higher Education," crime,two from Calloway County
PRINCe,MN,KY.( UPI)—The
Linus Pauline says his common
High School, according to Miss
An entry fee of $3.00 must
Final two jurors were selected
Taylor singled out what he called and one from Trigg County.
Debbie Rogers, editor of the accompany each organization's
(Continued on Page Twelve)
Tuesday for the murder trial of
one of the basic fallacies in
The county attorney's office
The candidates
nomination
annual.
two men accused of shooting a
educational
philosophy.
revealed
the names of the
the
4
of
and
Room_s
3
be
in
The yearbooks can be ordered must
druggist here last May.
"Education needs to rid itself arrested men as Bobby Chester
from any member of the annual Student Union Building at 6
Two alternates still must be
of the notion that there are two of Lynn Grove, charged with
staff . A deposit of two dollars will p.m., November 20, 1971.
chosen before testimony can
grand larceny; Carl "Red"
be taken with the remaining
contest will begin promptly
The
(Continued on Page Twelve)
begin in the Caldwell Circuit
Duncan of Almo, charged with
three dollars to be paid when the at 6:15 p.m. There will be a panel
Court trial of Lander Hollowell of
Kentucky weather forecast:
knowingly receiving stolen
each
of judges to interview
yearbook is delivered.
Baptists Approve Budget property; and James Tyler of
Evansville, Ind., and Harry
Clearing central and • east
Mrs. Geraldine Myers is the contestant. The contestants will Robbie Lynn Halcomb of
Galbreath, Clarksville, Tenn.,
portions this morning, otherwise
Cadiz, also charged with
personality,
sponsor for the annual Members be judged on poise,
Scottsville, the reigning Miss. Of $4.5 Million Tuesday
accused in the shooting death of
generally fair through Thursday.
knowingly receiving stolen
Mrs. Ray Moore
of the staff are Miss Rogers, appearance, and answers to Kentucky,
will be the mistress of
druggist Eugene Williamson.
Cool to mild today. Rather cool
LEXINGTON (U PI)—The property.
Editor; Miss Lisa Perrin, questions.
ceremonies Saturday, Nov. 13, at
Attorneys for the two shies,
In Murray Mrs. Moore has
tonight. Warmer Thursday.
Kentucky Baptist Convention County Judge Pro-tern M.
wear
a
Merry
Each contestant is to
Miss
editor;
assistant
8 p.m. when 18 finalists compete Tuesday
Highs today in mid 40s to mid 50s. served as Woman's Missionary during the six days of Evans,
adopted a budget goal of Ronald Christopher set bond for
business dress or suit appropriate for
in the Miss Murray State
Lows tonight mid 30s to upper Union director and as Acteens examination, dismissed 323 manager; Dennis Burkeen, church.
$4.5 million for its next fiscal Chester and Duncan at $1,000
20s. Highs Thursday mostly in director for the youth group for prospective jurors, mostly sports editor; Michael Burchett, Contact Linda Allen, call 767- Pageant.
each and set bond for Tyler at
year.
To be held in the university
girls. She is presently Sunday because of their apparent pre- photographer; Miss Kathy 4198,
the 50s.
The group, holding its 134th $2,500.
if any additional in- auditorium, the pageant will
School teacher for a young adult conceived notions about the case.
annual conference here this Investigation of the case is
Thompson, art editor; Misses formation is needed
Extended Forecast
mark the third year the
wonten's class and director of the
week, voted to distribute 686 per continuing at this time, officials
Edith Litchfield, Tares Roach, Friday, November 12. is the
has
university
crowned a
TREATED AT HOSPITAL
primary choir at the First Baptist
cent of the church money for use said.
and Phyllis deadline for receiving entries
Glenda
Stubblefield,
representative in an official
extended Church.
Kentucky
The
Marion Smith, age seventeen,
in Kentucky and the remainder
There will be absolutely no enBeach, typists.
preliminary to the Miss America
weather outlook Friday through Her huaband, Dr. Ray Moore, of Murray Route Two was treated
RADIO CLUB
to go to the Southern Baptist
tries accepted after 10 p in. on
The
winner
Pageant.
will
Sunday:
adRummage Sale
Is an associate professor in the for abrasions and contusions at
The
M.S.U.
that date. Submit the name,
Amateur Radio
Convention,
mostly
for
vance to the Miss Kentucky
Generally fair skies through Department of Secondary the emergeficy room of the The Dewards Chapel Church
Club will hold its regular monthly
address, and phone number of
missionary work.
Sunday with warming trend of Education, Murray
State Murray -Calloway County will sponsor a rummite and your nomination, by letter to No. Pageant next spring.
In other action Tuesday, the business meeting and program,
-temperatures. Highs in the 603 University. They have three Hospital on Tuesday evening, garage sale at the American 17
Angela Humphrey of Rurnsey,
conference voted to .hold next Wednesday at 7.30 p.m. at the
Orchard Heights, Murray, Ky.
Friday, rising to the low Ms children, Sharon, Doug, and according to hospital officials. Legion Building on Saturday A
chosen as Miss Murray State last
written reply is necessary to
year's Meeting in Louisville Nov "Ham Shack"
Sunday. Lows in the 311s Friday Bettie. The family resides.1 1809 He was reported injured in an November 13 beginning at no
December, won the Miss
prevent any mistakes. Also in14-16 at Walnut Street Baptist The program will be a film on
rising the 40s Sunday
automobile accident.
College Farm Road, Murray
8.M.
one phase of amateur radio.
clude the organization's name. (Continued on Page Twelve)
Church.
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The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

The Crackers(COUNTRY JOE AND THE FISH) look over the
coffin of a more unfortunate victim of their latest hold-up.
"ZACHAR1AH" is a George Englund Production presented by
ABC Pictures Corp. co-produced by Lawrence Kubik, produced
and directed by George Englund. Distributed by Cinerarna
Releasing. Thru Tues. Salem Cinema 1.
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Ten Years Ago Today
Calloway County Sheriff-elect Woodrow Rickman has named
Taylor Gooch as chief deputy and Mrs. Brent Manning as office
deputy. They will start working now with Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield and his deputies until they take office January 1, 1961.
A. C. Story of Kansas City, formerly of Calloway County, died
November 8.
Dr. William J. Colburn, formerly of Murray, has been elected
mayor of Calvert City.
Mrs. Frank Roberts left this week for a visit with her son, Dr.
James N. Roberts and family of Long Beach,California.

20 Years Ago Today

"U12V i

LEDGER•TIME$ FILE

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Seek good, and not evil, that ye may live: and so the Lord, the
God of hosts, shall be with you, as ye have spoken.—Amos 5:14.
We generally find what we look for, but our "walk" must agree
with our "talk" for the assurance of the daily presence of God
with us.

Isn't It The Truth!
Some readers ask what do I mean when I refer to
the species "Potomacus Exoticus." It is Latin (a
dead language, it is said) for "congressman," a
short-term worker on the banks of the Potomac, a
hybridized version of the human species who has set
himself apart from other humans, a lawmaker who
makes more confusion than he does law and one who
may sometimes seem to be dead from the neck up.

"Congress imposes the heaviest tax
when it taxes our patience."
—Dictionary of Opinions

1-1•56TE, I-Zeli:tNT AT LEISURE

•
By United Press International in a small African village
fi ic
t
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 10, saying "Dr. Livingstone, I The
the 314th day of 1971.
•
presume?"
GIANT POSTER
The moon is between its last In 1957 the U.S. Office of
4
Glve away I each [lite '
quarter and new phase.
plus SEASONS PASS'
Education reported a two-year
The morning star is Saturn. study showed the Russians
Don't Miss it!
The evening stars are Mercu- were ahead of the United States
ry, Ifenus, Mars and Jupiter.
In emphasis of technical and
Those born on this day are scientific teaching.
THEY
O ALL
CO RN GAVE
ANTN
o 41 Rt.T 1HE
under the sign of Scorpio.
In 1965 the aluminum indusMartin Luther, founder of try rescinded price increases
SPIRIT OF TN HILLS
Protestantism, was born Nov. under administration pressure. * IN HER JUGS
10, 1493
In 1970 French leader Charles
On this day in history:
de Gaulle died at the age of 79.
COLOR
. In 1871 journalist Henry,/
a
Stanley found missing ScoMstr A thought for today: Germanmissionary David Livingstone American politician Carl Schurz a
a
said, "Our country right or a
wrong, when right, to be kept
right, when wrong, to put it
CARtgrr:Arin
right."

TATrilacitIVI

Yugoslavia is still way behind times

Nazis

The
By JERRY MORTON
Copley News Service
Yugoslavia
BELGRADE,
—
Miniature golf, Elvis Presley records,
grade "B" cowboy movies in prime
tune television.
Those elements, proper material for
a trivia quiz in the United States, are
part of life, Yugoslavian style, in 1971.
The right of Yugoslav citizens to
continue enjoying their own lifestyle
was reaffirmed recently in a meeting
between Yugoslav President Josip Bros
Tito and Leonid Brezhnev, general
secretary of the Soviet Communist
Party.
The Soviet leader acknowledged the
Belgrade and Moscow declarations of
1955 and 1956, allowing Yugoslavia to
follow its own path to socialism.
He said the centrally run Soviet
economy functions better than the
Yugoslav worker self-management
system, but he could not deny that
living conditions in Yugoslavia are
higher than they are in the Soviet
Union.
To an outsider visiting for the first
time, Belgrade ( population 750,000)
does not appear much different from
large Western cities.
Large department stores and office
buildings line the streets, and
automobile traffic resembles -rush
hour" in the United States.
The scene includes mini-skirts, CocaCola emblems, signs advertising
miniature golf, and pictures of
American recording stars — Elvis
Presley is still a favorite.
The streets remain congested until 11

p.m. as families window-shop along the
main streets cir in giant department
stores constructed underneath main
intersections.
There is an appearance of prosperity
as well-dressed shoppers inspect a wide
variety of merchandise.
But a closer look reveals that
something is missing.
The people look, but few buy. The
quality of merchandise is below
Western standards. The prices, in
Yugoslav terms, are inflated.
The people of Belgrade live in the
street," said Charles Srgovich, a New
York merchant who was born in
Yugoslavia.
-Their life is in their clothing and in
talking with friends. The homes,for the
most part, are not comfortable."
Inside the apartmerit of a Belgrade
office manager one finds drab, dimly
lighted rooms with poor plumbing and a
weak heating system.
The family entertainment is supplied
by a television set where tenants from
neighboring apartments gather on
Saturday nights to watch outdated
American movies.

A recent offering starred Robert
Taylor in a western gunfight thriller
"Pay television" was introduced into
Yugoslavia along with the sets. The
owners must pay a fee each month to
keep the programs coming.
Factory workers in Belgrade earn
between $60 and $80 a month. Apartments rent for from $20 to $25
The more modern apartments, boxlike structures which line the Sava
River in New Belgrade, have been set

aside primarily for government
workers
If Belgrade appears to be in the 1960a
in small areas
miniature golf,
television westerns it is much further
behind in a broader scope.
The trend is toward centralization of
the city with new apartment buildings
placed within a mile of heavy industry.
Traffic problems and pollution seem
imminent Already the New Belgrade
area is suffering from industrial wastes
as the annoying scent of burning coal
and a layer of haze mar the sunset on
the Sava.
The students of Yugoslavia follow a
strict curriculum alined toward a
career in the professions or trades.
•The Yugoslays do not consider
themselves a reading people," said a
24-year-old university student from
Belgrade, -They work hard but do not
read a great deal "
The student says he approves of nto.
"He is a good man for our special
socialism," he said. "He thinks
collectively. There are no poor people
in Yugoslavia. All are in the middle."
But a glance at bus and train stations
in Belgrade often reveals families
clothed in ragged Serbian dress.
The countryside is dotted by oxdrawn wagons where men and women
haul produce over mud roads. The
fields are tilled by horse, cow or by
hand
-There are many poor people here,"
a young secretary said. "We are
becoming too much like business,
"When we achieve socialism,
perhaps, we will not have poor people.
But it will be a very difficult thing to do.
"Very difficult."

destroyed

404,000 volumes out of a total
,
of 503,000 in the Warsaw
Public Library.
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SKY-VUE DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Paris, Tenn. - Lake Hwy. 79 E.
* WED. - THUR. - FRI. *
Children Under 12 Years FREE!

Nations participating in the fund
were required to put up an assigned
amount of money - one-fourth of it in
gold, the remainder in its own
'currency This went into a centralized
fund that could be drawn on by member
nations to obtain a particular type of
currency
All this in turn was bed to the U S
dollar and its ratio of $35 to an ounce of
gold

4

at

At the beginning of 1970, the fund had
115 members and resources equivalent
to $21 billion dollars. On Jan. 1,1971, the
resources had grown to $26.4 billion.
As trade expanded after the fund was
established the need for more IMF
resources grew. Among measures
taken to meet this pressure was the
General Arrangements to Borrow
entered into in 1962.
Under its terms the fund borrowed $6
billion in the currencies of the ten main
trading countries.
But the need for a continuing increase
in world reserves led to discussion of
other arrangements. The world's
supply of gold in monetary channels
was not increasing rapidly enough to
match needs.
In technical terms this is called a lack
of "liquidity," meaning more simply a
lack of sufficient money or monetary
reserves to carry on the world's
business.
Expansion of trade and economic
activity had outstripped the money
supply — even of that everixesent
currency, the U. S. dollar
The upshos was an amendment to the
International
Monetary
Fund
agreement effective July 28, 1969,
authorizing the establishment of
Special Drawing Rights for participating IMF nations.
So "paper gold" was born -- a
popular term that grew from the fact
that each SDR was expressed in a
certain weight
gold whose value
equals one U. S. dollar.'
This does not mean SDRs can be
exchanged for gold. They cannot. Nor
can SDRs be used in transactions involving individuals. They can be used
only by IMF member nations to finance
balance of payments needs.
This is how the paper gold system has
worked

a

On Oct. 3, 1969, the IMF board of
governors approved a plan to allocate
to member countries the equivalent of
$9.5 billion in SDRs during a first basic
period of three years.
The SDRs do not expire at the end of
that time, but that is the maximum that
can be issued during the three years.
The fund made an initial allocation of
3.414 billion SDRs to 104 participants in
the special drawing account on Jan. 1,
1970. A second allocation of 2.949 billion
SDRs was made on Jan 1, 1971, to 109
participants. And there are plans to
issue more in January, 1972.
Each nation's allotment was based on
its share in the IMF fund, although the
SDR account is kept separate and apart
from all other IMF funds. _
Once a nation has been assigned its
SDRs, it can use them in three ways as
needed: exchange them for U. S.
dollars, French francs or pounds
sterling held by other fund participants
with the understanding that eventually
the SDRs used in this manner are to be
redeemed by the originating nation.
Dollars, francs and potolda are
"interronvertible," meaning balances
of one can be changed into either of the
other two. And five other currencieS —
Belgian francs, Deutsche mark, the
Italian lire, Mexican peso and
Netherlands guilders can be converted
into U. S. dollars.
In this manner almost any type of
needed currency can be obtained.
The IMF in effect has created an
entirely new type of money for use
between nations and has expanded the
"liquidity" of the world by the amount
of the SDKs put into circulation.
What gives paper gold value?
Only the fact that like many forms of
currency it is a promise to pay --

eventually. If a nation moves into a
surplus condition in its international
balance of payments, meaning it is
earning more than it is spending, then it
is supposed to begin redeeming SDRs it
has used to purchase other nations'
currencies
One of the most valuable aspects of
this system is that the SDRs become a
part of every participating nation's
monetary reserves, adding purchasing
power that can be used as needed.
So far the use of paper gold has been
brisk.
In 1970, the IMF reports 37 nations
used a total of 291 million SDRs in
transactions to acquire foreign exchange from 28 other participants.
Two other participants, the United
States and the United Kingdom, used
181 million SDRs to acquire balances of
U.S. dollars and pounds sterling
respectively. This makes a total of 472
million SDRs used in 1970 — about 14
per cent of the total allocation made at
the beginning of that year.
During the same period 34 participating nations used 293 millior.
SDRs to repurchase their own currency
from the fund's general account
Of the over-all total involved, 413
million SDRs were used by less
developed nations, where there is
always great need for expanded
liquidity to finance economic growth.
And so "paper gold" is flowing
through the arteries of the world's
expanded monetary system.
But this does not mean you will ever
see even so much as a picture of this
strange and valuable new form of
monetary reserve.
For "paper gold" 'in reality is not
even paper It is only a bookkeeping
transaction used in that strange world
of men who operate the international
monetary system.
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'Paper Gold' is a godsend for world's trading nations
By JAMES CARY
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — The name has a
romantic ring to it — -paper gold."
Or you can use the more technical
term of "Special Drawing Rights."
In either case the reference is to a
new type of currency, line of cr,.- .dit, or
more properly international monetary
reserve that is helping to fuel the explosive post-World War U expansion of
world trade.
For the world's trading nations SDRs
are a godsend, making the world's
international monetary system more
flexible and responsive to human
needs.
There is even talk now of an expanded role for SDRs under whatever
modifications of present monetary
arrangements emerge when President
Nixon relaxes the international portion
of his new economic policy.
They might be used in larger numbers in place of U. S. dollars now
glutting the reserves of many nations.
"Paper gold" has been a long time in
coining.
Before World War II there was no
international monetary system worthy
of the name Not until the Bretton
Woods agreement of July, 1944,
established the International Monetary
Fund did the world's nations agree on a
system that could bring comparative
order to international monetary
transactions
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Hughes Giles, Rob Roy Erwin, and Joe Graves Baker will leave
November 12 for induction in the Air Force. Jackie Miller and Joe
Blalock left last week and are now in training at Lackland Air
Force Base, San Antonio, Texas.
Winburn Currie died November 7 at Jackson, Tenn.
The Calloway County Conservation Club will see a special film
at the meeting on November 12.
You could track a rabbit through the frost this morning. The
flost should also ripen any persimmons that are not ripe yet",
from the column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray'
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Brandon Home Is
Scene Hazel Meet
Mrs. Owen Brandon opened her
home for the general meeting of
the Women's Society of Christian
Service of the First United
Methodist Church held on
Tuesday, November 2, at seven
o'clock in the evening.
The program on the subject,
"Where Am I", was presented
by Mrs. J.R. Herning. Mrs. John
McCullough gave the devotion.
Mrs. Olga Freeman reported
on the district conference held at
Mayfield.
During the social hour refreshments were served by Mrs.
Evelyn Baker.
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Wednesday, November 10'
The Acteens from Mayfield arid
Calvert City will be guests at the
Memorial Baptist Church for a
special mission program by Miss
Nancy Sledd at 6:30 p.m.
Evening Circles of the WSCS of
the First United Methodist
Church will meet as follows:
Hannah with Mrs. William
Maddox, 1005 Irene Terrace,
Ruth Wilson with Mrs. Z. C. Enix,
Kingswood Drive, and Wesleyan
with Dr. Alice Koenecke, 1701
Hamilton, all at 7:30 p.m.

Miss Olivia Anne Cook Becomes Bride Of
Charles Douglas Clark, Jr., In Lovely
Ceremony At The First Baptist Church

TBIRTHsj

WEDNESDAY—NOVEMBER 10, 1971

ILRRAY, KENTUCKY

January Wedding Planned

fte
cox Abbt

Mr. and Mrs James Cobb of
501 South 7th Street, Murray, are
the parents of a baby girl, Cynthia Faye, weighing six pound:nine ounces, born on Thursday
November 4, at the Murray
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Clarksville, Term
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Roy Cobb of Big Rock, Tenn.,
Wade Garland and Mrs. Virgil
Brittain of Murray.. Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Garland of Murray Route
Two.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: A woman wrote in saying she and her
husband were embarrassed by a friend who carried on with
his girl friend in public, "kissing, hugging, smooching and
what not." She claimed it was bad manners, and you advised, "Tell Loverboy to knock off the love scenes in
public."
I think you were both wrong! I see nothing wrong with
showing affection in public. If people waited until they had
total privacy, there would be very little affection shown.
And if children were not exposed to displays of affection,
they would grow up without knowing what "love" is.
My father is 57, and Mom is 48, and he has always
kissed her whenever he felt like it. It didn't matter if we
had company or not. And it wasn't a little peck on the
cheek. He'd take her in his arms and really kiss her! And
not lightly, and not just once, either. And it's the same
today.
Once Mom joked, "You've mussed my hair and
smeared my lipstick!" And Dad grabbed her again and
said, "Who has a better right?" And that, in my opinion, is
the right attitude.
RAISED RIGHT

Mr. and Mrs. Dominic
Nuciforo, Orchard Heights,
Murray, announce the birth of a
baby boy, Dominic, Jr., weighing
seven pounds nine ounces, born
on Friday, November 5, at 106
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is a graduate
student in the elementary.
education department at Murray
State University.
Grandparents are Joseph
Nuciforo of Albany, N. Y., and
Mr. and Mrs. Aloysius Koch of
Rochester, N. Y. Great grandparents are Timothy Kelly of
Rochester, N. Y., Mrs. Rose
Nuciforo and Mrs. Palmucha
lavenditti, both of Albany, N. Y
Jason Brock is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Suiter of Murray Route Five for
their baby boy, weighing six
pounds eight ounces, born on
Friday, November 5, at 7:39 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son, John.
age four. The father is co-owner
of the Suiter Shell Station, 12th
and Chestnut Streets.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Elroy Suiter of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. Wade Roberts of
Murray Route Five. Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Suiter of Murray and Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Houston of Murray
Route Five.

(Wilson Woolley photo
MISS

Charlotte LaJean Bell

DEAR RAISED: Hold it! I was also raised right, having seen my father hug and kiss my mother, plus giving her
an occasional affectionate whack on the backside. But good
taste demands limits. And limits we had in our house. Kids
grow up knowing what "love- is without having seen it
demonstrated thru to the last act.
DEAR ABBY: George and I have been dating regularly
and we really get along very well, but he has one habit
which drives me up a wall!
When we eat together, before he even16ASTES the food,
George gets busy with the salt and pepper, and he really
lays it on He does this when we are eating at my home, at
the homes of others, or when we're eating out.
Now, Abby, I pride myself on being a pretty good cook,
and I know how to season food properly, and I feel insulted
when I see him add salt and pepper before he even knows if
the food needs it or not.
Can I come right out and tell George it's bad manners?
Or should I just ask him to cut it out because it irritates
me? I have even thought of snaking a stew and drowning it
in salt and Pepper just to teach hirp a lesson. What is your
GEORGE'S LADYFRIEND
advice?

Mrs. Charles Douglas Clark Jr
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Bell of Murray announce the engagement
Murray Open Duplicate Bridge
and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Charlotte L.aJean,
The
First
Baptist Church was carried a white basket trimed
Club will meet at Gleason Hall at
to Harold Kenton Pile, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold H. Pile of
the scene of the fall wedding of with red velvet ribbon.
seven p.m.
Hudson.
Miss Olivia Anne Cook, daughter
Hollis Clark served his brother
The bride-elect was graduated from Murray High School, and is
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sanunie
Frank as best man. The groomsmen
Bridge will be played- at the
presently
a senior at Murray State University. Her grandparents
Oaks Country Club at nine a.m. Cook,and Charles Douglas Clark, were Michael F. Stalls, and
are Mrs. Ben Bell and Mrs. Pernecy Weatherford of Murray.
Jr.,
son
of
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
For reservations call Marie
Richard Baker of Murray, David
Mr. Pile is a graduate of Breckinridge County High School, and
Douglas Clark, Sr. The afternoon Johnson, cousin of the
Weaver by Tuesday.
groom
is
attending Murray State University where he is a junior. His
ceremony was performed by Dr. from Louisville, and Grady F.
grandparents are Mrs. Ora Pile of Hudson and Mrs. Cliff Drane
Samuel
R.
Dodson,
Jr.
Cook, Murray, brother of the
Ladies day luncheon will be
of Harried.
The altar of the sanctuary was bride.
served at, the Calloway County
The wedding is set for Saturday, January 8, at six o'clock in the
Country Club at noon. Hostesses banked with bouquets of red, pink
Mrs. Cook, mother of the bride,
evening at the Cherry Corner Baptist Church. All friends and
and
white
roses
and
gladioli.
chose to wear a leaf green floor
are Mesdames Sam Knight, A.W.
relatives are invited.
Russell, Charles Sexton, J.H. Southern simlax formed a softly length crepe gown fashioned with
DEAR LADYFRIEND: Why waste good food? Simply
Shackelford, Ken Goode, Tom draped background for the floral long full sleeves and jewelled
tell George to please taste the food first, and then if he
bouquets
and
tall
brass
canwaist band. Her head piece of
Brown, Maurice Ryan, Jack
thinks it needs more salt and pepper to add it. IP. S. And if
Ward, Jack Kennedy, Don delabra. Clusters of greenery green crepe circlets matched her
this is George's biggest fault, you're a lucky lady.]
Robinson, and Miss Louise centered with candles marked dress. She wore a corsage of
the
family
pews.
Lamb. Bridge hostesses will be
cymbidium orchids.
A baby girl, Janice Ruth, was
The Woman's Missionary Mrs. Willene French, secretaryDEAR ABBY: I am only 20 years old and I am married
Mrs. Clark, mother of the born to Mr.
Mrs James Ransom and Mrs. Proceeding the candlelit
treasurer;
Mrs.
Bob
Koch,
Mrs.
Edward
a
guy who can't get enough sleep. We've been married
and
Union
to
of
the
Memorial
Baptist
ceremony Mrs. John Bowker, groom, chose for her son's
Hunt Smock.
for two years and he's been this way for the last year, and
organist and Gus Robertson, wedding a formal gown of deep Cecil of Calvert City on Monday, Church met for the general mission action chairman.
he's getting worse. I used to have to start begging him on
November 8, at noon at the monthly meeting on Thursday, Two projects were planned for
The WSCS of the Mason's soloist, presented a program of turquoise silk georgette over silk Murray-Calloway County November 4, at the church.
Thursday
to take me out on Saturday night. Now it's such a
the
coming
month.
For
the
nuptial
music. Mr. Robertson peau de soie. The dress featured
Chapel United Methodist Church
even bother. I just sit and watch the Saturday
don't
chore
I
December
Senior
Citizens
Day,
Officers
Hospital.
for
1972
were
approved
will meet at the church at seven sang "Because" and 'Whither a deep V-neckline, long full
night movie on TV all by myself while he sleeps.
the ladies prepared Santa Claus
The father is serving in the U. as follows:
hou
Goest".
The
wedding
sleeves and a graceful skirt with
p.m.
As for sex, he can take it or leave it alone, but he
Mrs. Voris Sanderson, WMU favors made from soap, felt,
S. Army.
ceremony was concluded with
mostly leaves it alone. Is this normal for a 23-year-old guy?
The South Pleagant Grove "The Lord's Prayer" sung by Mr. attached panels. She chose
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. director; Mrs. Thomas James, sequins, and beads for each
matching accessories and wore a Jesse Cecil of New Haven and assistant
I still get whistled at when I walk down the street, so I
lipmemakers Club will meet at
director; Mrs. Claude senior citizen who attends. On
n. Mrs. Bowlser's ocaa.‘
know it's not ME!
the home of Mrs Gerald Paschall selections were "Ave Maria" by whits orchid coritriaiL
Mr. .nd tam. John Jantak .9i Miller,
Baptist
Women December 9 the ladies will furHe told me he had a physical at the plant where he
Calvert City.
at one p.m.
president; Mrs. Tommy Wilking, nish refreishinents for the BSU
Bach, "Oh Perfect Love", and
Reception
works and he came out A-0. K. Please tell me how I can
Baptist Young Women president; Vesper Services at Murray State
"If With All your Hearts" from
Following the wedding the
RIP'S WIFE
wake up this Rip Van Winkle'
The
South
, Mrs. Thomas James, secretary- University.
Murray Elijah by Felix Mendelsohn."
bride's parents were hosts at a
Homemakers Club will meet at
treasurer; Mrs. Tommy Wilkins, Activities for the past months
edding Bells" by Peele reception held at the Murray
DEAR WIFE: It is not normal for a 23-year-old man to
the home of Mrs. Paul Maggard I
The BYW
mission study; Mrs. Joe Pat were reviewed.
ed the entrance of the Woman's Club.
be so disinterested in sex. And anyone who sleeps as much
at ten a.m.
Futrell, mission support: Mrs. assisted with the BSU tea, inbridal party, followed by the
The bride's table was covered
as your husband should wake up and get a thoro going over
ternational dinner, and inCletus Hubbs, mission action.
bridesmaids chorus "Trumpet in pink lace and silk tulle. Silver
by another doctor. Don't let him put it off. It could be
The Pottertown Homemakers Voluntary". The Bridal chorus
Committees for mission action ternational tea. Two ditty bags
epergnes held bouquets of pink, The Baptist Women of Salem
serious.
were prepared for the Red Cross
Club will meet at the home of from Lohengrin was played as
are as follows:
red and white roses and babys Baptist Church met Thursday,
distribution
at
Mrs Bobby Cook at ten a.m.
Clothing Bank—Mrs. Ludon overseas
the bride entered accompanied breath in fern with tall
What's your problem? You'll feel better If you get It off
white October 28, at seven o'clock in the
Stubblefield and Mrs. Opal Christmas. During September
by her father. The Wedding candles. Arrangements similar evening in the home of
your chest. WrjuSth ABBY. Box 66790, Los Angeles, Cal.
Mrs. Reeves.
and October school supplies were
New
The
Concord March from "A Midsummers
90069. For t personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
to those used on the bride's table, Martha Windsor
Homemakers Club will meet at Night Dream" was played during
Senior Citizens Day—Mrs. collected for the Kentucky
were placed at vantage points in
envelope.
Mrs.
Eleanor
Miller,
president,
the home of Mrs. Charlie Stub- the recessional.
Herbert Key, Mrs. Estelle Baptist Children's Homes,
the reception room. Mrs. William presided at the meeting. Mrs.
blefield at one p.m.
Shelton,
Mrs.
John
Hine,
and
Bride's Dress
D. Fitts kept the guest register. Sue Foster read the call to prayer
The bride's wedding gown of
Mrs. Coffield Vance.
Acting as hostesses were Miss and then led in prayer.
The Arts and Crafts Club will white venetian rose point lace
Day Care—Mrs. Sue Wynn,
Melanie Wilson, Wickliffe, Miss Mrs. Carita Lamb, program
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
meet at the Southside
Mrs. Max Reed, Mrs. Mary:
was fashioned with a scalloped Donna Shirley, Murray and
PRE
chairman,
Mrs.
was in the charge of Brandon,
/
Restaurant at 2:30 p.m. with Mrs. neckline encrusted with beads
Mrs. Candy Jenkins,
SEASON
Eddie West of Memphis, Tenn., the program, "The Church:
Burie Cooper as'hostess.
and Mrs. Joy Lufman.
and pearls in the rose pattern and sister of the groom. They
were Made For Missions".
The
SALE
Age-Level Workers include
long sleeves ending in points over dressed in identical pink faille
scripture reading was from
The Pottertown Homemakers
Mission Friends—Mrs. Mary
the hands. The bouffant skirt of afternoon dresses. Mrs. M. P. Matthew
16:13-20.
Club will meet at the home of
Smith and Mrs. Joyce Thomas
ruffled tiers over hoops swept Christopher and Mrs. Joe Cohoon
FOR HE
During the business meeting,
Mrs. O.B. Cook, Murray Route
Girls In Action two groups
into a cathedral train. Beading in presided at the bride's table.
mission
action
projects were Mrs. Sue Wynn,Mrs. Linda Reed.
Six, at ten a.m. for the lesson on
the rose pattern was scattered Mrs. H. L. McLeod of Clarkville,
discussed and voted on. The
"Fondue Cookery"
and Mrs. Donna Casteel.
over the skirt and train. A soft Tenn., aunt of the bride, superClothing Bank was also anActeens—Mrs. Kay Doran and
The bazaar by the Creative white velvet bow extended from vised the reception.
nounced. Plans were made for Mrs. Judy
Curd.
Arts Department of the Murray the dropped waist line over the
Mrs. Grady Estel Vaughn, the study of the foreign mission
The women voted to change the
Woman's Club will continue at wide hooped skirt to accent the maternal grandmother of the book.
monthly general WMU meeting
Littleton's in downtown Murray back. The veil of French tulle fell bride, was dressed in mauve Delicious
refreshments were to a quarterly one. It was anfrom a petite jewelled princess boucle knit with matching acfrom nine a.m, to five p.m.
The newest styles and
served by Mrs. Windsor.
nounced that a churchwide study
crown to the bride's fingertips. cessories. Her corsage was of
colors for the holiday season
Thursday, November 11
mission book, "New
of the
Her only jewelry was a diamond pink orchids. Mrs. Virgie
Clark,
,
A special program of religious
in polyesters, knits,
An eye test
Drums Over Africa" will be held
pendant given to her by the paternal grandmother of
the
music will be presented at the
velours
and acrylics .
November 18, at seven p.m. The
groom.
Don t be a victim of habgroom chose a Bahama blue silk
First Presbyterian Church at
it Especially when it comes film, "Africa Witness" will be
all sizes.
She carried a cascade bouquet dress with' matching veil
and
8:15 p.m. with Elizsheth
to make-up Just because
used. As a follow up the ladies
of gardenias interspersed with shoes. She wore a purple
orchid
Newnam, Richard Stevens, and
you've been wearing heavy
will observe the week of prayer
miniature red rosebuds and pearl corsage.
Larrie Clark as soloists.
eye liner or hardly any eye
for foreign missions November 28
streamers.
Out of town guests were: Mr. make-up doesn't
mean you
to December 4.
The Cumberland Presbyterian Miss Gloria Cook, served her and Mrs. Grady Estel Vaughan, should continue Try a beA letter thanking the ladies for
--Women of the North Pleasant sister as maid of honor. Her dress Starksvthe, Miss.; Dr. and Mrs. fore-and-after test. Experia donation of clothing and linens
Grove Church will have a potluck of white organza flocked with H. L. McLeod, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
ment in looks from the drashared with students at the Mid
matic to au naturel. Then
supper at the church at six p.m. American beauty roses featured Knox, Clark.svWe, Tenn.; Mr.
SALE
a fitted bodice with scooped and Mrs. Steve
Continent Bible College at
select
what
best
fits
you.
$
8
Compton,
from
Mrs.
neckline
received
outlined
was
with
Mayfield
a
wide
Consult
others
see
so
you'll
The Surinyside Homemakers
Lexington; Steve Wilson, FrankREG. $8.99
how
Plans
were
ruffle.
Markham.
full
gathered
Anne
The
skirt
they'd
see
you
like
to
fort; Dr. and Mrs. Hollis JohnClub will meet at the home of
look
made to send more. Similar
The latest styles in polyester,
Mrs. Wayne Garrison at 10:30 ended in a wide ruffle over a son, Louisville; Miss Lynn J.
have gone to the
hoop.
donations
A
bow
of
American
beauty
entertained
wedding
party
the
Johnson, Emory University,
crushed velvet, and knits . . .
a.M.
velvet was attached to the back of Atlanta, Ga.; Mr. and
Baptist Children's homes in the
newest colors in petite
Mrs. Dick and out of town guests at a dinner
The Baptist Women of the Film the low waistline and extended to
at the Holiday Inn following the state, to Mountain Missions, and
L.
and misses sizes
Johnson,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dick
L.
Grove Baptist Churchlwill meet the floor. She wore a red velvet
to orphans in Vietnam.
Johnson, Jr., Johnson City, rehearsal.
in the home of M . Wilbur chocker centered with a cameo
Following the WMU meeting,
The tables, overlaid with white
Tenn.;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
K.
Weston at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. broach. Tiny red velvet bows
cloths, were centered with red the Baptist Young Women study
Johnson,
Knoxville,
Tenn.;
Mr.
Walton Fulkerson in charge of were scattered over her head.
group met to conduct their items
and Mrs. Ralph
Buchanan, and white rose buds in silver
the program.
She carried long sterruned red Detroit, Mich.; Dr. and
of
business.
AND
Mrs. pedestal bowls and silver canFor the coming year they
Murray WOW Camp 592 will roses tied with red velvet ribbon. Matthew W. Wood, Matthew, Jr., delabra entwined with red and
white rose buds. The punch table elected Mrs. Tommy Wilkins.
meet at 630 p.m. at the WOW
The bridesmaids, Misses Thomas, Jeannie, Mitchell, and
with silver appointments was BYW president; Mrs_ Joe Doran,
Hall.
Deborah K. Jones, Donna L. William, Carol Vesper, Mrs.
Eddie West and daughter, presided over by Mrs Eddie enlistment chairman; Mrs. Joe
„ SALE
Wagon Jones, of Murray, and Elizabeth
Welcome
The
Christie,
of Memphis, Tenn.; West. Miss Cook and Mr Clark Pat Futrell, prayer chairman:
Newcomers Club will meet at the Tens of Louisville wore dresses
their
atpresented
to
gifts
Mrs. John Miller, Cadiz.
First Christian Church, North 5th identical to the maid of honor.
REG. $4.99
tendants.
Egg
one long For traveling the bride chose to
Street, at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. They each carried
wear
an
ensemble
of
Fancy
grey
stitch
acrylic cardigans
worEggs have a natural pris
Ruth Eversmeyer giving the stemmed red rose tied with red
Luncheon
sted jacket. with grey and white
the holidays
for
.
.
.
perfect
tective
coating
or
"bloom"
velvet
ribbon.
A bridesmaid's luncheon was
on
program
"Christmas
worsted skirt accented by a large
. . . long and short sleeve
Decorations''. Club members
given in honor of Miss Olivia which helps keep air and
foreign odors from enterpull-over knits in polyester
Little Miss Christie West, niece white collar. After a short Cook and her attendants by Mrs
must buy tickets for themselves
ing the shell Washing rewedding trip Mr. and Mrs. Clark
or
nylon . . . white and
girl.
flower
was
the
groom,
of
the
and their guests for the ChristHollis Johnson, I.ouisville, sit the moves the -bloom", thereare at home at 18104 Miller Ave.
colors . . . sizes 34 thru 40,
mas dance on December 10 at the She was dressed in organza
Holiday Inn.
fore,
eggs should never be
They both
are students at
S-M-L
Thirty guests were seated at washed before s to rib g.
Galloway County Country Club by fashioned like the maid of honor
Murray State University.
a
wore
She
bridesmaids.
and
tables
this date, as tickets will go on sale
decorated in red, pink and They may be wiped with a
Rehearsal Dinner
to the public after November 11. coronet of tiny red roses and Dr and Mrs
white, the bride's chosen colors
damp cloth.
Charles Clark,Sr.,

Mrs. Voris Sanderson Elected Director
Of WMU Of The Memorial Baptist Church

Baptist Women Of
Salem Meet At
The Windsor Home
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Delaware Climbs Back To Top
Of Small College Poll; WKU 9th
By BILL MADDEN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)-The Blue
Hens are back.
After a week's sojourn in
;third place, the University of
'.Delaware has climbed back on
top of the United Press
International board of coaches
top 20 small college football
teams as last week's 1-2 .clubs,
.; Eastern Michigan and McNeese
State suffered ties over the
weekend.
The top-ranked Blue Hens,
who drubbed Lehigh 49-72 last
Saturday, picked up 16 firstplace votes from the 35-

member coaches panel and from ninth to sixth as last
outdistanced second-place Mc- week's 44-6 clubs, Western
State
311-273.
The Kentucky, North Dakota and
Neese
Cowboys, who struggled to a 3-3 Akron, all suffered defeats.
Tech
Arkansas
tie with Northwest Louisiana, Unbeaten
received seven first-place votes. moved from 16th up to seventh
Last week's No. 1 team, and C.W. Post, which buried
Eastern Michigan, got only five Ithaca 66-0, improved 10 places
first place votes and fell to from 18th to eighth. The
third after managing only a 10- Pioneers, now 7-1, are led by
10 tie with Northeast Louisiana. Gary Wichard, the pro scouts
For the Hurons, it was the ''most sought after" quartersecond deadlock of the season. back prospect. 27-13
Earlier, they battled to a 0-0 tie Western Kentucky, a
Tennessee,
and
Middle
loser
to
with Eastern Kentucky.
Boise State moved up from Northern Colorado completed
seventh to fourth, Tennessee the top 10. The Hilltoppers fell
State improved from eighth to from fourth place after their
fifth and Louisiana Tech leaped loss.

Final High School Ratings
Of The Season Are Released
Smallest Player Gives Bucks
Win Over Phoen ix Last Night

By United Press International as Buffalo downed the Trail
Jon McGlocklin may be the Balzers. Bob Kauffman had 30
smallest player on the Milwauk- points for the Braves while
ee Bucks' starting five but he Sidney Wicks led Portland with
made a big contribution Tues- 34.
day night.
McGlocklin hit a free throw
and a basket in the last 22
seconds to preserve the Bucks'
118-113 victory over the Phoenix
Suns. Kareem Jabbar scored 44
points to lead the Milwaukee
Thursday Couples
Bowling League
attack but it was McGlocklin
came
through
when Team
who
W L
Phoenix made its biggest
threat.
Red Birds
271/2 121/2
Dick Van Arsdale and Paul Ten Pens
251/2 14/
1
2
25 15
Silas teamed to bring the Suns The Ups and Downs
Alley Cats
25 15
to within two points at 115-113, Bs and Cs
24 16
but McGlocklin hit a free throw Ni^ht Owls
23 17
The Wild Ones
22 18
with 22 seconds left and scored Strikers
21 19
MAGIC TRI
again with eight seconds to go Fighting Four
20 20
By MARTIN LADER
Runners
18 22
W L after Bobby Dandridge stole the Road
Team
UPI Sports Writer
Reapers
18 22
ball from the Suns' Clem Strikes
18 22
NEW YORK (UPI)
an
Bunnys
17 23
Grocery
28 8 Haskins.
apparent effort to strike the Johnsons
ROckets
16 24
Ezells Beauty School
26 10
Connie Hawkins led the Suns Demons
16 24
first blow in its budding war N.H.C.A.
25 11
with 28 points and Van Arsdale
against the World Hockey Murray Insurance Agency 22 14
The Beginners
5 35
16 20 added 22.
Owens Food Mark et
Association, the National Hock- Jerrys Restaurant
15' 2
20' 2
other National Basketball
In
ey League has discarded its Murray Muffler Service 15'? 20'2
High Team Game (SC)
14 22 Association action, Golden State
Boones
own timetable for growth and Bank
of Murray
12 24
115-99,
Los
Houston
beat
Red
Birds
will expand to 16 teams next Krogers
670,690,765
6 30
658
Angeles ripped Chicago 122-109 Fighting Four
season with the additions of
640
High Team Game(SC) and Buffalo downed Portland Rockets
Atlanta and Long Island.
High Team Game (11C)
Red Birds
866
738 109-100.
NHL President Clarence Johnsons
802
735
Beauty School
Cazzie Russell and Nate Bs and Cs
Campbell admitted Tuesday Ezells
Rockets
800
697
Johnsons Grocery
Thurmond combined for 21
High Team Series (SC)
night, after announcing the
2125
points in the third quarter to Red Birds
High Team Game (HC)
decision to expand, that he
Four
Fighting
1909
983 boost the Warriors past HousBOOnes
originally had set a 1974 target N.H.C.A,
Night Owls
1867
955
half
57High Team Series ( HC)
949 ton. Houston led at the
Johnsons Grocery
for expansion.
Red
Birds
2428
48 before Russell and Thur"But the Board of Governors
Demons
2318
High Team Series (SC)
have reassessed their posicion Johnsons Grocer y
_2122 mond sparked . a 37-point third BS and c.S_
2311
Nigh Ind. earn*(SC)
put
Golden
period
burst
that
and think it is in the best
Man .
Ezells Beauty School
2048 State ahead. Russell finished
interests to do it now," he said. Jerrys Restaurant
Jim Neale
210,216,255
1971
lead
the
points
to
with
23
Marvin
Burket
203
Asked if the recent formation
203
High Team Series (HØ
. Warriors while Stu Lantz was Lyman Dixon
of the WHA had anything to do Johnsons Grocery
2755
Women
with the hasty reappraisal, the Murray Insurance Agency
2730 high man for the Rockets with
Patsy Neale
183, 186
2712 30.
typical candid Campbell re- Jerrys Restaurant
Smith
Jim McMillian scored 28 Mary
plied, "I don't suppose it's a
172
Burlene Brewer
High Ind. Game (SC)
172
203 points and Jerry West and Gail Betty Cooper
coincidence but we have had Candy Jenkins
High
Ind.
175
Game
(HC)
Nancy Maggard
Goodrich hit for 24 each to pace
these applications on hand."
Men
172
Lou Darnell
Chicago. Jim Neale
the Lakers over
In addition to Atlanta and
264
229
High Ind. GartYg.
(HC)
McMillian and West combined Bob Marshall
Long Island next Season, the
228
249 for 31 points in the second half Marvin Burket
Candy Jenkins
NHL said it would take on Nancy Maggard
Women
232
away
and
pulled
Angeles
as
Los
Pam
Treas
228
Darnell
221
Lou
another two teams for the 1974223
handed the Bulls their third Betty Cooper
75 campaign. Among
the
Patsy Neale
220
Nigh Ind Series (SC)
candidates for those franchises Candy Jenkins
503 consecutive loss.
High
Ind.
472
scored
12
of
Series
(SC)
Marilyn
Parks
Bryant
Emmette
are Baltimore, Cleveland, KanMen
Betty Dixon
152 his 13 points in the last period
sas City, Washington, D.C.,
lim Neale
rigs
Lyman Dixon
569
High Ind Series (MC)
Indianapolis, San Diego, SeatT. C. H Hargrove
550
641
Candy Jenkins
tle, Portland and Denver.
NBA Standings
Women
604
Nancy Maggard

BOWLING
STANDINGS

Small College
Grid Ratings NHL Announces BOWLING
Expansion Plans STANDINGS

NEW YORK (UPI) -The
United Press International Top
20 small college football teams
with first place votes and wonlost records in parentheses:
1Ninth Week
Points
Team
311
1. Delaware (16) (7-1)
2. McNeese St. (7) (7-0-1) 273
3. Eastern Mich. (5) (6-0-2)267
208
4. Boise St. (1)(8-1)
5. Tennessee St. (2) (8-1) 193
6. Louisiana Tech (1) (7-1)190
78
7. Arkansas Tech (9-0)
58
8. C.W. Post t 7-1)
49
9. Western Ky 16-2)
10. Northern Colo. (1) (6-1-1)31
11. St. John's (Minn.) (1) ($4)
29
27
12. S.W. Tex. St. (6-1-1)
25
13. Stanford(6-1)
24
14. Texas A&I (7-1)
22
15. Grambling (6-2)
19
16. Akron (6-2)
16
, 17. Chico State (7-1)
14
18. Jackson State (5-1-1)
10
19. Long Beach Kt. 6-3)
10
20. (tie) Luther (1( 8-1)
(tie) Hinpdn-Sydny (8-0) 10

Torre Vows
To Stay Away
From Starches

ST. LOUIS- (UPI)-Joe Torre
vows that he never again will
go near those starchy foods
Jim Neale
708
Mary Harris
586
that he learned to like as a boy
Terry Lax
623
International
Press
By
United
in Brooklyn.
J. C. McDaniel
622
High Averages
Wornlin
East Conference
160
Marilyn Parks
Victoria Torre gave her son a
Patsy
Neale
631
152
Wanda
Nance
Atlantic Division
fine Italian upbringing and sent
Pam Treas
597
149
Mildred Hodge
W.
L.
Pct.
GB
Mary
Smith
579
him into manhood with more
148
Betty Dixon
High
Averages
148
Betty
Riley
9
2
.818
...
Boston
weight than he needed. But
Men
142
Leta Norsworthy
8 3 .727 1
Torre, now 31, trimmed off the
Jim Neale
191
140 Philadelphia
Barbara Alexander
6 7 .462 4 Dan Jones
186
New York
fat with a protein-and-water
C. Hargrove
180
6 8 .429 4,
*2 T.
Buffalo
diet last winter and he credits
Delmer Brewer
177
Central Division
Lyman Dixon
176
the weight loss with being
Norman
Chancey
176
W. L. Pct. GB
Dillar or Dollar
responsible in great part for his By United Press International
Women
4 8 .333
Baltimore
Mark Binstein may not have
winning the Most Valuable
Mary Smith
159
Bowling League
.300
Patsy
Neale
3
7
153
experience
but
Cincinnati
Player award in the National much coaching
Dixon
Betty
152
3 9 .250 1
Atlanta
he's got the Pittsburgh Condors
League.
Joyce Roller
151
W L
Team
Cleveland
3 9 .250 1 Jean Chancey
139
"My good year was coupled on the right track.
Burket
Hiloa
140
Conference
general
Western
Condors'
24
12
Binstein,
the
Ti
Robs
with my weight loss," Torre
Kay Lax
139
21 15
Cats
Midwest Division
said. "I'm going to stay away manager, took over as head Alley
21 15
No Ones
W. L. Pct. GB
21 15
from the starchy foods and eat coach last week when Jack Giddy Biddies
17 19 Milwaukee
Maybe's
11 1 .917
Though
his
was
fired.
McMahon
only one piece of bread a
MILL REEF NAMED
Strike Outs
16 20
7 5 .583 4
only experience has been as a Losers
week."
15 21 Chicago
LONDON (UPI) -American6 6 .500 5
9 27 Detroit
Torre's selection as the freshman coach in college, Fan Tales
owned Mill Reef was named
.417
6
Phoenix
5
7
to
have
found
Binstein
seems
MVP
was
league's
announced
1971 Horse of the Year Sunday
Pacific Division
by
the
Baseball the winning formula for the
Tuesday
High Team Game (SC)
by the British Racecourse
W. L. Pct. GB Association.
Writers Association of America. Condors.
Maybe's
588
Angeles
10 3 .769 ...
Pittsburgh surged to its third Losers
, The St. Cardinal third baseman
581 Los
11 Paul Mellon's Mill Reef lost
4 .714
576 Golden State 10
A received 21 of 24 first-place victory in four games under Ti Robs
8 4 .667 11
Seattle
/
2
y one race this year as he
votes for a total of 318 points. Binstein Tuesday night when
2 8 .200 61
Portland
/
2 won the Greenham Stakes, the
5. Willie Stargell of the world the Condors stunned the India
High Team Game (HC)
2 12 .143 842 Derby, the Eclipse, the King
Houston
champion Pittsburgh Pirates na Pacers 133-123, George
811
e-- was the runnerup with the Thompson had 33 points and Maybe's
Tuesday's Results
George VI and Queen Elizabeth
802
Giddy Biddies
781 Milwaukee 118 Phoenix 113
stakes and the Prix de L'Arc
- other three first-place votes and John Brisker added n as Losers
Los Angeles 172 Chicago 109
222 points. Atlanta's Hank Pittsburgh evened its record at
le Triomphe.
Buffalo 109 Portland 100
- Aaron was third with 180 7-7.
High Team Series (SC)
Golden State 115 Houston 99
The Pacers scored the first
points.
Ti Robs
1665
Wednesday's Games
411 CONTINUES WORKOUTS
. "I hope I can repeat next eight points of the second half Maybe's
1655
.
1588 Chicago at Baltimore
HOUSTON (UPI) -Muham4: year but with a pennant- but Pittsburgh bounced b.ack Giddy Biddies
New York at Cincinnati
mad Ali continued a regimen of
%);
,-- winner," Torre said in a news with 10 consecutive points to
Portland at Detroit
ring workouts today in prepara-, conference at Busch Stadium. take the lead for keeps.
High Team Series (HC)
•
Los Angeles at Philadelphia
Rick Mount led Indiana with
tion for his 12-round bout with
fi "I've never been on a pennant
2324
Maybe's
Buster Mathis on Nov. 17 in the
• winner before, and my finger is 27 points and George McGinnis Giddy Biddies
2281 Boston at Houston
Astrodome.
2202 Milwaukee at Atlanta
Ti Robs
',". still vacant for that champion- added 26.
All returned Saturday from a
In other American Basketball
ship ring."
series of boxing exhibitions in
Torre won the league batting Association play, the Kentucky
High Ind. Game (5C)
Argentina and worked the
Denver
1 title with a .363 average on 230 Colonels beat the
ABA Standings
192
Kay Addison
equivalent of 16 rounds in a
✓ hits and also led the league in Rockets 106-96 and the Utah Glenda Hill
186
174 By United Press International gym here Sunday with two
,. runs batted in with 137 and Stars downed the Memphis Jane Buchanan
East
sparring partners, the light bag
bases with 352. He had a Pros 93-90 in a doubleheader at
total
2:
... „
W. L. Pct. GB and skipping rope.
Dallas
and
the
High Ind Game (HC)
-;, hitting streak of 22 games at Memphis
9 4 .692
Virginia
the beginning of the season and Chaparrals edged the New York Kay Addison
230 Kentucky
9 4 .692
CHALLENGE DISMISSED
Finished by hitting safely in 35 Nets 90-86.
222
Sallie Guy
7 6 538 2
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
221 Floridians
Cincy Powell scored 37 poin Barbara Merino
i of his last 37 games. From May
6
New
York
6
500
2'7
Court Tuesday disSupreme
past
Denver.
to
lift
the
Colonels
end
of
the
the
season
he
f 19 to
Pittsburgh
7 7 500 gls missed a challenge to the New
never went more than one Kentucky trailed by as many a
High Ind Series (SC)
3 9 250 51,2 Orleans Domed Stadium bond
Carolina
.0 game without getting at least 19 points in the first half befor
477
Barbara Merino
•
West
issue The action left intact a
Artis Gilmore and Dan Issel Sallie Guy
one hit.
465
W. L. Pct. GD Louisiana Supreme Court ruling
454
"I never considered having sparked a second half, rally. Kay Addison
8 6 ,571
Utah
upholding the bond's legality.
this good of a year," Torre Ralph Simpson led the Rocket7 6 538
42 The board of commissioners
Indiana
High Ind Series (HC)
said. "In fact, I never thought with 28.
6 7 462 11,2 has issued $129,500,000 in bonds
Dallas
Glen Combs and Zelmo Beaty
about the batting title until
630 Denvef
Barbara Merino
4 7 364 2,s to finance the new stadium in
June or July. I didn't look back scored 20 points each.as Utah Sallie Guy
615
5 9 .357 3 downtown New Orleans
599 Memphis
beat the Pros to maintain a Pat Morgan
. until the season was over."
Tuesday's Results
Torre is the 10th Cardinal to half-game lead in the ABA
.„
Dallas 90 New York 86
ORIOLES DOWNED
High averages
-,' ' win the MVP award and the West_ Beaty also pulled down 18
Pittsburgh 133 Indiana 12.3
KYOTO, Japan (UPI) -The
: third in the last five years. Bob rebounds for the Stars.
161 Kentucky 106 Denver 96
Glenda Hill
Steve Jones had 22 points and 'Margaret
Baltimore Orioles must have
155
Morton
- Gibson won in 1968, and
153 Utah 93 Memphis 90
confused Kyoto with Pittsburgh.
Orlando Cepeda in 1967. Other Joe Hamilton hit 19 as the Jane Buchanan
Mary Smith
151
Wednesday's Games
The Orioles were beaten by a
St. Louis winners were Frank Chaps downed New York. Kay Addison
146
New York at Utah
combined team Tuesday of the
145
Frisch, Dizzy Dean, Joe Med. Dallas managed only nine Martha Alls
141 Pittsburgh at Indiana
Pat Scott
Yorniuri Giants and Hankyu
i, wick, Mort Cooper, Marty points in the final quarter but Dot Mullins
142 Virginia at Floridians
Braves 8-2. Jim Palmer suf138
Marion, Ken Boyer and Stan the Nets' rally fell short. Rick Hilda Bennett
Dallas at Kentucky
Barry had 22 to lead New York.
fered the loss.
Musial three times.

Pittsburgh
Stuns Pacers
Tuesday Night
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By HERB SPARROW
LEXINGTON, (UPI)Harrodsburg, Fort Thomas
Highlands and Thomas Jefferson
reign as No. 1 in their respective
classes in the final United Press
International high school football
ratings of the season.
It is the second straight year
that Highlands, the defending
state champion, has finished atop
the Class AA ratings.
Coach
Mike
Murphy's
Bluebirds
are 10-0 entering
Friday's third region playoff
with Lexington Bryan Station and
have won 24 straight over two
years.
Bryan Station, which finished

Allen
is a man

for 'now'
By PAUL CORCOFtAN
Copley News Service

second to Highlands in last year's going into Tuesday night's fourth
ratings, again nailed down the region playoff with No. 4
No. 2 position, although this time Pineville, 9-2,
Undefeated Thomas Jefferson
it had to share the honor with
was
the unanimous choice in
Ashland.
Bryan Station, which has Class AAA, moving up from the
finished with a rush, won two No. 2 spot it finished in last year
games in three days this past Louisville Flaget barely hung on
weekend, knocking off Lexington to the runner up spot after losing
game of the season
Tates Creek Friday night, then its first
Saturday
to Louisville Central
ConMid-State
capturing the
ference title Monday night with a 6-0. Louisville St. Xavier finished
44-7 win over Harrison County. third.
The final ratings by UPI's
Harrodsburg, which also won
two games this weekend, won its board of coaches ( 1st place votes
first regular season Class A UPI in parentheses I:
championship with a 11-0-1
CLASS AAA
record. Coach Bill Baldridge
guided the Pioneers to a 54-8
i
70
romp over Boyle County Friday 1. Thomas Jefferson 7
2.
Louisville
Flaget
55
decision over
and a 23-6
53
Lexington Henry Clay Monday 3. Louisville St. Xavier
40
night for the championship of the 4. Louisville Manual
35
Central Kentucky Conference. 5. Seneca
CLASS AA
Four-time state champion
Lynch, which finished first last
year, was second, while Rowan 1, Fort Thomas Highlands ( 8) 89
County, one of only three un- 2. Lexington Bryan Station 1
66
beaten, untied teams in the state, (tie)
2. Ashland (tie)
66
finished third.
58
Lynch sported a 7-1-1 record 4. Madisonville
5. Paducah Tilghman
57
league's premier rusher, and 6. Dixie Heights
48
Charley Taylor ranks among
7. Hopkinsville
as
the finest pass receivers in
8. Elizabethtown
30
NFL history.
25
If there was any single major 9. Mayfield
criticism of Allen's Ram 10. Lexington Lafayette
CLASS A
teams, it was that they were
dull on offense.
4
.85
Defense always was his main 1. Harrodsburg 6)
Lynch
(
2
)
76
thrust. And he was credited 2.
59
with being the architect of the 3. Rowan County I 1
, 55
Chicago Bears' 1963 NFL 4. Pineville
championship team although 5. Trigg County
53
he was only the defensive 5. Trigg County
53
- -coach.
6. Frankfort
52
Alten., who.literally devotes 7,Richmond Madison
41his entire life to football, has 8. Paris
30
been faulted by some for the 9. Paintsville
16
very thing that sets him apart 10. Mt. Sterling
12
from many of his fellow
coaches: his drive and ambition.
HENS STILL BEST
,
But those are the qualities
NEW YORK (UPI(
Dela
that made Lombardi the coach ware maintained its season-long
and man that he was. And they
domination in voting for the
are qualities that make George
best Division II college team in
Allen one of the finest coaches
of today, an&may make him the East. The Blue Hens
the dominant man in football in gathered all eight first-place
votes.
the years to come.

Coach George Allen of the
Washington Redskins is a
member of the "now"
generation - if that is what it
means to place every emphasis
on immediate success.
He has made the Redskins
the surprise team of the NFL in
1971.
Allen
had
the
same
reputation with the Los Angeles
Barns, where he took over a
losing squad and built it into
one of the finest teams in the
National Football League.
A free-trading coach who will
do anything to win, Allen is
known for his determination to
get as much experience as
possible on the field at all
times. A rookie is an outcast in
the Allen scheme of things.
If success is any criterion,
Allen's way is the right way at least in pro football.
Allen is the true professional,
a man who would have been
ideally equipped to manage a
space program, or a sales
campaign.
Few men have been so
perfectly constructed to lead a
professional football team. He
is the complete opposite of the
rah-rah college type, and his
attitude seems to inspire
confidence of the type of athlete
who plays for pay.
Allen's ambition and his
success in direct communication with the players
inevitably gets him into trouble
with owners. The late Dan
Reeves, who maintained a
strong personal control over
the Los Angeles Rams in all the
years he owned the club, could
not get along with Allen despite
the latter's success in transforming the Rams into a real
winner.
Reeves, seriously ill during
most of his final few years of
life, fired Allen twice.
The first time, at the end of
the 1968 season, a player revolt
caused him to rescind the
action. But two years later,
when Allen's contract expired,
it was one of Reeves' final
decisions to get rid of his coach.
Allen's skills being well
known throughout footballjgh
there was no reason he woullr
be out of a job for long.
Washington, with its loyal and
politically powerful patronage,
was quick to gobble him up,
offering a package deal as
coach and general manager
that was impossible to turn
down.
Allen promptly imported a
large contingent of veteran
Rams he acquired by trade,
and the team that at first was
impolitely dubbed the "Ram- •
Skins" got off to the best start
in the National Football
League.
Whether they stay on top
remains a question, since the
'Skins are an aging team and
injuries play an important part
in the NFL, especially late in
the season. Dallas, the favorite
in the Eastern Division, is
deeper and younger.
But the fact is that the
Redskins are doing well, the
results justify the complex
deals that Allen has made. The
Redskins, particularly on
defense, are definitely improved. Ex-Rams Jack Pardee,
Maxie Baughan, Myron Pottios
all three Of them veteran
linebackers - defensive back
Richie Pettibon and tackle
Dyron Talbert all have made
substantial contributions to the
Washington success.
The Redskin offense, built in
part by the late Vince Lombardi, was explosive when
Allen arrived on the scene.
Halfback Larry Brown is the

•
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UNDECIDED ABOUT
YOUR FUTURE?
Let's Think A Minute
About A Career In
RETAILING . . . With
ROSES STORES, INC.

K RAFT'

'A HAT IS ROSES STORES. INC.?

A group of retail stores located in the southern
states of Northern Carolina, South Carolina,
Virginia, Georgia,
Tennessee, Kentucky,
Mississippi, Florida and Alabama with General
Executive and Buying Offices located in Hen
derson, Northern Carolina.

WHAT ABOUT TRAININO
• The training program is • on the job training ' in
all phases of store operation Each man progresses
and develops to store management according to his
own ability.

WHAT ABour RESPONSIBILITY?
• Managers make their own decisions in line with
company policy He is entirely responsible tor entire
operations and merchandising of the store as well
as employing. training and supervising all store
personnel

WHAT ABOUT ADVANCEMENT?
• Our people advance on their, own achievement
.f-ind ability Promotions to district superintendent
and general office executive and buying position,
come from store management

WHAT ABM 'I' SALARY? SECURITY ?
BENEFITS? PRESTIGE?
A Rose store manager shares in the
net profit of the store managed, thereby receiving
full reward for his talents, ideas and hard work
. .
Being on the managerial team of a fast
growing dynamic retail organization is security itself,
however. the Rose Company has created a profit
sharing trust for loyal employees as a retirement
investment with all monetary contributions made by
the company
. .
Paid vacations are according to a lib
eral schedule based on length of service Group life
and hospitalization insurance is available with the
Rose Company paying approximately one half the

BA
wiU

Premium.
. .
There is justifiable pride in managing
a Rose store Rose store managers are recognized
as business leaders
Why not decide on a profitable business
career for yOu and your family,

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACI
Your Loral

ROSES STORE
Manager or his Assistant

or PERSONNEL DEPT. HOSES STORES, INC
P. H. ROSE BLDG. HENDERSON, N. C.
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ti

up from fit,

in last yea[
rely hung .(r.
: after losin,_
the season
\
Centra
\ler finisher'

Open Till Midnight 7 Days A Week
for Your Shopping Convenience
DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY TUES & WED.
The Only Store in Murray That Offers
Only U.S. Prime Beef!
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT

YOU ALWAYS BUY THE BEST FOR LESS

LIBERTY

TO LIMIT

* U.S. FOOD STAMPS REDEEMED *

Southside Shopping Center

Murray Kentucky

FOLGER'S

BA
CO
N
COFFEE
Bag49
POTATOES
COCA COLAS
MISS LIBERTY SLICED
6"

s

by

t pia( r.

si A

1-1b. Can

A
lands d
Station

1
645
D(8
48
111

(it

J.

HI
Deo,
season-Lonk
ing for tt
ege team r
Blue He first-pIa

ri

RAEDS D 1

79

b

28-OUNCE 1
BOTTLE

69;PORK LOIN
HAMS
ROA
ST
SPARE RIBS
69c

PORK CHOPS
Country Style

tte

ou[iun

Center Cut

lb.

Tender Smoked
BACK BONES lb. 49c
lb. ‘P‘o
Shank Portion
LIVER Sliced PORK lb.39
up lb
NECK BONES ,FArrat;'191. FRANKS Elm Hill/, oz pKg 494
SHORT RIBS BEEF 49c TENDERLOIN 7,K'109

lb

Americana

5 b:1 . 59it PORK STEAK m:bed59

SUGAR
Breast '0 Chicken

TUNA
1
cc=
303
TOMATOES
3/$
CHILI
'n BEANS!1 110'
N
NAPKINS
33'BANANAS
3/$

cFaanisr5

/

I

15-oz. cans

KELLYS

_

Crest Top

Golden Ripe

Northern
160 ct

uRKA2Y9it CHEESE
67
VELVEETA.

9 lb

KRAFT'S

lb

12 oz pkg.

2-1b. Box

Fresh

ORANGE From
* LIBERTY COUPON *

BACON Liberty
.miss

Pound

with this coupon and '5.00 or more add
purchase, tobacco & dairy prod. exc
VOID AFTER NIV. 16th
*

Garden Delight Frozen

Bags

PUREX33,I BREA19
D,
MISS LIBERiTY1b. loaf

Family Pak

$ 1 00

APPLES

9'
BISCUITS
$1 89
FLOUR
POT. CHIPS
49'
liaer6Yalne0OOD 10/99"

RED or
YELLOW

lb.

23
Blbag.

Giant Size

Milk Maid
251b. bag

LIBERTY COUPON *

Liberty
Twin Pati‘

SAVE 15c

On the Purchase of One Pound Can of

MARYLAND CLUB COFFEE
No Other Purchase Necessary'
VOID AFTER NOV. 16th

Seald Sweet
Frozen
12-oz.

CUT-UP

Puffin
8 oz. can

1 it

Delsey
2-roll pkg.

FRYERS

$1 25
D02

Jelly
29c
Tissue
33;
Juice
39c
3
Potatoes
Kraft's Grape
18-oz. jar

. .t

6

000011
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Jim Londos believes enemy may 'help' you

Typesetter

Mark Twain's Folly
Cost him $300,000
By FRANK H. BARTHOLOMEW Paige had spent about four
frustrating years, the entire proHARTFORD,Conn.(UPI)gram was scrapped.
In the dark lower level of a
But Twain and Paige didn't
'pension here is an awesome
give ti
i easily. New blueprints
,Enechanitun of more than
and plans were presented to
10,000 separate parts-all that
the Pratt & Whitney factory,
iemains of Mark Twain's dream
along with still another Mark
the
first
typeOf producing
Twain check, and construction
setting machine in the world.
of what Twain came to refer
It cost him $300,000, so
to as "The Monster" started
says his biographer Dean
all over again.
Howells, and it almost broke
This time they felt they
his heart.
were on their way to success,
So close was the famous
and so, apparently, did their
humorist to success that Ottmar
rival, Ottmu Mergenthaler,
Mergenthaler, who was also
since it was in 1884 that his
working on a typesetting maoffer of a half interest in his
chine, offered him a half interinvention for a half interest in
est in the Mergenthaler inventheirs was made and rejected,
tion for a half interest in
One year later Mergenthaler
-Twain's.
completed his first slug-casting
- Twain and James W. Paige,
machine and men working in
the inventor he was backing, rethe print shops of the world ber
:fused.Today the Eltra
fore opened type cases raised
incorporated in 1895 as
their green eye shades in
the Mergenthaler Linotype
startled attention. Not so Mark
-Company, has assets of $250
Twain and James Paige. They
million.
put in six more years before
The meets of Twain and
wearily concluding that the
Paige, representing 11 years'
Pratt & Whitney version of The
hard work, stand for all to see
Monster wasn't practical either.
at the foot of the basement
In 1891 they gave up. Mark
stairs in the Mark Twain house.
Twain's fortune had been bled
The house is part of Nook
to the zero point, and he had
Farm, actually a museum complex of fine old buildings, in- to turn to an intensified schedcluding the former home of ule of writing and lecturing to
maintain the large and bizarre
Harriet Beecher Stowe.
His writings show that the
Ironically, the Mark Twain
typesetting machine is in the idea for a' machine to set type
Mark Twain house and on per- was born when he was editor
manent loan from the Mer- of the Territorial Enterprise
genthaler Linotype Company. in Virginia City, atop the fabuTwain lust met Paige in lous Conuttock lode. Meeting
1880 and was so impressed with Paige later in Hartford, a man
the inventor's idea for setting with an actual blueprint intype mechanically that he in- tended to crystalize what
vested a tentative $2;000. Paige, Twain had been dreaming of,
he wrnte., wan a "p-tat and reiulted in ultimate financial
genuine poet, whose sublime disaster to Twain, deep disapcreations are written in steel." pointment to Paige, and frusHe added, with the inconaist- tration to Colt's and to Pratt &
ency that made his humorous Whitney.
Gazing upon the unbeliev'writings often hilarious, that
intricate Monster in its
ably
'Paige was "a man with a crysbasement
tal dear mind, but a dreamer spacious but dimly-lit
home a visiting newspaperman
.and visionary."
The two men took their might wonder what the stubplans and blueprints to the born pair of friends would have
Colt's Patent Fire Arms factory, thought had they been told
and construction started. So that the great American news
'did troubles and complications. services seventy years later
There were delays on Colt's house with its external replica
part
of design on of the various parts of a Mississippi River side wheeler.
Paigeand
s. changes
Twain's career was as varied
By the time Twain had more
than $100,000 invested and as the fortunes that flowed to

today He is too busy with
welfare and relief causes,
especially those dealing with
Greece He received a special
citation in 1970 from President
Nixon for his charitable endeavors
A devout Greek Orthodox
churchgoer who did not smoke
or drink when he was competing. Londos finds it difficult
to see how brilliant young
boxers - and other athletes waste their lives on women,
alcohol and automobiles
without saving for the future.
Londos did save "I am not a
wealthy man," he said, "but I
will have enough to get along
on.,,
Londos, who stands only 5

feet, 72/4 inches and weighed
204 pounds when he wrestled,
has a wealth of memories
dating to the time he arrived in
ESCONDIDO, Calif. - Jim
America in 1912 at the age of 13.
Londos, the "Golden Greek"
The gentle former chppion
who ruled wrestling when it
was idolized in Greece, where
was
an
internationally
he wrestled before 75,000
respected sport instead of a
persons 1'there were 5,000
vaudeville substitute, is one of
more outside that couldn't get
those rare individuals who
But Londos, naturalized
in".
thinks an enemy may •'help"
in 1928, is a dedicated
you more than a friend.
American
who
proudly
Looking back on the first of 14
displays not only the Nixon
classic matches - in 1920 citation but an autographed
with Ed (Strangler) Lewis,
photograph of J. Edgar
Londos reflected and said:
Hoover, among his many
"I think it is good to compete
souvenirs.
with people who don't like you
"When I was introduced to
instead of with a friend. You
President Herbert Hoover," he
find out how good you really
said,"I remember him asking:
are." There is no better way to
'Are you a good American?' I
learn, in other words, than to do
answered that I try to be."
battle with someone who really
The people who came to see
is trying to lick you.
him
wrestle make an inAs he recalled his 26-year
of
ternational potpourri
career as a professional
A survey of Kentucky hospitals peasants and kings, politicians
wrestler in the office of his
hilltop hone, Londos displayed shows dangerous pesticides are and dictators. The Greek
candor and humor about the becoming a serious cause of dictator Mitaxsis came to
first confrontation with the home accidents, espcially for watch him in Athens.
children
"I remember Mayor Jimmy
great Lewis
"I was convinced I was , The survey, conducted by the Walker of New York," he said,
Health
Department, still showing a trace of a Greek
pretty good," said Jim, who state
doesn't give his specific age but screened the records of some accent. "Everyone liked him. I
750,000 patients at 13 hospitals in don't think he did anyone
says he is "over 70."
"But 1 learned a lesson. He Louisville, Lexington and other harm," Londos said of Gentleman Jim.
taught me how much I really cities
-And when Mr. Roosevelt
did not know."
"We know that non-fatal exLondos, a trim 185 pounds, posure of pesticides is a real was running for president in
stilled when he talked about problem in the state," said E. 1932, James Farley came to
Lewis
Edsel Moore of the Health watch. He was a good, clean
man. He was running Mr.
-It's a funny thing, but he Department
beat me the first seven times
The largest group of pesticide Roosevelt's campaign, and the
Democrats got boxers and
we met. It got so I did not want poisonings involved
children ages
t
wrestlers
to
perform
to wrestle him. But then I won,
Moore said This age grou exhibitions." Londos
5,
Ito
and defeated him the last seven
was one of
accounted for 72 of 131 cases cited those who
times we met."
performed.
The last time Londos met in the survey
Moore blamed much of the
Lewis was in the Chicago
stadium, before "33,000-35,000 problem on improper storage
people." There was ,no hanky- and labeling of pesticides and
panky in those days, or in any ' improper use
He said the Health DepArtment
of the more Eller. 2,000 rnitchac
the former world wrestling plans to hire a full-time
!toxicologist to study pesticide,
champion fought as a 'drug and other exposure
professional between 1920 and problems
1946. If you broke the rules,
Moore added that 28 states,
you were penalized," Londos I
including Kentucky, already
said.
have some restrictions on
Londos does not watch
wrestling. or what passes for it, pesticide use but that the trend Is
toward tighter
controls
By PAUL CORCORAN
Copley News Service

Pesticide Danger
In Homes Is Cited

it and flowed away again in
book publishing ventures, gold
mining and speculative invest- ADULTS 84
ments such as The Monster: NURSERY 7
Only at his own trades ass Mis- NOVEMBER 5, 1971
sissippi River pilot, a humorist
and a lecturer was he successful.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

sells them at retail.
But, like anyone else in the retail business, he
has to collect the amount due before he makes
a profit.
Pay your Ledger a Times
carrier promptly please.

Murray.

gentiicky 42071

Phone 753-1916

"CIRCULATION THAT SELLS"

FIREARMS ACCIDENTS
The number of fatal firearms
accidents decreased 10 per cent
in 1970, reports the National
Safety Council
Accidents

dropped by 200 in 1970, the
lowest level in five years.

EUREKA

TV
PIE
CRIN

CUBE

* Cordaway Cord Reel

Reg. 49 95

Pa,

Powerful l's h.p. motor. (..orl‘rn,11(
tool carrier. 8-piece set of attachments. Uses throw-away paper bap.

col
ri*

Mrs Mary Elizabeth Townley,
Box 86, Farmington, Mrs. Rita
Darlene Kelso, Box 32, Lynn
I Grove, Artell Milton Wright,
Route 3, Benton, Miss Shirley
Gail Vaughn, Route 1, Murray,
Mn. Robbie Berline Bucy, Route
5, Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth Faye
Travis, Route 4, Murray, Gene
Miller Dodd, 605 South 9th,
Murray, Otis Hampton Erwin,
607 Doran Rd., Murray, Miss
Diane Beale, Almo, Miss Carrie
Elizabeth Beale, 306 South 5th,
Murray, Miss Cynthia Dawn
Compton, Box 817, Hart Hall
MSU, J. C. Schroader, Route 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Louise Margaret
Carroll, 501 Chestnut St., Murray,
Mrs. Willena Tillman, 719 Poplar
St., Murray, Burnette Outland,
210 South 9th, Murray, Mrs. Hilda
Ward, 214 Woodlawn,
Ruth
Murray, William Tazwell Sledd,
712 Poplar St., Murray, Lymon
Brown Coursey, Dexter.

EASY
TERMS

SHAG RAKE NOZZLE

VACUUM \

• Solves Shag
Rug Cleaning
Problems
• Vacuuming teeth,
for deep cleaning
• Raking teeth for
good grooming
• Fluffs as it rakes as it
deep cleans
• Fits all canister vacuum cleaners,
plus upright cleaners with attachments.

Y/r‘

EUREKA

VACUUM
CLEANER

sal
eric:79:7

Mlle, Scale
Vacuole Plower
%letter

SHAMPOOER
8, POLISHER

Miss Edith Marell Orr, Box 95
Hazel, Master Steve R. Downs,
Route 6, Murray, Mrs. Etta
Frances Harper, Route 3,
Murray, Mrs. Rubye Frances
Morris, Route 3, Murray.
,

Shampoos, Pohshes
Scrubs and Waxes
EUREKA

EUREKA

Adams, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs
Virginia Nell Buchanan, 402 S
12th, Murray, Kenneth Paul
Buoy, Rt 1, Murray, Thomas
Alfred Barnett, Rt. 6, Murray,
Donald Wayne Dogger, Rt 3,
Murray, Mrs Maybelle Moore,
Box 33, FAdyville

"

hs

I hoes .11I ,11111I 1104,11, 1111(s I,

•

ronspletc asisi, A.
'static dopenser a special doll,

(:01114,

Upright
CLEANER

Deep-Cleaning
LIGHTWEIGHT

•
mb•

shantpooing rugs. It ran pas
, for ittell with die inonirv it saves
itni rug cleaning alone, iv
\Y/

NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

Mrs Barbara Ann Gillum and
liaby Girl, No, 45 Shady Oaks
Trailer Ct., Murray, Edward Ken

303

11'.51!

EUREKA

DISMISSALS

DISMISSALS

GR

(,•nti• 01,11 ,
, q

•

November 7, 1971
ADULTS 94
6
NURSERY

361

FITS ALL VACUUM
CLEANERS

• Powerful deep-cleaning motor
• Deluxe attachment set

cliii sus
iltr•v forp••

NOVEMBER II, 1971
ADULTS 88
NURSERY 7

FRI

EUREKA

NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

As an independent merchant, your Ledger &
Times carrier buys his papers at wholesale and

Now You Know
By United Press International
Anyone convicted of wifebeating in South Carolina is
disqualified from voting

VACUUM CLEANER

",V4 Canister-Style

When your Ledger & Times carrier comes to collect, pay
Every month. Then there's no question about how much you owe him.

A panel uf three federal judges
has labeled unconstitutional two
Kentucky laws that permit
landlords to seize and sellwithout a hearing-a tenant's
property for nonpayment of rent.
The judges struck down KRS
383.040 and KRS 383.050 because
they don't require a hearing at
which a tenant can "choose for
himself whether to appear,
default, acquiesce or contest" the
landlord's proposed action.
Landlords were permanently
enjoined under the decision
"from seizing or selling
property" under the provisions of
the two state statutes.
In writing the panel's opinion,
S District Judge Rhodes
Bratcher noted,"It is elementary'
that the right to be heard is a
fundmental requirement of due
process of law and that this right
has little value unless a person
has the concomitant right to be
informed that a matter is pending
and also the right to choose for
hirrfself to appear, default,
acquiesce or contest.'

SLIC1

Hospital Report

DISMISSALS

Don't Let This Happen To You

Non-Paying Tenants
Must Have Hearing,
Federal Judges Rule

EUREKA

Mrs. Sheila Jo Salter and baby
boy, Mrs. Virginia Keel and baby
girl, Mrs. Mary Necifora and
baby boy.

•

Londos, who holds the Golden
-I beat nun," Londos says
Cross order of Greece bestowed with pride.
Not many men would beat
by King Paul, was a well-built
but compact teen-ager when he Londos in the years ahead. He
began wrestling as an amateur was world champion from 1930
in San Francisco. One of eight to 1935, only to lose to Dan
survived O'Mahoney. "O'Mahoney
brothers
who
childhood, Londos was pretty would not give me a rematch,
much on his own in San so I went on a world tour," he
Francisco where he got his said. "I wrestled everywhere,
baptism in wrestling the hard in Paris, Rhodesia, Greece." In
way. By getting pummeled. each country, he took on the
There is a photograph on the best man and won.
Londos won his title back by
wall of his office showing the
first amateur team of which he beating Bronco Nagurski, who
originally became famous in
was a member.
He pointed to the boy who football, in 1935.
He continued to wrestle until
beat him and said, -It was so
bad that our coach, Ernest 1946, when he retired and
Berger stopped it." Berger moved to Phoenix where he
refurbished
and
was instrumental in Londos' bought
rapid improvement. When he Madison Square Garden as a
was only 17 years old, Londos boxing and wrestling arena.
Londos was popular with the
was good enough to win both
California
the
light girls - they went to wrestling
heavyweight and heavyweight matches in those days, too but did not marry until
championships
He has vivid memories of a relatively late in life. He has
wrestler named Jack La Rue been married for the last 29
defeated
he
for
the years, and lives in a spacious
heavyweight title. "I kept one-story Muse overlooking
running away from him - I Escondido. He has three
daughters, the youngest a
thought he was much better
college sophomore. He is
until he got rite in a corner. It retired, but he has the 16-acre
was instinctive, but I just lifted ranch on which the house is
him up, threw him back and located, and other property in
pinned him,- he recalled. the vicinity of Escondido,
Londos did not really think he which is 30 miles north of San
deserved to win and had to Diego,
prove something to himself.
"I kept looking around for la ANTICLIMAX
BLOXWICH, England (UPI)
Rue for about six months, while
at the same time I was getting -Builder Harold Wright, who
better. I finally saw him in an won 102,000 pounds !$255,000)
Oakland
He asked if I on the soccer pools 10 days ago,
wanted to work out, and I said I won again last weekend-10
did.
pence (25 cents).
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GOOD AT ALL OTASCO STORES
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Pure
Pork Roast Ground Beef
49;
b.49
Boston Butt

appear,

rrnanently
decision
sellIng
°visions of

lb

4reetketilfi

Pork Steak

59;

l

Pork Chops
891
Spare Ribs

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
Swift's Butterboll

Tnational
of wifeiroltna is

IENTS
firearms
I per cent
National
ccidents
,970, the

RED 49[
WHITE
FOOD

7 A. M. -- 9 P. M. Mon -- Sat
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5-9 lbs. —

Field's Boneless Fast Cut

59;
lb

Turkeys.up_49! Hams

FRESH

Whole or
Half

59;

!US.

* FROZEN FOODS *
Banquet

TV DINNERS
Red & White
PIE SHELLS
CRINKLE-CUT POTATOES
CUBED BEEF STEAKS

(Except Ham)

Scot Lad

10-oz.
10 pkg.

39'

PEAS

4-1b.

4/$1" RED POTATOES

10-lb.

CO KIES

TUNA

49t
Del Monte

CATSUP

PEACHES

39(

Sliced or Halves

Infant Formula

JERGEN'S

FRUIT -8g
PUDDING

39'

Del Monte TOMATO

3/89'
Del Monte CUT

3-lb

Chicken of the Sea

2/49'

FRUITDet
COCKTAIL

Doz.

3/89' RED & YELLOW APPLES

Flavoror
-K' t Duplex

"MUSH

CORN MISTERS

1-lb. pkg.

89' YELLOW ONIONS

Del Monte

Nabisco Korkers

303 can

2 lbs.

m4

*

2/79' FRESH CRANBERRIES
3/89' FLORIDA ORANGES

2 in a pkg.

Delta

SLICED STRAWBERRIES

* PRODUCE

4 pack

29,
49'
39'
39'
29'

Del Monte

CUP

59'

PEARDeln
HALVES

35'

303 can
Gerber Strained

IVORY
LIQUID

GREEN
SOAP
SIMILAC
BEANS
29t
13,
59'
2/ 49' lo'
Red
BIRD SEED MACARONI &
codii:nanA
SPAGHETTI ,

BABY FOOD

9t

.303 can

5 lbs.

39'

25
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When You Buy A

dot OXYDOL
With Coupon

Box of

74'

89 without coupon
==

ok

JOY79it

-a

711111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111 11111111111111H111111111111F

Limit: 1 per purchase
Expires 11/16/71

3 lbs.

12'

with this coupon when you

MAXWELL HOUSE'
or ELECTRA PERK' „offee
*mom'. A T Johnson's
(1""st
1-1b. bagorir)
.th ouPOn

58'

65t

77' Without Coupon

I

79(

one Coup

N" F Arm [y • Offer[xr,reS

FREE!
SUGAR

5 Lbs. of Red & White

A 1 -lb Bag of

with coupon

Without
Coupon

5PP

SAVE

2 Giant Size Bottles
1 Bottle

SHORTENING

Johnson's Coupon

Johnson's Coupon

Good Only at Johnson's

Limit: 1 per purchase
Expires 11/16/71

=—

.-,_

Johnson's Coupon

,/ No Deposit
No Return

Red & White Pure Vegetable

11/16/.71

-

with the purchase of 6 G.E.
Light Bulbs at regular price
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THE CARR RATINGS
BY

DONGANA

TOP TWENTY MAM6 - NOVIOUWA
1
NEBRASKA
2 - ALABAMA
3 - OKLAHOMA
4 - MICHIGAN
5 - GEORGIA
6 - AUBURN
7 . PENN STATE
8 - COLORADO
9 - NOIRE DAME
10- TEXAS
COLLEGE DIVISION
1
TENNESSEE STATE
McNEESE STATE
2
LOCISIANA TECH
3
4
DELAWARE
WESTERN KENTUCKY
5
EASTERN MICHIGAN
6
7 - AKRON
TAMPA
8
9
S. W. TEXAS
10 WIWI STATE

FAVORITE
AIR FORCE
ALABAMA
ARIZONA STATE
ARKANSAS
ARKANSAS STATE
ARMY
BOSTON COLLEGE
BOWLING GREEN
BRIGHAM YOUNG
CITADEL
CLEMSON
COLGATE
ODLORADO
COLORADO STATE
COLUMBIA
DARTMOUTH
DUKE
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
GEORGIA TECH
HARVARD
HOLY CROSS
HOUSTON
IDAHO
IOWA
IOWA STATE
L. S. U.
LOUISIANA TECH
LOUISVILLE
MEMPHIS STATE
MIAMI -OHIO
MICHIGAN
MICHIGAN STATE
MISSISSIPPI
NEBRASKA
NEW MEXICO
NORTH CAROLINA
NOIRE DAME
OHIO STATE

-

118.0
116.3
115.7
111.8
108.8
108.6
107.3
105.7
104.9
104.1

rue
•
-

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

-

•

1971,

TENNESSEE
STANFORD
HOUSTON
ARKANSAS
L. S. 1.
OHIO STATE
FLORIDA STATE
ARIZONA STATE
WASHINGTON
TOLEDO

- 103.6
-4102.6
- 101.7
- 101.6
- 101.5
- 101.3
100.6
- 99.5
- 98.1
- 97.7

TWENTY TEAMS - NOVERUIpt 7. 1971;

86.0
85.8
84.5
84.1
83.9
83.0
82.2
81.7
81.6
79.6

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 -

GRAMBLING
ARKANSAS STATE
NORTH D.UCOTA STATE
SALDWIN WALLACE
LIVINGSION-ALA8AMA
S. W. LOUISIANA
TRINITY -TEXAS
BOISE
TEXAS A6 I
JACKSON STATE

79.4
78.8
78.1
77.3
77.2
76.6
76.5
76.3
76.2
76.1

MAJOR OOLLEGE GAMES OF MJVEMBER 13. 19/1:
'
MARGIN
rAvoatrE
oepommir
&mina
TULSA
10
OHIO UNIVERSITY
7
CINCINNATI
MIAMI -FLORIDA
OKLAHOMA
24
KANSAS
35
'
WYOMING
28"
OREGON
7
CALIFORNIA
-14
S. M. C.
OREGON STATE
3
WASHINGTON STATE
ARLINGTON
21
PENN STATE
42
NORTH CAROLINA ST.
PITTSBURGH
1
PRINCETON
3
YALE
NORTHF-RN ILLINOIS
21
RICE
3
TEXAS AEM
KAVIER-OHIO
24
RICHMOND
3
DAVIDSON
7
ARIZONA
SAM DIEGO STA-E
ICING BEACH STATE
10
FUR.MAN
7
STANFORD
24
SAN JOSE STATE
MARYLAND
3
SYRACUSE
NAVY
7
LAFAYETTE
10
TAMPA
24
EAST CAROLINA
OKLAHOMA STATE
21
TEMPLE
7
WILLIAM F. MARY
7
WEST TEXAS
TEXAS
28
T. C. U.
PENNSYLVANIA
10
TEXAS TECH
10
BAYLOR
OORNELL-NEW YORK
3
TOLEDO
35
MARSHALL
3
WAKE FOREST
UTAH STATE
3
UTAH
KENTUCKY
3
VILLANOVA
DAYTON
14
AUBURN
3
WASHINGTON
3
SO. CALIFORNIA
FLORIDA STATE
1
WEST VIRGINIA
V. M. I.
42
&RON%
3
WESTERN MICHIGAN
10
PACIFIC
RUTGERS
7
WICHITA
NEW MEXICO STATE
I
VIRGINIA TECH
24
WISCONSIN
2
ILLINOIS
MONTANA STATE
21
PRO FOOTBALL.
INDIANA
1
11-14-71.
HISSOUR1
21
ATLANTA
7
NEW YORK GIANTS
14
MISSISSIPPI STATE
BALTIMORE
10
NEW YORK JETS
3
SO. MISSISSIPPI
DALLAS
21
PHILADELPHIA
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
14
DENVER
1
CINCINNATI
NORTH TEXAS
21
DETROIT
3
LOS ANGELES
7
KENT STATE
KANSAS CITY
14
CLEVELAND
14
PURDUE
MIAMI
10
PITTSBURGH
MINNESOTA
17
MINNESOTA
14
GREEN BAY
CHATTANOOGA
35
NEW ENGLAND
7
BUFFALO
KANSAS STATE
28
OAKLAND
24
HOUSTON
14
EL PASO
SAN FRANCISCO
24
NEW ORLEANS
17
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON
3
CHICAGO
31
TULANE
11-15-71.
14
NORTHWESTERN
SAN DIEGO
A,
ST. wauls

oetaLia

OTHER GAMES Of NOVEMBER 13. 1971:
FAWRITE
evectigta .
SARGIA_
KARLIN
rAvOkIIL
OPPONENT
ADAMS STATE
COLORADO MINES
14
MARTIN
FLORENCE STATE
14
ADELPH1
10
NICHOLS-MASS.
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
1.0
EAST TENNESSEE
AKRON
14
INDIANA-PA.
MISSOURI VALLEY
7
EMPORIA COLLEGE
AL CORN
14
PRAIRIE VIES
MONMOUTH
49
BELOIT
ANGELO STATE
3
EAST TEXAS
MONTCLAIR
GLASS BORO
31
ARKANSAS A -M S N
14
BISHOP
HORNINGSIDE
14
WAYNE-NEBRASKA
ARKANSAS TECH
24
HARDING
MOUNT UNION
14
JOHN CARROLL
•.MIGUSTANA-ILL.
NORTH CENTRA.
21
HURRAY
7
EVANSVILLE
SALDWIN WALLACE
24
FERRIS STATE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
MASSAQIUSS1 IS
7
BRIDGEPORT
14
SPRINGFIELD
N. E. MISSOURI
14
LINCOLN -MISSOURI
CALIFORNIA-S.L.O.
7
SANTA BARBARA
NORTHEASTERN
VERMONT
14
CARSON NEWMAN
PRESBYTERIAN
7
NORTHERN COLORADO 21
PORT HAYS
CARTHAC,E
NORTH PARK
31
NORTHERN SO, DAR.
7
KEARNEY STATE
CATAWBA
GUILFORD
21
04110 WESLEYAN
DEN ISON
3
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
17
HOFSTRA
OREGON COLLEGE
10
CENTRAL WASHINGTON
CENTRAL MISSOURI
EASTERN ILLINOIS
10
OTTAWA
24
BAKER
CHICO STATE
42
SAN FRANCISCO
FENN MILITARY
10
SWARTHMORE
COE
7
GRINNELL
POMONA
14
SAN DIEGO
CORNELL-IOWA
CARLETON
31
PORTLAND STATE
14
EASTERN WASHINGTON
C. W. POST
KINGS POINT
21
PUGET SOUND
WILLAMETTE
21
DAVIS
SACRAMENTO
14
RENO
10
EASTERN OREGON
DELAWARE
17
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
RIPON
7
KNOX
DAB 61 0*
wAEASH
1
ROCHESTER
14
TUFTS
DOME
DANA
21
ST. JOSEPHS-IND.
FRANKLIN
21
EDINBORO
CALIFORNIA -PA.
24
ST. MARYS-CALIF,
10
OREGON TECH
EARLHAM
3
INDIANA CENTRAL
ST. MARY -KANSAS
14
BETHEL-KANSAS
EAST STROUDSBURG
24
BLOOMSBURG
ST. NORBERT
ST. CLOUD
14
EASTERN KENTUCKY
7
APPALACHIAN
ST. OLAF
LAWRENCE
14
EASTERN MICHIGAN
35
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE SALEM -WEST VA.
WEST VIRGINIA ST.
7
EASTERN NEW MEX.
17
EASTERN MONTANA
SAMFORD
NEWBERRY
7
EA'.: CLAIRE
17
STEVENS POINT
SANTA CLARA
CALIFORNIA 21
ELIZABETH CITY
24
ST. PAILS
SAVANNAH
ALBANY -GEORGIA
10
ELON
LENOIR RHYNE
10
SHEPHERD
FROSTBURG
17
PA 1814081
3
HILLSDALE
SIMON FRASER
BRITISH COLUMBIA
28
FINDLAY
7
OHIO NORTHERN
SOUTH CAROLINA ST. 10
ALABAMA A & tl
FLORIDA A 6 M
SOUTHERN LOUISIANA S. E. MISSOURI
14
ROLLA
FORT VALLEY
FISK
S. W. LOUISIANA
N. W. LOUISIANA
7
FRESNO STATE
SAN FERNANDO
21
S. W. OKLAHOMA
CAMERON
7
GARDNER WEBB
GEORGETOWN- KY.
17
S. W. TEXAS
14
SUL ROSS
GRAMBLINC
28
NORFOLK STATE
SOUTHWESTERN-TENN. 3
MARYVILLE
GF.vt. CITY
17
BETHANY-WEST VA.
S. F. AUSTIN
TARLETON
10
HAsOVER
CENTRE
TENNESSEE STATE
35
SUPERIOR STATE
HAYWAAD
14
SAN FRANCISCO ST.
TENNESSEE TECH
AUSTIN PEAY
21
HEIDELBERG
10
MARIETTA
TEXAS ASI
7
HOWARD PAYNE
HENDERSoN
10
CONWAY STATE
TEXAS SOUTHERN
35
LANGSTON
35
GRAND VALLEY
TUSKEGEE
14
HAMPTON
0,
SONOMA STATE
TROY STATE
7
N. E. LOUISIANA
:LLINoIS STATE
.
MOREHEAD-KENTUCKY
TRINITY -TEXAS
_J511.ENE CHRISTIAN
1....isol5 WESLEYAN
7
CARROLL-WISCONSIN
UNION -NEW YORK
HAMILTON
14
INDIANA STATE
I
DRAKE
UKSINUS
HAVE RFORD
21
IOWA WESLEYAN
7
EUREKA
VALPARIASO
WHEATON
21
,AcKSON STATE
14
MuRGAN STATE
VIRGINIA UNION
LIVINGSTONE
17
,,ASONVILLE-ALA.
7
DELTA STATE
WASHINGTON-S.L,
10
SEWANEE
Et,Ey CITY
2i
GALLAUDET
WEST CHESTER
TOWSON STATE
35
WESLEYAN
II.
SOUTHWESTERN KANS. WESTERN CAROLINA
WOFFOND
J
uf STATE
BETHUNE COOKMAN
WESTERN ILLINOIS
3
BALL STATE
iN
RIVEN FALLS
WESTERN KENTUCKY
Z4
BUTLER
11
missoSSIPP1 LOL.
WESTERN WASH.
WHIJOAMTH
2.
J. ANGELES Si.
Ill
CALIFORNIA LUTHERAN WHITEWATER
0SMK0SH STATE
21
SIAM:
21
S. E. LOUISIANA
WILLIAMS
AMHERST
10
MANO,;!1
21
FT. THOMAS
WOOSTER
OBERLIN
21
.,.A.SerNS k.A.111(D
1111- 11).,
ret-7mj
MISSED .05
I la- 30
,..OPykl(M1
MY THE CARR RAJ No. SERVILI.

Kentucky Village Doors
Closed By Governor Nunn
LEXINGTON, Ky.-The been built not only make it
state's second oldest mstitutior
programs but
for juvenile delinquents, Ken- possible for better
have proved to be far less extucky Village, has served its
pensive to maintain and operate.
PorPoseThe KV doors were closed When Perkins made the initial
announcement, 200 deliquents
forever Oct. 28 by Gov Lowe B.
still resided at the Lexington
Nunn, only 20 minutes after the
facility. Since that time, 196 beds
facility's last resident, a girl, left
have beeo,added to five regional
the premises to join a foster
centers to accommodate the
home.
youths.
Built in 1897 on 400 acres and
Governor Nunn noted that 10
second oldest to the 'Kentucky juvenile
treatment centers were
Children's Home is Louisville,
...the home which has housed 100i, already in operation and three
others
planned or
delinquents at one time had construcwere being
ted.
)owly begun a phase-out period
"More than half of these (10)
make way for more modern
specialized centers have opened
:.facilities which have been conIn the past four years," the
structed around the state.
governor said, "and recently we
Child Welfare Commissioner
broke ground for a new
George Perkins announced last
diagnostic center in Northern
"'len. 15 that KV would dose its
Kentucky "
doors "within two years."
The Northern Kentucky center
Only nine months and two
will allow for diagnosis of a
weeks of phasing out were needed
child's educational physical,
So arrange for othe- homes for emotional
and medical needs in
the young Kentuckians.
half
the time required
The facility was in need of previously
repairs to provide treat
••'..major
•,
The smaller facilities, which
ment for youths and the smaller will provide a
home for 50
regienal facilities which have residents, are
designed for

Woman Police Captain
Speaks Loud and Clear
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Decline In Farm Employment
Continues In Valley Region

NEW YORK (UP! -Gertrude productively," said the police
Schimmel was front page news captain, commenting in an
when she became New York interview that policewomen are Farming now accounts for less
curtailed in 1970 with the national
City's first
woman
police good at keeping their "cool" in than 10 percent of total em- economic slowdown, TVA said, absent for several years before
captain.
dozens of situations where a ployment in the Tennessee Valley although the regional increase in appearing again.
Reclamation Techniques
There was no fanfare, though, man might find trouble. She region, according to new emjobs still was a little ahead of the Described
when the other day she became cited the simple incident of a ployment estimates by TVA's
national trend. Nonform jobs
Techniques for establishing
captain-commanding officer of policewoman in uniform who Economic Research Staff.
increased by about 29,000 from vegetation
on reclaimed strip
the Policewomen's Bureau in could handle a drunk by
Agriculture continues to play a
the previous year while farm mines will
be described in a
the nation's largest city.
bantering with him as she told major role in the regional employment continued
to paper by TVA
agricultural and
Actually, Captain Schinunel him to move on. A man, she economy even with the decline in
decline, dropping by about 9,000. forestry
specialists to be
would just as soon have it that said, might find the drunk direct employment, TVA said. In
way She's more of the quiet, turned antagonist.
employment preseOltectat51 symposium being
The
TVA
addition to farming itself, a
unassuming type who lets her One of the "naturals" for significant part of the region's estimates are totals for 201 held Thursday and Friday at
30-plus years as one of New women is working with young trade, service, and industrial countries (in seven states.) which Macon, Georgia, by the Georgia
York's Finest speak for them- criminals or in preventing employment is in businesses are in the Tennessee Valley or Surface Mined Land Use Board
Authors are G.W. Bengtson and
selves.
supplying
agriculture
or are served with TVA power.
youth crime, she continued.
But you hear her speak out Most of a policeman's duties processing and marketing farm Freshwater Jellyfish Reported D.A. Mays of TVA's Soils and
"loud and clear" when it comes do not involve "violent activi- products.
TVA has been receiving reports Fertilizer Research Branch at
to the number of women in the ty" anyway, she said. "About
Agriculture was the the of "peculiar varmints" in Norris Muscle Shoals, Alabama, and
Police Department compared 85 per cent are on call for region's livelihood until World Lake, identified as freshwater T.G. Zarger of the agency's
with the number of men, of prevention work The other 15 War 11, employing nearly 900,000 jellyfishes.
Forest and Habitat Revegetation
some of the things she thinks per cent is service calls."
people in the peak year 1935. But Only one freshwater jellyfish Section at Norris, Tennessee.
should be done to Improve
about three-fourths of that em- species exists in the United
Wins Bars
women's role in law enforce- Mrs. Schirrunel won her bars ployment has disappeared in the States, and it has a scientific
ment and thereby improve through Civil Service promo- years since as more efficient name longer than its largest DEMONSTRATOR SEIZED
enforcement itself.
tions, and is one of the very farming methods have reduced dimension-' Craspedacusta
"There should
sowerbii." They are umbrella- LONDON (UPI)-A demonbe
more few policewomen in the country manpower requirements.
policewomen, it's as simple as who are called captain
The new TVA estimates show shaped and almost colorless, with strator demanding freedom for
that," said (‘aptain Schimmel. Her career began when she agricultural employment of a ring of tiny tentacles dangling Soviet Jewish prisoners leaped
onto the stage during a piano
"When
we
have
a
full got out of Hunter College with 226,000 last year in the Tennessee around the lower open edge.
complement, there are 352 an A.B. degree, a Phi Beta Valley region, a drop of 130,000 in They may reach a size of one to recital as part of the celebration of the 54th anruversary of
policewomen,' she said ''That Kappa key, and intentions of the past ten years. Nonfarm two inches in diameter.
Is only one per cent of the total being a teacher But she said employment jumped by 665,000 in Tiny stingers are present and the Russian Revolution in a
theater Sunday night.
force."
'1..hey just weren't hiring the same decade, pushing the are used to catch smaller aquatic
region's
One of 100 chanting demonWomen are Divided
total
employment to organisms, but the freshwater
teachers, so all of us took every
The women are divided into Civil Service exam that came more than 2,300,000.
jellyfish is not formidable to man strators outside the Mermaid
four major areas of operation- along."
The region's manufacturing as some of its oceandwelling Theater slipped through a side
youth aid, detective, patrol One such exam landed her employment grew by 271,000 jobs kinfolks are-the Portuguese door, and shouting "Free Sylvo
precincts and administrative the job as policewoman June 5, during the past ten years. to a Man of War, for example.
Zalmanson!" jumped onto the
lobs.
1940. In September, she mar- total of 768.000 That was an
This species was first found in stage. Guards rushed up and
"Women are not always used ried Alfred Schimmel, now increase of more than 50 per cent, England in 1180 and has been ejected him as scenery in the
minufacturing
em- found since 1908 in many areas of wings crashed to the stage in
director of mortgage research while
for the New York City Planning ployment nationally grew by 15 the United States. It is usually the scuffle.
Commission. The couple has percent in the same period. reported from lakes and ponds, The reference was to a
two sons-Victor, 21, a lecturer Trade and service jobs in the especially betwwen July and Jewish
woman
serving
a
In mathematics at City College region increased by 242,000 to a October. They appear in un- sentence for allegedly trying to
total
of
829,000
of New York, and Edward, 18,
predictable patterns, and may be hijack a Soviet airliner to
Employment growth was abundant one year and then
a junior at CCNY.
Israel.

Milk Co-op
Is Help To
Dairy Farmers

By RUDY CERNROVIC
UPI Business Writer
PIITSBURGH ( UPI)-Each
Sunday after church services a
suburban Pittsburgh family
stops at a United Dairy"
Farmers Cooperative store and
buys a gallon of milk.
The husband pays $1.21 for
the milk, about nine cents
cheaper than elsewhere. He
also saves the receipts, totals
them once a month and gets a
"dividend '•
One Sunday his wife chided
him.
"John," she said "we juat
heard a sermon about obeying
civil laws as well as church
rules. Yet here we are, not 20
minutes later, patronizing a
lawbreaker."
"Let the courts decide if the
law is broken," said the
husband. "I'm interested in
saving money."
President of UDFCA
E. N. Hayes is president of
the UDFCA which has 34 retail
outlets in the Pittsburgh area
and plans to open four more
within two months. The Pennsylvania Milk Commission regards Hayes as a lawbreaker
because he sells milk at lest
than price control rates The
federal government also looks
askance at the co-op.
"We're not breaking the
law," Hayes insists. "We're
chartered under Pennsylvania
law. The commission is interfering with free enterprise and
restricting trade. Some surrounding states have declared
price controls on milk unconstitutional-Ohio, New Jersey,
New York and West Virginia."
corrective programs geared to Contending it was legal to sell
specific age groups, their in- milk cheaper and to offer
terests and seriousness of their rebates, the co-op appealed to
the federal government. But a
offenses
Governor Nunn recalled his three-judge panel in Philadelinspection tour to KV in June 1968 phia ruled against the organizathat "held surprises for the tion. It held that retail milk
visitors as well as the visited." price fixing was a "permissible
"We close the doors on that exercise" of the state
human warehouse forever," he The co-op now has appealed
said, "confident that the foun- to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Milk Said Cheaper
dations we have laid can insure
Hayes
noted that the other
that the next 100 years of child
care in Kentucky will be more states sell milk cheaper. Many
residents in Pennsylvania borenlightened ones.
"In preparing to close the doors der towns cross into Ohio where
at Kentucky Village, we have they can buy milk from $1 05 to
lifted our sights. shifted our $1.11 per gallon.
emphasis. .and changed the Hayes, who operates a datry
image of child care in the com- farm as his father did, said the
co-op has improved the lot of
monwealth."
The governor told the staff dairy farmers.
gathered for the clotting that he "Before this," he said, "the
was proud of the National Council dairy farmer needed help from
on Crime and Delinquency's his family to survive. Naturalidentifying the commonwealth as ly, the family worked without
among the top three states in pay. Today, many of our
delinquency farmers can afford outside
America
in
prevention and thoughtful help.
Hayes said
many dairy
juvenile care.
farmers were forced to seek
employment in mills, shops,
POPULATION ROOM
factories and mines. He estiThe Isle of Man's im- mated that 25,000 dairy farmers
migration population has- in- fell into this category.
"The milk commission failed
creased by 25 per cent over the
past year but there are only 57 to keep up with the times," he
Commonwealth immigrants all falj. "But the co-op got the
told, all Hong Kong Chinese. -farmers more money."

•

•1111

The extraordinary
Santa Clause
covers all your
Christmas
spending
Every bank has a Christmas Club, but only the
Extraordinary Bank has the Santa Clause to cover all your
Christmas spending

Lea

Pot

r•MP ”••••
,

Lei

Come into the Extraordinary Bank and let us tell
you
about all the Christmas Club plans available. Beginning
November 15 and thereafter we'll arrange the amount
and
payment schedule that will be most convenient for
you.
Then, when your next holiday season begins, we'll
have
the money to make Christmas merry and carefree
for
you.
Let us be the extraordinary Santa Clause that
covers all
your Christmas spending. This years Christmas
Club
member's checks have been mailed and will be
received
shortly.

Fielc

The lairsiordinsury Hunk.
PEOPLES BANK

-("if

MURRAY

K Y.

Throe Convenient Locations . . .
Main Branch

500 Main
IN 4) INN loon UMW Goilnws •gr.

-

South Branch
12th R. Story

North Branch
12th & Chestnut

ER 10, 1971
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FREE! * FREE!
2 FREE TURKEYS (12 lb. to

* Be Sure and Register for This Week's Drawing!

•• 4110 40
•
"
S.•*•
JUST-RITE

A d emoneedorn for
.1rs leaped
g 8 piano
e celebraversary of
non t n a
ug demonMermaid
Lgh a side
.'ree Sylva
onto the
d up and
Ty In the
stage in

14 lb.)

to be Given Away each week from now till
Thanksgiving! Drawing each Saturday Afternoon
• Register Each Time You Are In The Store *
For This Week's Drawing
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN!!

•

INSTANT
CHASE & SANBORN

•
COFFEE
Chili
/98t•
69
•
CAKE MIX
Tomato Juice

.os
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LAST WEEK'S TURKEY WINNERS ...
v Evon Hendon
v Pearl Kimbro
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TM HOOKE'THESE
LOWER FOOD PRICES.

II•

Techniques

as

WEDNESDAY—NOVEMBER 10, 1971-

KENTUCKY

15'i-oz_ can

With coupon below

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

PILLSBURY

Pillsbunt

46-oz. can

(Excluding Angel Food)

3/89t

Light Crust Mix

* DELUXE GRAHAM
* VANILLA FLUFF

•

•
•
•
•
• •

FRESH GRADE A MED.

EGGS

* CORN BREAD
* HUSH PUPPY

FOR GROWING FAMILIES

pkg.

with '5.00 purchase or more,

Codkie

9

5-lb. bag

ORANGE
S
Yellow Ripe Chiquita—

69t
29t
39t
• APPLES
•
••••••
••••••
••••••
••••••
•••
9'
•

•
•

JOY

ONLY4
(Reg. 55')

10-lb bag

lb. bag

Red Jonathan & Yellow Delicious

4-lb. bag

Buy One Giant Size 22-0z. at
GET ONE FREE!!
with coupon

•••••••••••••••••
000.000.
4"'

Parker's Coupon
Instant

NEW
NABISCO

CHASE

KORKERS

PORK ROAST
Pork Cutlets

Pork Steak

2

11111111 431)

• toterr .4A

•

•
•

BaUnYdJ
OPNoyicEh GulpANwsTeetchSolnZthdEisF
(2cR

20 - 30-Gal. Size

Neck Bones

Good Only at
Parker's Mkt.
OFFER ESPiRES
11/17/71

Light Chunk

Pig Feet and

lib.

coupon

CHICKEN OF THE SEA

:
• TUNA

Fresh

SLICED BACO
Sausage

lb

•

win+ THIS COUPON

I

ONE BOTTLE
WiTHOUT
COUPON

fI
s NSaiI PRICE APPLIES ONLY WITH THIS COUPON iniSinVi

la

TONY

•i DOG FOOD

pkg.

Wieners
Armour
2 12-oz. pkg.
All-Meat

PARKE

69'

LIPAlt 1 COUPON PER PURCHASE

89

•
•
•

/
2-oz. can
151

9'

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

: CREAM
• CORN
5/$10°
-IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY
YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE"

59'

69'

•

Flavorlte Brand

Field's Country Style
Pure Pork

6-oz. jar
with coupon

Lean Meaty

Lean Meaty

Spare Ribs

SANBORN

Offer Expires 11/17/71

TRASH

Pork Brains

Pork

tti

TOTEM

Krey

1-1b. cup

and
6-oz. box

Lean, Meaty Boston Butt

Lean Boneless

59t

New Crop Florida

• BANANAS
•
U.S. No. 1 Idaho Russet
•
ilk excluding tobacco and dairy
• POTATOES
products. Limit: one per family
•
1
. 041WWw
.
•
• 0
0•
- • IV•411
, • Yellow Sweet
LEMON FRESH
:ONIONS
for DISHES
•

* FUDGE STRIPE

Pet Ritz

•

4/29
01w

* VANILLA FLUFF

10-oz. box

HYDE PARK

......?b•
111000•

* PANCAKE
*INSTANT POTATO

2-lb. bag29C

Pkg. Of 2

31b C3I1

* BISCUIT

11_0z. 39'

(Excluding Ham)

• MEAT DINNERS
• Garden Delight
FRENCH FRIES
• Frosty Acres
•
STRAWBERRIES
•
• Frosty Acres

Crisco 89t •

a

?.rving
8
trying to
ir liner to

Frosty Acres

2/49t
29t
PIE SHELLS
BROCCOLI SPEARS
•410•40 41/•••••• • •••••••
•c)z 29'
•••••••
•••••••
••••••
•
BISCUITS :•
• PRODUCE
with coupon
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Crossword Puzzle

THE YOUTH VOTE

3 Television
(abbr
4 Pedal
extremities
5 Composition
6 Approached
from under
cover
7 Fall behind
8 War god
9 Saint (abbr )
.10 Detesting
12 Negative prefix
14 Wash lightly
17 Strike
20 Girl's name
23 Greeting
24 Exclamation
25 Seed containers
27 Cease
30 Cronies
(colloq,)
32 Walk
35 Amends

ACROSS

Question of residency is a pressing issue

Editor's Note: This Is Or
first of two stories on the impact of the youth vote.
By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service
COLLEGE PARK, Md. —

I

.sg, :14‘ ecs11.2i of
411.srOand graduate student
Herbie Hinton, 24, was rush
:barman af a leadmig campus
fru term
Now he is rushietadifferent
breed of Ty:edge.
Hinton. along with a small

army of his fellow Campus
Republicans, is in the midst of
a campaign to register newly
eligible voters in the 18-21 age
range.
The
campus
Democratic organization also
is active in getting new voters
to sign up. During a week-long

ck-ive, officials from every
Maryland
county
and
Baltimore City manned desks
in the Student Union to sign up
new voters.
This time around we're
selling hardheaded politics and

,

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Thursday *
•
CH 3
WSIL
8.30 LaLanne
,.00 The Hour
'000 Consult
10,30 That Girl
'100 Bewitched
I 1:30 Password
12,00 My Child.
12:30 Make-Deal
:ix Newlyweds
1 .30 Dating
: 00 Gen. hiosp.
2 30 One Life
3 00 Love Am.
3 30 Matinee
5 00 Cluth Car.
o 30 Safaria
' 00 Alias S. & J.
8 Cie tam/street
00 Marshall
0 00 Weather
0 30 Cavett
2.00 News

CH 4
WSM
6 00 Mos. Show
7 00 Today
9 00 Dinah
9 JO Concen
10 00 Sale-Cen
10 30 Squares
11 00 Jeopardy
11 30 WWW
12:00 Noon
1:00 Our Lives
1:30 Doctors
2:00 An. World
2:30 Promise
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Virginian
5:00 Mayberry
5:30 News
6:00• News
6:30 Primus
7:00 F. Wilson
II:00 Nichols
9:00 D. Martin
10 00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH 6
CH. 8
CH 5
WPSD
WSIX
WLAC
McCoys
6:30
7 00 Today
5 45 Journal
7:00 Bozo
900 Dinah
a 00 News
AM 9.30 Concent
0:30 Romper
6.30 N'Ville
Korn. 10:00 Sale den. 900 Lucy
7.55 Kitc
10:30 Squares
11: 110 KIA9411r00
9:30 Hillbillies
9:00 Tell Truth11:00 Jeopardy 10:00 Mov . Game
10:30 That Girl
9 . /0 T or C
11130 W - W - W
Affair 11:55 News
10 00 Fam
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Flipper
10,30 Love of Life 12:00 News
11:00 Heart Is
12:00 My Children
12:15 Pastor
12:30 Romp.
11:30 Search
12:30 Make-Deal
12:00 Singing Con. 12:55 Calendar 1:00 Newlyweds
1:00 Lives
12.00
1:30 Dat:ng
Hosp.
1:30 Doctors
12:25 News
2:00 Gen
12:30 World Turns 2:00 World
2:30 One Life
2:30 Promise
1700 Love Is
3:00 Password
1.30 Guiding Light 3:00 Somerset
3:30 Love Am
2:00 Secret Steven 3:30 Popeye
4:00 Jeannie
Acres
2:30 Secret Storm 4:00 Gilligan
4:30 Green
2:30 Edge of Ni9111 4:30 Dan Boone 5:00 News
Pyle 6:30 Accent
3:00 Gomer
6:30 Golddiggers
7:00 Wilson
3:30 Gilligan
,7:00 Alias S8J
4:00 Movie
8:00 Jim Garner
90 Longoreo
9:00 Martin
9:00 Marshall
6:30 Tell-Truth
10:00 News
10:00 Takes Thief
7,00 Bearcats
10:30 Tonight
11:00 News
8:00 Movie
11:30 CAvett
10,00 News
1030 Mason
11:30 Movie

' CH. 29
CH. 12
KFVS
WDXR
5:45 Sun. Sem.
10:00 Movie
6: 15 Break. Show
11:40 People,
7:00 News
11:50 sewing
0:00 Kangaroo
Gourmet
12:00
9:00 Lucy
12:30 3 On A Match
9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Fam. Affair 1:00 Movie
2:57 News
10:30 Love-Life
11:00 Where Heart 3:00 Movie Game
4:00 Bole
11:25 News
5:00 Now Expl.
11:30 Search
12:00 Farm
Pic. 5:30 Bill Dance
5:57 News
12:05 News
6:00 Movie
12:20 Weather
12:30 World Turns 7:27 News
1:00 Love
Many 7:30 Theater 29
1:30 Guiding Light 9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
2:00 Sec. Storm
WOO Creat. Feat.
2:30 edge-Night
10:30 Movie
3:00 Lassie
12:00
Sports
4:00 Virginian
6:30 Primus
7'00 Bearcats
'
8.00 Movie
10 00 News
10.30 Griffin
1200 News

1 _

PEANUTS
0

I GAVE You THAT BLANKET
TO KEEP FOR ME ONLY -13 SEE
IF I COULD 611.1 IT UP,AND MX
a MADE INTO A SPORT C.OAT

PZIME1137i4E I4AD W
BLANKET MADE
INTO A SPORT
COAT!I'M 60IN6

CRAZY!

Nur A
SPORT
COAT...

BLONDIE
BUT IT HAS
A WORM
IN IT!

ELMO, WHERE
ARE `i"OU GOING
NA/iTH THAT
lG BEAUTIPUL
APPLE?

THE PHANTOM

CITY

YET, BECAUSE OF HER
GREAT BEAUTY (AND
WEALTH) MANY SUITORS
CAME-- THE FOOLS.

,ryis wiWG WOO A
BEA u rh,caz a4u6HrER
whfo APY
,
(ARfo45
Gewrif A5 A core,"

'WAS AN
EVIL PLACE
WHY WAS
WITH A
THAT
KING
DESTROYED
AI)CURSED
OLD MAN
MCI?'

cRuci.

BEATLE BAILEY

NANCY
OK AY-TH EN I
CAN RIP
UP THIS
LETTER--

WOULD YOU EVER
DROP IN AND VISIT
A PERSON Y0'...:"VE
NEVER tst, E T 2

an effort to win the nomination, spilling out to protest the war
not idealism," says Hinton, and poverty, take over campus
who admits he was a Eugene buildings and move into
McCarthy supporter in 1968. community
affairs.
In
Hinton has his own reasons Berkeley, students joined
for switching to the Republican nonstudent radicals to win a
Party. What is most unportant, share of City Council seats this
he says, is that for the first time year.
There is a fear in many
the nation's young people will
have a chance in the 1972 college towns that if the
elections to have some real students are permitted to vote
punch at the ballot box in a there they will "take over" the
presidential race.
city government and raise
Hinton, whose spectacles and taxes which they don't pay to
moustache differ from any finance
pie-in-the -sky
campus rah-rah stereotyped programs. They are viewed as
image you've ever seen, not always welcome visitors
believes the "timing" of the who will soon go home.
franchise for young voters is
But the students, and their
"incredibly good."
His reasons are similar to the *lawyers Who are filing suits to
permit them to ate at college,
national consensus of "youth
contend they are just as much
watchers" who have noted' a
sharp decline in campus legal residents of a college
town during their four years
violence and demonstrations
there as anyone else.
and a willingness to use
Two out of every three
established channels — the
Americans, a recent Gallup
voting process — to get their
survey shows, are against
message across.
collegians voting at schools.
This seems to be the year of
Campus Quiet rather than
It appears that it is not the
Campus Unrest or Student radicalism but rather the
Power of the clenched fist idealism of the youth that is
variety. If the pollsters and most feared by the older
correct, generation.
analysts
are
November, 1972, could see a
Local officials don't seem to
strong expression of youth be overly worried that student
voting muscle.
takeovers will result in
Early indications are that the legalized drugs, free abortions
young people want to vote. Only and relaxed law and order. But
roadblocks that could become they express strong concern
emotional issues — like the about the economic aspects.
current debate over "where"
"What if they elect a Town
students should vote — might
cloud the issue and send the Council that gets carried away
students back ta rocks instead on this ecology kick?" asks an
Alexandria, Va., city official.
of referendums as weapons.
For about 10 million of the "They could make annewly enfranchised, where.W. tipollution laws so stiff it could
register for voting is no *drive out Efictberes: • And the
problem. These are the same 4 students wouldn't be hurt.
million young workers, more Their money comes from
than 1.6 million housewives, daddy."

---FROM MY TEACHER
ASKING YOU TO VISIT
HER TOMORROW

1

several million students at
"I'm going to fight this thing
colleges in or near their homes, like hell," says New Hampsome 900,000 in high school and shire's Attorney General
another 800,000 men in the Warren Rudman. As a
armed forces who are already frightening example, he points
entitled to vote by absentee to the state university's
ballot.
Durham
where
campus
These constitute relatively students outnumber townsmen
easy-to-get-to targets for the by 5 to 1.
campaigners in both parties.
-What happens if these kids
The 1.2 million collegians decide that teachers need a
who attend school away from minimum salary of $9,000 and
home are therefore getting that the town needs a new high
lost of the attention right now. school?" he..''They float•
Ile furor raised by whether or bond issue and then graduate
not a student can vote where he and move on to greener
goes to school could go all the pastures And who's left
way to the Supreme Court for holding the bag''"
settlement.
The voting age for all elecNext: Recruiting young
tions has now been lowered to Republicans
young
and
18, but millions of college Democrats.
students may find it difficult to
vote unless there is a change in
state laws arid attitudes on
voter registration.
Their right to vote in all
elections is provided by the 26th
Amendment to the Constitution, ratified June 30: "The
right of citizens of the United
States, who are 18 years of age
or older, to vote shall not be
denied or abridged by the
-United States or by any state on
account of age."
I
Now the issue is whether
students can register and vote
in their college towns or must
register in their home towns
and go through the complications of absentee voting.
Many believe the resolution
of this question — whether
governments will make it easy
Of difficult for students to vote
— will determine whether
student voting will be heavy or
light.
Traditionally, most states
have required a student to vote
in his parents' home town,
unless he stated his intention to
become a permanent resident
of the college town or owned
property there. This was a
relatively minor issue when 21
was the minimum voting age.
But now a vast new element
has been added to the electorate — millions concentrated
in a few thousand college
communities.
If they vote in their college
towns, there is • at least a
possibility that a student body
of 20,000 or more in a swill
community could pick the City
Council, elect a classmate as
sheriff and turn out the
congressman.
A West German research
Allard K. Lowenstein, who is
team
at Kid University has
nationwide
drive to
leading a
young
voters, developed an ''electric chair"
register
which registers all points of
estimates that 40 conservative
pressure from the body and
House members might be
converts these into electronic
unseated in favor of antiwar
irnpulsds for viewing on a
liberals if students could vote in
television screen.
their college towns. But
The invention is intended to
Lowenstein also believes that
assist in the design and
the young people's turnout will
manufacture of chairs offering
depend more on whether they
the body optimal comfort and
are offered inspiring cansupport
didates than on the difficulty of
voting.
WORTH REPEATING
Until a few years ago,
Beware of all enterprises
students rarely got involved in
local politics or community) that require new clothes
— Henry David Thoreau
affairs. But now they are

Dedicate New
MSU Building
tcientists develop
new electric chair
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1
4
6
11
13
15
16
18
19
21
22
24
26
28
29
31
33
34
36
38
40
42
45
47
49
50
52
54
55
56
59
61
63
65
66
67

Chapeau
Symbol tor iron
Long, deep cut
Covets
Intractable
person
Manuscript
fat*,)
Communication
Note of scale
Pronoun
High
Part of leg
Succor
Asian ox (pl.)
Those holding
office
Lowest deck of
ship
Fondles
Earth goddess
Hebrew month
Specks
Compass point
Killed
Part of ftovrer
The kava
Part of fireplace
Separate
Narrate
Wife of Geraint
Symbol for
yttrium
Printer's
measure
Word game
Pref.. riot
Negation
Girl's name
Mends with
cotton
Compass point
Music as
written

1

2

3

15
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GOO OMME10 000
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01

48 Wearies
Den
53 Small valley
5
57 Girls1 ' nickname
58 A state (abbr ).
Meadow
ent
6
6°2 A o
(abbr
64 mists

13
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311 ii Xi4
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0

1 Dress border
2 Reply

,

25

19 ,
S43.3'14
45

753-1

10

Remain
Satiated
Smoothed
Part of airplane
officer
Painter
Army
(abbr )
s me
fniliak
c nna
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21

mann
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characters. The clay figures are
usually portrayed in an action
setting-an old lady feeding corn
to ducks,a lad eating watermelon
and an old man sitting on a log
fishing.
Mrs. Rice's natural talent for
creating unique crafts from.
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Jeanette nature's art is rapidly making
Rice, of Viper, Ky., combines her articles collector's items.
creativity and rocks, wood and
clay from her native Eastern
Kentucky mountains into dolls
and storybook characters,'
animals, mobiles and oil painBatman Adam West ) and
tings.
Robin (Burt Ward) are suing
Rarely duplicated, Mrs. Rice's
for more than $2 million as
creations are inexpensive their
share of the profits of
favorites with customers at their
television
show
Kentucky Handcraft Shops promotions and for $4.3 million
across the state.
in punitive damages.
Her newest creations are "rock
They claim the producers
people" fasioned from creek and the American Broadrocks into an Indian family in- casting Co. sold $260 million
cluding a squaw with a papoose worth of Batman sweaters, Ton her back and the warrior shirts, toys and Other items.
resplendent in a feathered
headdress. Rocks were also used KILLIBREW WINS AWARD
MINNEAPOLIS—St.
Paul
by Mrs. Rice in creating a set of
piglets feeding from the mother (UPI) —veteran great Harmon
Killebrew of the Minnesota
pig.
Mrs. Rice used sunflower Twins has been named the 17th
seeds, acorns and nuts to create winner of the Lou Gehrig
Mother Goose characters to Memorial Award. The home
run slugger, who has been
ornament Christmas trees.
After digging and molding clay playing major league baseball
into lifelike figures, Mrs. Rice since 1954, follows last year's
makes authentic costumes for the winner, Hank Aaron of the
Atlanta Braves.

Turns Creek
Rocks Into
Unique Craft

Batman and Robin
fight for justice

SHOW CASE,
About seven f
around the frt
Closed ta
wooden doors
Ledger and 1
four modern
made of metal
vdthadjustabli

SEVEN
MO'.
guitar, Gibson]
price, $600.00,
less. Excellent
amplifier, fan
Two 12 J.D.
Phone 436-2266.

12'x58' DEW)
new. Phone 753
a.m. and 5:30p

AKC REGISTE
male, two yea!
7687

Alun
PI

23-1,
.00
These plate
for siding o
barns, for r
bottom of
to keep oui
and snow,
other uses
"buildi
mice

25
Call at

Ledger

103 N
Mut

A

II

E .M A N

:e6e.

40
.•

4/1111,1f1 lust.
:um 01, tot
• SCISIMMI
•10.116 CO neer
.4 IN Telt Plinio. II
flN
11,1"t1011

EXCELLENT
economical, BI
cleaner. Ren
shampooer $1
Home of "The II
Well".

•. r

CIO33333

1,111V4!),,
orPfil

•T tI f

REDUCE SA/
GoBese Tablet.:
pills" Holland I

•
UNIVERSITY •

BELTONE F
hearing aid batt
hearing aids. W.

FROM WALL
all, on carpets(
Lustre. Rent ell
81,00 Big K.
RELAX AND t
effective GoTe
96 cents Holland

Dr. C. C. Humphreys and Dr-Herbert Lee Williams are pictured
Saturday just after umeiling of a placque dedicating the new
million dollar Meeman Journalism Building at Memphis State
University to the memory of the late Edward J. Meeman. Dr.
Humphreys is MSU president and Dr. Williams Is chairman of the
Department of Journalism. Both are from Paris.
—Photo by Gil Michael, Director of Photo Service, MSU

THURSO)
COTTON I

Fashion

When You!

Fabrics fri

FAB-I
North Sidel

Mother Goose Fashions
Says
THANK YOU
To our Many, Many friends and patrons
who visited us during our Grand Opening. It is
our policy to provide our customers with the very
best in Children's Fashions.
The winner of our
Grand Opening Prize
was Mrs. Gary Brown
dscascsasslosso

LARGEST VA/
In Kentucky.
prices. Count
Army Surplus
Hopkinsville, J
164. Open Sunda
p.m..
KEEP carpets
footsteps of a t
Blue Lustre
shampooer $1
Store
SEVEN ROONI
Nice garden sp
furnace, 65,5
heater, 115.00.14
sink, $10 00 Pb

10, 1971 I.
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Sell it With A Classified Ad

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Call
753-1916

FOR SALE

NOTICE
AUCTION SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE
WANT TO BUY
HELP WANTED
overweight?
SHAPE
or
OF
CUT
1968 VICEROY MOBILE home,
FOR SALE at public auction, 1960 FORD ½ ton pick-up with MAN OR woman to stay in home
WANT TO BUY automatic
12'x45', two bedrooms, washer For the easy way to lose inches or November 13, 1971 at 10:00 a.m. telephone bed. 6 cylinder, good of elderly couple.
To help care transmission for Dodge 318
call
fast,
Pounds
753-9543.
Phone
dryer.
and
TFC
the farm of the late Odia Mc- tires. See at 5 Points Welding, for the man, part time or full
engine. Phone 492-8603.
NlIP
SHAPEMAKERS, 753-2962. Clure. 86
acres all bottom land, $250.00. Phone 753-6508.
NIIC time. Contact Mrs. Henry Hargis.
*
1302 Chestnut
Weight loss guaranteed. N11NC running water
year round. Some
PENTA TREATED lumber.
r(
753-5710.
N1OC WANT TO BUY used camping
Resistant to rot and termites. MOBILE HOME Insurance. Low buildings. Ideal cattle farm. 3 1969 CORVETTE COUPE,
equipment.Phone 753-8838. N12C
Ideal for boat docks and any rates. Broad coverage. Excellent miles Southwest of New Concord. orange, power steering and
Phone
436-2343 or 436-2367. N1OP brakes, electric windows, side TRUCK DRIVERS ( Experience
weather exposed uses. Murray claim service. When you see rile
WANT TO BUY straw in large or
Reg. '2.25
*
Lumber Co., Maple Street, don't think of Insurance, but
pipes, rally wheels, burglar Not Necessary) To train for local small amounts. Phone 753-5167
AUCTION
Murray,
SALE,
Kentucky.
Thurs.
and Fn.
ITC when you think of Insurance see
Saturday, alarm, AM-FM radio, stereo tape and over-the-road hauling. Can days or 489-2189 nights
4. "
*
I
4(
N 16C
me. Harding Galloway, Galloway November 13, 10:00 a.m. at the player, 427 motor, automatic earn up to $5.16 per hour after
4(
* WITH THIS COUPON *
(
4 PARTY DRESSES, coat, Insurance and Real Estate Otto Chester home on Highway 94 transmission. One owner. 33,000 short training. For application,
women's clothes, sizes 10 and 12. Agency. Phone 753-5842.
call 606-299-6912 from 9 a.m. to 7
D2C at West edge of Lynn Grove.
actual miles. Phone 492Folks this is one of the largest 8722.
Phone 753-6475 after 5:00 p.m.
N11P p.m. or .write NATION WIDE
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank and nicest sales I've had the
N12C
SHOW CASE, a real antique.
SEMI DIVISION, 171 New Circle
anted to
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC opportunity to list. Will only 1965 MERCURY four
About seven feet long, glass all RELIABLE PE S
door with Road, N.E., Lexington, Kentucky
Singer
mention a few items. Frigidaire everything. Make the right offer. 40605.
around the front, sides and top. pick up payme
N1OC
sewing REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
stove, frost free refrigerator, Phone
Closed
back with sliding deluxe To ch &
753-3596.
If
N11C
You
per month.
upright freezer, Maytag washer
wooden doors. Best offer. See at machine. 0
JINGLE ALL THE WAY TO THE
E ly American SMALL FARM: good location;
and dryer. These are a matching 1964 VOLKSWAGEN Beetle, light BANK. Be an Avon RepresenMiss
Ledger and Times. Also have Beaut
business or future investment.
d
make
fantastic
set in Avocado green, less than green, very clean. Good con- tative. The Christmas earning
four modern display islands
LEXINGTON, Ky.-Although
Call ...
gift. See at Murray One mile East Murray, aptwo years old.
made of metal in green abd white
dition. Priced low. Phone 901-479- can be fabulous, and it is fun. the "Television High School'
proximately 10 acres pasture.
Center,
Your
Singer
Early
American
living
room 1413.
with adjustable shelves. N3ONC
N11C And, you can do it in your spare series
Kentucky
the
on
Hog wire fencing, stables, water
de er in Murray.N
suite in brown tweed, couch,
time. Call now: after 7 p.m. Educational Television network
Cozy
older
Between
6:00
7
room
p.m.
house,
modern.
N11C
chair and matching recliner, 1967 CHEVROLET DELUXE collect 365-9424 or write to Mrs. Is in
SEVEN MONTH old electric
its eighth week, "We're still
For appointment call 436RCA television, nice stereo, lots van, 6 cylinder, heavy duty Janet Kunick, Manger, Rt. 2 Box enrolling people," says
and
guitar, GibsonES 335TDC. Retail
Bill
7:00
p.m.
In
The
TFC
TAKE soil away the Blue Lustre 2173.
of nice coffee, lamp and end transmission, very clean, low 136A, Princeton,Ky.
N 13C Wilson, adult education coorprice, $600.00, will sell for much
Evening
way
from
tables,
lamps, mileage.
carpets
and
less. Excellent condition. Kustom
dinator at KET.
If you know your route
pictures and mirrors, two extra
Rent
electric WHITE FRAME house on three
1957 Ford one ton V8, factory HELP WANTED at York Spring
Wilson explains that the "TV
amplifier, fantastic condition. upholstery.
miles
about
of
acres
land,
6
west
boy's
number,
please
shampooer
call
nice bedroom suites, nice dinette stake 12' bed. New motor, all new Co., 203 South 2nd Street, High School," which began Sept.
$1. Murray Home
Two 12 J.D. Lansin speakers.
Murray
him first. If you get no
on Highway 121.
set and lots of items of furniture tires. Guaranteed miles 42,000. Murray, Kentucky. Apply in 20, is "somewhat like a movie.
and Auto Store.
N13C of
Phone 436-2266.
TFC
Reduced price, $10,500.00. See
results then call John
less than two years old and all Ideal farm truck. Price reduced person. We are now open under You can get in a little late and
REPOSEESSED
Pasco , Jr. at the above
SINGER Ralph Morgan at Coldwater, 489spotlessly new.
to sell.
new management.
N12C still catch up. This is especially
12'x58' DELUXE TRAILER, like Golden
Touch and Sew, Singer's 2450.
number during the hours
N11C
There will be furniture from an Bilbrey's, 210 East Main. Phone
true because we will rerun the
new Phone 753-4566 between 8:00 finest
in attractive Walnut
listed
apartment that is nice but older. 753-5617 or 753-1257 after 5:00
a.m. and 5:30p.m.
IMMEDIATE OPENING for series beginning February and
TFC console. No down payment THREE BEDROOM brick, bath
There will also be 7 or 8 large p.m.
N11C waitresses, cooks and dish- students having any questions
MCC REGISTERED St. Bernard, necessary, just make payments and ks, carpeted, central heat PLEASE TAKE notice that the. tables filled with good glassware
washer. For interview call 753- can always catch the first
male, two years old. Phone 753- of $18 and this top-of-the-line and air, fenced in back yard. partnership of Gene Steely and and china.
1971 DATSUN 510 two door sedan. 6713.
N11C programs later on
machine
is
753-4516
Phone
yours.
5:00
after
p.m.
See
at
Murray
Several
collectors items in 5,000. actual miles. Excellent
Schuyer Datson d-b-a Cashway
7687.
N12P
"But the beginning of the series
Scwcizig Colter, yisrar - &aged NIIC
Building Material hat s'oluntarily antique furniture such as trunks, condition. Phone 753-7117 from
relatively easy," Wilson
is
Sewing machine dealer in the Bel
dissolved as of Oct. 15, 1971. and churns, jars, and jugs, iron
says, "and as a result most
FOR
a.m.to 5:00p.m.
N11P
Air Shopping Center, Open 8 a.m. SEVEN ROOM house with subsequent to said date Cash- skillets, bean pots and flatirons. 8:00
ple wouldn't have problems
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, with
to 9 p.m Monday thru Saturday, electric heat. Located in Kirksey, Way Building Materials shall be There will be more goody grab
with late enrollment."
1953
GMC
PICK-UP.
Good
to wall carpet with central heat
1 to 6 on Sunday.
N11C Kentucky. See Hal Smith or call a propriertorship by Schuyer boxes than you ever saw at a sale.
The broadcast schedule for the
and air. $110.00 per month. Phone
Also numerous tools such as; 8 condition, $175.00. 1961 Ford
489-2653.
N11P Datson. •
twice-a-week programs schedule
ARC REGISTERED Irish Setter
Galaxie,
automatic,
753-7850.
factory
air.
TFC
row tractor boon spray, 8 inch
runs:
23-1/16X35"
pups. Phone 436-2437.
Good, $300.00. Phone 498-8321,
N15C ACT NOW and be completely
ELECTROLUX SALES 8c Ser- table saw and joiner, and too
Program 1: Monday at 7:30
UNFURNISHED
TWO
8:00 a.m. to 5:00p.rn.
N12C
settled before the holiday season vices, Box 213, Murray,
Ky., C.M. many other items to list
.009 Thick
duplex, 1601 College Farm Road. p.m.; repeated Tuesday, 6:30
?11)ThEN HOLSTEIN Heifers begins.
separately.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far175.00 per month, $50.00 deposit. p.m. and Wednesday, 8:00 a.m.
The good furnitute will sell 1971 DATSUN 1200 Coupe, 21,000
These plates are perfect and one Black Angus bull. Phone $14,000.00 your price for a mington, Kentucky.
Program 11; Wednesday at
TFC
N11C
actual
miles.
Nice car and priced Phone 753-5792.
753-7975 after 5:00 p.m.
before noon, so come early. For
N11C newly remodeled home? At7.30 p.m.; repeated Thursday,
for siding or roofing
N12P
information call Otto Chester's to sell. Phone 436-4842.
tractive and convenient 2
6:30 p.m. and Friday, 8:00 a.m.
BRAND NEW two bedroom
Auction Service, 435-4042, Lynn
barns, for placing around CITIZEN BAND radio, amplifier bedroom frame. Available now so
Free textbooks are provided to
Grove.
1968 PONTIAC GTO, has double duplex, wall to wall carpeting
and antenna Phone 753-4686 after hurry!
students wishing to enroll by
FARMERS MARKET
bottom of mobile homes 5:00p.m.
built
air,
and
in
power,
central
heat
It
vinyl
Let
pays
'em
roof,
to
to
walk
high
school
and
sell
the Chester
automatic
N11C
writing the KET Network, 600
Way.
that is. Unique in every way from
NlIC transmission. Very clean car. Tappan appliances. Only $120.00 Cooper Drive 40502, in care of
to keep out the wind
has moved back to Highbeamed cum . williaa .
Financing can be arranged. $125.00 with dishwasher. Phone
nrivata
way M East near Ken Lake
'TV High School."
and snow, and for many ALT,ELECTRIC heaters, 110 and bedroom area. Two car garage
753-4698 for appointment. NlIC
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, Phone 753-1722.
N1
Hotel.
220 volt. Sale priced. 210 Main,
Wilson says the State Departplus large utility room. Built in
other uses such as
November 13, 10:00 a.m.. 702
Bilbrey's 753-5617.
N11C
ment of Education has indicated
kitchen all on Johnson Ave.
All Kinds of Big Bargains East Wood, Paris, Tenn.. 1967 VOLKSWAGEN Squar FOUR ROOM house with bath, it will continue to fund the pur-building out"
Where else can you get 3
Housefull of very nice furniture Back, 42,000 miles, air
near Elm Grove, carpeted, chase of the free textbooks.
bedrooms and 2 baths for
mice or rats.
and some antiques. John ditioned. Excellent condition. electric heat. $65.00 per month. At present, more than 1500
SOFA BED and matching chair,
per bushel
$2.50
Apples
$14,850.00. Call us and you'll see.
Roberts, Owner. James Travis, Phone 753-8838.
Ni Phone 7534425 days, 753-5962 Kentuckians have received the
platform rocker, 12' G.E.
Auctioneer.
refrigerator, Norge washer and Your money's worth at 1709
N12P
nights.
N12C free kits.
Eggs-Large,
II
3
00
doz
1965 PONTIAC CATALINA, with
dryer, bed, old Television and Farmer 3 bedrooms, large den,
The enrollment this year,
Small
4
doz
$1
00
living
room
with
dining
area
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, air, power steering, power BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee Wilson says, is up 100 per cent
Singer electric sewing machine,
November 13, 10:30 a.m., 21
/
2 brakes. Good car mechanically. Apartment, unfurnished, 2 over last year. He attributes the
ferns and various potted plants. extra large patio and 2 car
Good Russett Potatoes
carport.
miles off Highway 94 from Lake Will sell cheap. Phone 753-899'7 bedroom, living room, kitchen, higher enrollment to the
Phone 753-8880 after 5:00p.m.
20
103 N. 4th St.
lbs. 59 cents
Spacious 3 bedroom brick
Stop Grocery, following signs to after 8;00 p.m.
N12C utility, and bath. Carpeted. Air cooperation of the news media.
N11P
home on quiet street. Near
Murray, Ky.
Late Rudy Parker home.
conditioned.
Dishwasher, "Newspapers in Kentucky
Country
Sorghum
Buy
1
everything. Carpeted Pi baths, 2
Will sell, electric stove, used 1968 DATSUN TRUCK with refrigerator, stove, garbage have been
fantastically
bucket for $1.49 get second
air conditioners, fireplace, extra
one month), refrigerator, washer camper. New Urea. Phone 436- disposal. Across from Westview cooperative in running stories
REGISTERED BLACK Angus
bucket for $1.00
EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT,
nice storage building in back.
and dryer, portable sewing 2489.
N12NC Nursing Home on South 16th St. about the program," he exBull, 18 months old. Call 753economical, Blue Lustre carpet
Now listed for only $24,000.00.
machine, TV., radio and mixer,
9622.
N11C
Phone 753-3865.
N12C plained.
We
also
have
variety
a big
cleaner. Rent new electric
10 acres on Johnnie Robertson
Warm Morning heater with
of
Florida
oranges,
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
SERVICES
Road perfect to subdivide or
OFFERED
"We are very pleased that
jacket, bed, living and dining
BASS GUITAR and solid state
tangerines and grapefruits.
THREE - BEDROOM BRICK every commercial television
Home of"The Wishing
build your own estate. $21,500.00
room furniture, chifferobe, cane
amplifier, $125.00, or will trade.
for this choice tract of land with
Well".
N1OC Phone 753-1615.
bottom chairs, metal cabinets, SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back House Located at 1002 Walnut St. station in Kentucky ran spot
N11P
We have the best paper
Available now Call Hayden announcements we prepared
700 feet of frontage and city
to
tables, and these old pieces, very hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753shell pecans-New crop
MAC Rickman at 753-5450, if no answer promote the program."
REDUCE SAFE & fast with BREAKFAST ROOM table, 4 water.
odd and beautiful table, love seat, 5933.
call
from
Georgia.
We
753-3242
also
between 8:00 a.m. Wilson says a student inWooded, rolling waterfront
GoBe.se Tablets & E-Vap "water chairs, chrome legs, red
wash kettle, jars, churns, tools
have a big selection of
and 8:00p.m.
N1OC terested in late enrollment should
pills". Holland Drug Store. N1OP upholstery. Good condition. See acreage adjoining Irvin Cobb
and any amount of nice canned CARROLL'S PLUMBING &
nursery stock and if there's
Resort. Perfect for subdividing.
at 1104 Olive,or phone 753contact his local superintendent
fruits and vegetables, jams, Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone
something we don't have,
N11P 20 acres priced to sell at
N3OP THREE BEDROOM brick, fire- for additional information and
jellies, and the usual small 489-2295.
BELTONE FACTORY fresh 5445.
we will get it for you.
place, patio and utthty room, also write KET for the free home
$55,500.00.
things.
hearing aid batteries for all make
Farm for sale by Mrs. Parker. BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, carport, 1125.00 per month. study kit.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. N1OC BOY'S CLOTHING, like new, 90 acres of highly productive
There are many more
farm land with acreage on large
sizes 14-16-18. Phone 436Douglas Shoemaker in charge of also bank gravel, fill dirt and Phone 753-4481 from 5:00 to 9:00 The 39-half-hour series has
items not mentioned so
conservation
lake
N11C been produced to help adults pass
close
2152.
to
Stella.
N11P
sale.
FROM WALL to wall, no soil at
N12C topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or p.m.
come out and look around.
Price of $21,500 includes 2
the
General
Education
all, on carpets cleaned with Blue
D7C
p.m.
354-8161 after 6:00
FURNISHED BASEMTNT Development (G.E.D.I Test. By
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer GIBSON GUITAR, model LG1. bedroom frame house, excellent
CONSIGNMENT AUCTION
GORDON'S
apartment, ideal for marrilla passing the G.E.D. exam, an
tobacco barn and other
out$1.00Big K.
beginning at 11:61ra.m., Satur FOR ALL your home additions,
N 13C Must sacrifice. Phone 753couple or one person Near town. adult earns a high school
FARMERS
buildings.
9218.
day, November 13, in front of the alterations, remodeling, etc.
N11P
All electric: Phbne 753-3195 from equivalency erflfIcate.
MARKET
old
Ad&
Store, next to Big K. Free Estimates. Phone 753RELAX AND unwind with safe,
5:00-8:00p.m.
N11C The series contains lessons in
Donald R. Tucker, Realtor.
Man leaving town and offering 6123.
effective GoTense tablets. Only BLACK & RED Dachshund.
TFC
Member of Multiple Listing.
English grammar, literature,
National
cash
register,
1962
753-5810
Phone
SONJA
before 3:30
96 cents Holland Drug Store.N1OP
HENDERSON is now
BEDROOM small trailer. math,natural sciences and social
Phone 753-4342.
ONE
model,
two
boxes
lawn chair
p.m.
working at the Charm Beauty
N12C Associates;
WILL DO baby-sitting in my Ideal for one person. $35.00 per studies.
Edna Knight, home
Shop. She invites all her friends awnings, brass circular bird
phone 753-4910, Pat Mobley, home
home, located in Almo area. month for winter. Phone 489'Stand,
portable
roaster
broiler,
to
call
RANGE,
ELECTRIC
for an appointment, 753good phone 753-8958.
THURSDAY ONLY
N11C
Phone 753-7636.
N15C 2595.
N11C 3582.
N11C Man's electric shaver with
condition,$10.00. Phone 753COTTON FLANNETTE
transformer, picture frame,
3655.
ITC
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom house,
florescent lamps, floor lamp, BACKHOE OR dozer services. FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
Prints
SPECIAL
at
THANKSGIVING
Expert work. Reasonable. Phone living room, kitchen, bathroom
Basement, aluminum siding,
The Charm Beauty ,Sbop. Per utility table, vacuum cleaner, 753-9807.
STORM WINDOWS, $8.95 each. electric heat. Phone 75339' yd
TFC with shower and bath. One or two
electric
meat slicer.
Phone 753-2381.
manents, $15.00, now $12.50,
N16C 5630.
N12P
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- FRANKFORT, Ky.-At the
Any
item
you
achlon Costs Less
have
that
you
$20.00, now $15.00. Phone 753-3582
ments, South 16th Street. Phone request of Gov. Luis A. Ferre,
when You Sew With fine
for an appointment.
4
N11C want to sell please bring in by WILL DO Interior Painting.
10:30.
Fabrics from
N16C governlx of Puerto Rico, Gov.
Phone 753-3484.
NUIC 7534609.
'OATS, DRESSES, pantsuits, NEW TWO bedroom duplex
Not
apartment,
responsible
central
in
case
heat
Louie B. Nunn has proclaimed
of
and
BALDWIN
organs
air,
PIANOS
and
shoes, suits and sweaters. All
FAB-N-TRIM
wall to wall carpeting. Low down for rent or sale. Rent applies to accidents. For information phone
the week of Nov. 21-28 as Bible
colors.
sized
WANT
new,
and
8
Like
sizes
TO
BUY
sqpiar,
I
WILL DO baby-sitting in my
North Nifb ourl
payment with assumable loan. purchase.
Week in Kentucky.
Lonardo Piano Wayne Wilson Auctioneer, 753- home for
to 12. Phone 753-5285 or see at 1304
I
.....
working mothers
32s3
Phone
or
753-2381
753-5086.
or
WANT TO BUY used tricycle in
N12C
753-1585.
Company,
Post
D1C
across
from
Overbey all day,Saturday,
Governor Nunn called upon tht
Phone 753-6103.
N12C
Office, Paris,Tennessee. N I2C
good condition; also sturdy toys,
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols 13th.
N12C
.
people of the commonwealth in
especially Fisher-Price,
in Kentucky. No increase in
LOST & FOUND
CARD OF THANKS
his proclamation to set aside this
DEALERSHIP NOW available in
FOR SALE OR TRADE creative playthings, playskool, week to encourage men, women
prices. Country Boy Stores, BLACK FEMALE Chihuahua, 8
LOST:
FIVE
month
months
old
old,
your
registered,
male
$25.00.
area.
and
Reasonable.
silo.
Phone
Complete line of
753- and children of all faiths to read
Army Surplus, 9 miles from
We wish to express our sincere
Pointer pup, solid white with recreation vehicles, including
WILL TRADE $350.00 guitar for 9981.
NlIP the Scriptures and set up a plan of
Hopkinsville, Junction 117 and Phone 436-5596 after 7:00 p.m.
to
thanks
friends,
all
many
of
the
lemon
head Southeast of Hazel. truck campers, covers, travel
N12C
best motocycle offer. Phone 753164. Open Sundays until 4:00
regular examination of the
Billy Broach, Route 1, Puryear, trailers and motor home. neighbors,and various groups for 1792.
N12C WANT TO BUY; logs and Foundation Book of the Judeop.m..
N13C
their
respect
kind
and conCASH AND CARRY (See the new 498-8326.
N11C Financial opportunity unlimited.
standing timber. Also have for Christian heritage.
sideration during the recent
KEEP carpets beautiful despite printed patterns and Shags. Two LOST: BLACK and white Call Joe Memory, 404-536-2462 Illness and death of our father,
sale lumber and sawdust.
N12P
footsteps of a busy family. Buy truck loads distressed stock, full Holstein bull, weighs 425 to 450 Gainsville, Ga. -- Murray Saw Mill and I,umber Co. "The meaning of such words as
Mr. Claud Rowland.
Blue Lustre. Rent electric rolls, room sizes, wall to wall, lbs Strayed from farm of Lynn
Phone
7'53-4147.
TFC freedom, justice, love and
The Rowland Family
1TC
MOBILE
ATTENTION
responsibility are all rooted in
shampooer $1. Begley's Drug some jute back, some com- Parker. Reward. Phone 753Homeowners. MFA Insurance
Store.
N 13C mercial type, hi density rubber 5316.
WANT TO BUY used clothes Biblicarrevelation," Governor
N12C
Company has a mobile home
bark. Our price starts $2.50 sq
dryer; used piano. Phone 753- Nunn said. "The foundations of
FOR RENT OR SALE
policy that gives you the broad
society are shaking as never
None
sq.
and
$3.95
yd.
yd.
up
to
8444,
after 6:00 p.m.
SEVEN ROOM house in Hazel
N1ZNC
WANTED TO RENT
firm protection you've been 12'3(60'
before and there is an Imperative
Nice garden space, bath and ga higher pick anything in house
MOBILE HOME, 1969
""looking for. Also, there's no extra model,
WANT TO BUY used Television need to recover understanding of
three bedrooms, Poi
furnace, $5,500.00. Fuel oi This is good carpet at cheap WANT TO Rent or lease, farm
charge for being located outside baths,
in good condition. Prefer por- them foundation principles and
carpet. Reasonable. Close
heater, $15.00. Metal cabinets ass prices. While it lasts Paschall Land. Phone 753-8090 after 5.00
city limits. See Doug Willoughby to Murray.
Discount
Hazel,
House.
492Ky
table. Phone 753-5862 after 2:00 what God requires of modern
Phone 489-2538. N11C
sink, 110.00. Phone 492-8610. N11
p.m
N I9C at 505 Main or call 753-1222. N12P
man"
9733
N12P
p.m.
N12P
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Seen & Heard ... Traffic Collisions
Continued from Page i
Investigated Today
cold cure-Vitamin C-might also,
have value as an anticancer By The City Police

Miss MSU . . . Cantatas Will
Be Presented
On Thursday
1Coatinued from Page 1 i

WEDNESDAY—NOVEMBER IQ, 197;

UTM Endowment Fund Mrs. Miller
Honors Harry Lee Neal Dies Tuesday

Funeral Today
For Man Who
Died In Fire

•

ungeniality award and finished
as one of the 10 finalists in the
Mrs. Iva May Orr Miller died
agent. Says it might lessen the Two traffic collisions were Miss Kentucky competition in
An endowment fund has been world. The Neals wrote several
danger of cancer by building up investigated this morning by the Louisville last spring. She is
established at the University of books and made records for about one p.m. Tuesday enroute
connective tissues of the body Murray Police Department. No serving as pageant chairman this The First Presbyterian Church Tennessee at Martin honoring BBC and ABC. Dr. Nelson is now to the Henry County General Preston A. Geurin, formerly of
will present a program of two trio- late Dr. Harry Neal, Paris artist-in -residence and Hospital, Paris, Tenn. She was
through the nutrition that injuries were listed on the reports fall.
Calloway County, was one of
cantatas by J.S. Bach, on concert pianist who was artist- professor of music at U-T stricken ill at the home of her
Vitamin C provides.
filed by the officers.
Centering on a theme -Where
three persons who died in a fire at
Zelnor
Orr
brother,
of
Puryear,
Thursday,
November
11, at 8:15 in-residence at UTM.
Martin.
Cars involved in the collision at It's At," the pageant will Include
the apartment house at 204,a
p.m.
A native of Paris, Neal was
"Dr. Neal was a renowned Tenn.
By the way, if you go to Memphis 7:28 a.m. at the intersection of finalists chosen last month from
South Third Street, Paducah,
Cantatas no 56, "I will the graduated from Grove High artist who made a significant
The deceased was a resident of
early Tuesday morning. .,
between now and January 1, be South 9th and Sycamore Streets a field of 49 hopeful coeds. Cross-staff
Safety
Fla.,
but
Harbor,
spent
He
studied
Paris.
Gladly
contribution
to the Martin
Carry" School in
The blaze was believed to have
sure and go by the Riverrnont were a 1968 Buick four door Finalits are:
features Larrie Clark as Bass music at Curtis Institute and campus," said Bob G. Cole, her summers here with her
Hendon
Roxiann Allen, East Prairie,
caused by the combustion of
Holiday Inn to hear songstress hardtop owned by Nell
been
soloist. This Cantata expresses received an honorary Doctor of UTM director of development. brother. She was the wife of
Barbara Perry. You'll enjoy and driven by Marsha Gayle Mo., senior; Linda Boyd, Murray
paint supplies stored in a second
Music
from
Mt.
"He
was
also
a
champion
Union
of
the
College.
the
willingness
of
Ote
)
man
William
Miller,
formerly
0.
(
to carry
'Hendon of 729 Nash Drive, sophomore; Gwen Brown,
hearing her
talented student who needed uf Lynn Grove, who died floor bathroom of the two story
Murray, and a 1967 Chevrolet Sturgis freshman; Debbie Burt, the burden of life, looking He died in 1968.
brick apartment building, ofWith his wife, Allison Nelson, finanacial assistance.
December 24, 1943. Mrs. Miller
her okor driven by Mary Belle Clay City, Ill., sophomore; Vicki foreward to the time when he is
ficials said. The other victims
"Establishment
formed
of
a
the
Neal
professional
taken
into
was
teacher
a
retired
Heaven,
and
school
a
Street,
spokesman
West, 1405 Poplar
Collison, Washington, Ind., freshmemorial fund in his honor is, a member of the North Fork were Mark Trail and Ruth Hortin
said.
Murray.
man; Lois Drake, Madisonville
of Paducah. Five other persons
we believe, an appropriate way
Baptist Church.
Paibet said the West car, going senior; Nancy Gordon, Louisville Second on the program will be
to rokognize Dr; Neal's conwere injured.
Cantata
no.
19,
"There
November
She
was
born
14,
making
arose
a
such
swath on Sth Street was
senior; Sally Harris, Metropolis,
Geurin, age 68, was a retired
tribution
to
U-T
Martin.
a
fight,"
for chorus, soloists and
1892, and her, parents were the
MS turn onto Sycamore Street Ill., junior; Gayle Holden,
Proceeds from the fund will be late Steven L. Orr and Anna employee of the Peck Brothers
orchestra. Soloists for this work
• c.ullicied with the Hendon car, Columbus, Ohio, freshman.
used to provide an annual Barrett Orr. Survivors include Wholsale Company of Paducah
will be Elizabeth Newnam,
*mg north on 9th Street which
Doris Kesterson, Paducah
academic
scholarship to be her brother, Zelnor Orr of and an Army veteran of World
soprano,
Richard
Stevens, tenor,
had stopped previously for the sophomore;
Judy
Laird,
awarded to the most deserving
and Larrie Clark, bass, This
Puryear; Tenn., and Unite War II. He was born October 26,
stop sign at Sycamore Street.
junior;
Mayfield
Ginna
and talented piano student at
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Grover 1903, in Calloway County and was
the Hendon car was Lawrence, Benton junior; Nancy cantata tells of the fight and
Damage
to
MM."
UPD—
FRANKFORT
the son of the late Henry Geurin
an the left front end, and to the Luther, Mayfield junior; Annelle victory of St. Michael and the
The fund goal is $10,000. A Miller, Mrs. Lee Waldrop, and and Aslee Parker Geurin.
Kentucky Secretary of State
Mrs.
Jim
Neale,
all
of
Calloway
car on the left front fender. Parrish, Henderson junior; Archangels over Satan and the
West
total of $1,030 has been raised,
Kenneth F. Harper. four steps
Survivors are one sister, Mrs
At 7:42 a.m. a collision oc- Lolita Stice, Calvert City fresh- assurance of God's protection of
primarily from UTM faculty County.
(Ora) Houston of Murray
below the Governor's chair, took
Ray
mankind
from
Satan's
evils, the
curred at South 16th Street and man; and Helen Claire Williams,
and staff members who knew Funeral services will be held Route Five; four nieces, Mrs
over today for his brief stay as
spokesman said.
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Glendale Road between a 1957 Lexington senior.
Dr.
Neal,
Cole
said.
Kentucky's chief executive.
The choir for the program
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral Burlene Wiseman of Detroit
Chevrolet pickup driven by Roy
The pageant is being unHarper became the acting
consists
of
the
Chancel
Home, Paris, Tenn., with her Mich., Mrs. Opal Hale of Murray
Choir
of
D. Hartsfield of Murray Route derwritten by four Murray
Governor for about 12 hours
nephew, Dr. Robert Orr of Route Three, Mrs. Mary Ruth
Four and a 1963 Dodge four door business firms—Captain's Kit- the First Presbyterian Church,
today with the other three men in
Roberts of Murray Route Five,
Dyersburg, Tenn., officiating.
Kent Kingins and chen, The Cherry's, Enix In- members ofthe choir of the First
owned
by
the governorship line all out of
and Mrs. Mary Brantley of Flint,
Methodist
Church
and
Interment
in
the
Sinking
will
Miller
be
by
Kingins teriors and Scott-Walgreen Drug
students
Jeanie
driven
state.
from Murray State University.
Spring Cemetery in Calloway Mich.; seven nephews, Rudolph
of Hazel.
Co.
The Secretary of State said he
The orchestra personnel are :
County with the arrangements by Geurin of Murray Route The,
services
Funeral
for
Miss
going
Ethel
Hartsfield,
Police
said
Halcomb,
Miss
who
was not going to occupy the
and WW D. Geurin of
Leo
Blair,
Donald
the
Cohen,
stopped
McEvoy Funeral Home, Eugene
823
North
Road,
Parker
Glendale
19th
of
Mary
Street
west
on
represented the Jeffersontown
Governor's firt-floor office or the
Murray,
Fred Houston of
Dr.
Harry
Neal
at the stop sign at South 16th Jaycees in winning the 1971 Miss Curtis Taylor, Robert Baar,
were held this morning at ten Paris, Tenn., where friends may
large wlanut desk except for a
Paducah, R. H. Geurin of Dwey,
Street, and started to pull out on Kentucky Pageant, is a 19-year- violins; Kip Mason, Donna Story, piano team known as Nelson nd o'clock at the chapel of the call.
brief picutre taking session.
Okla., Herman Geurin of Tulsa,
to South lath Street. Hartsfield old sophomore voice major at the violas; Neale Mason, cello; Neal and played more than Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
and David Geurin of
Okla.,
1.200
concerts
throughout
the
Linda
Stalls, Cheryl Stewart,
"I've still got work to do down failed to see the Kingins car going University of Louisville School of
with Elder J. M. Darnell and
Bartlesville, Okla.
in my haunt," Harper said, "and south on 16th starting to turn onto Music. Her background includes oboes; Carolyn Sloan, English
Elder Paul Poyner officiating
Funeral services are being held
I sure don't see anything I can do Glendale Road, and the cars six years of both voice training 'horn ; Mary Caudill, bassoon;
Pallbearers were Loyd (Bub
today
at two p.m. at the chapel of
David Sutherland, Gene King,
in here."
collided, according to the police and modeling.
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Atlanta,
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Wendell H. Ford is on vacation in
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Paducah.
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to
attend,
of
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a against the state Department of
Talent Queen; Miss Teen Age
HEART TRANSPLANTED
return until Saturday.
Motor Transportation during the Murray-Calloway County
Vick, age 71, a resident of 2700
Louisville, 1968; and Kentucky church spokesman said
STANFORD, Calif. (UPI) —
The third man in line for the top
Hospital where she had been a Mayfield Road, Paducah, died Richard W. Mueller,
recent race for (',overnor.
Burley Belle, 1970.
38, a New
post, senate president pro tern
for
the
past
patient
three
years.
Smith said Tuesday he has
Monday at 2:30 a.m. at the Berlin,
Wis., printer
Her talent as a vocalist has
has
William L. Sullivan of Hendocuments to prove that motor She was born August 29, 1888, in Western Baptist Hospital. He become the Stanford University
won first place five times in the
derson, also was out of the state
County
the
Calloway
and
was
transportation department
was born in Stewart County, Medical Center's 37th heart
Southern region of the National
today.
employes failed to enforce the daughter of the late Bruce Tenn. He was a retired employe transplant recipient.
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"Police
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In- spring She has also performed relationship between them is one Smith, who was not sub- one nephew, J. P. Parker of Broadway Church of Christ.
for a day. -Ken's a mighty fine course
condition today. He received his
with the 20th Century Singers in of the teacher passing out the poenaed, was to appear volunman and I think he deserves the vestigations" being conducted
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in
of
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honor which I'm in a position to
Parker; two sisters, Mrs. Vela Zettie Vick of Paducah; son, O.K. Monday after waiting several
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bestow upon him."
If you should become dizzy Smith of the weatview Nursing Vick, minister of the Clinton days for a donor to become
have."
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pageant
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Home and Mrs. Porter Mary) Church of Christ; step brother, available
The acting Governor himself Council set up in the parking lot
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don't
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CAPITAL IDEAS

By RAY McHUGH
Chief, Washington Bureau
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON
—
Any
downward trend in federal
taxes under President Nixon's
new economic policy is being
offset by record increases in
state and local levies.
State-local tax collections
jumped 7 per centin fiscal 1971
to a record $94,3 billion — the
first time they passed the $9(
illion mark.
And they'll jump again.
State legislatures have increased or enacted more than
60 new tax laws this year, says
the Tax Foundation in a special
survey The estimated revenue
increase is another $3.3 billion.
Tax increase proposals that
could add $1 6 billion to the bill
are still pending in Ohio,
Minnesota and Wisconsin.
Passage of Ohio, Minnesota
and Wisconsin bills would push
the fiscal 1972 state tax increase over the $5 billion mark
for the first time in history The
previous high was 84 billion in
new taxes in 1969.
State personal income tax
collections in fiscal 1970 totaled
ec) IN11(2^.
than feu:

re being held
the chapel of
.an Funeral
Roy Gibson
serving as
vtll bcn tilc
with the
the Blalockome.

times the $2.2 billion collected
in 1960. State sales taxes netted
$14.1 billion. In 1950, they
totaled $1.7 billion.
Another 83.6 billion was
collected in local sales taxes.
The impact of the new taxes
may offset part of the economic
stimulus President Nixon is
seeking through repeal of the
automobile excise tax, increase
of business investment incentives and advancement of
federal income tax exemption
increases.
But despite the state increases, Tax Foundation
researchers detect a growing
resistance to new levies and an
increasing reliance on state
income taxes as a major source
of revenue — almost 20 per cent
last year.
Maine voters are expected to
repeal their state income tax in
November.
The New
York
state
Legislature approved only
about half of a 91 1 billion tax
package proposed by Gov.
Nelson Rockefeller. Budget
reductions, particularly in
welfare, are widespread across
the country.
Connecticut has raised sales,
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Copley News Service
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OTTAWA --- Canadian critics
of the United'States have been
severely scolded by a leading
parliamentary figure.
Sen. Grattan O'Leary, a
former newspaper editor and
renowned orator, has employed
his considerable talents toward
castigating Canadians who find
it fashionable to belittle Uncle

become complacent and
arrogant and think the world
will beat a path to our door The
world can get along quite well
without us but we can't get
along without the United
States."
Leaders
of
European
countries have been very
critical of the actions of
President Nixon in restricting
foreign imports and seeking to
force revaluation of foreign

Saf•

currencies.

Sen .

0'Leary

an estimated $100 million.
Missouri has adjusted its
income tax rates. They now
scale from 1.5 per cent on income up to $1,000 to 6 per cent
on income over $9,000.
Montana is asking voters to
approve a sales tax in
November. Florida will vote on
a corporation income tax.
Eight state legislatures voted
increases this year in corpeiation taxes, with Delaware
taking the lead with 20 per cent
surcharge. Cigarette taxes
were raised in 17 states, motor
fuel taxes in 10 and liquor taxes
in eight.
State
motor
vehicle
operators' license revenue rose
7.5 per cent in fiscal 1971 to
$3.26 billion. Motor fuel sales
taxes netted $6.6 billion.
Property taxes, most of
which go to local government,
rose 7.1 per cent to $38.26
billion
A major readjustment in
these taxes may be in the offing
in light of a ('alifornia Supreme
Ca' Art reline thaL kocal 60'001
districts' dependence on
property taxes IS resultiitg in
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MIAMI — Imagine a land
where, in this weight-watching
age, everyone diets, where
traffic jams and parking
problems are nonexistent.
where everyone able to work
can have a job — or else.
That is Cuba, as described by
some of the last refugees to
arrive by the six-year -old
airlift before it was grounded
by Premier Fidel Castro
Refugees were unanimous in
reporting that shortages of
food, clothing and other
essentials are the worst ever on
the Communist island.
Even salt and water are hard
to get, they said.
At Freedom House, their
temporary abode in Miami,
Cuba
expatriates
from
reported:
— Most people in Cuba eat
only one meal daily because
there isn't enough food.
— "You could walk down a
street with your eyes closed."
No cars.
— Among other shortages,
there is one of workers
"We would have our meal at
noon," recalled a pretty
Havana senorita while waiting
to fly to a new home in
Hoboken, N. J
.'We ate
whatever we could get. often
rice and beans."
. Refugees reported Os.at feeits
and vegetables„formerly
overabundant in Cuba, no
longer are available.
"There are peas, and that's
all, but who wants to eat peas
all the time, and with what?"
unfair
disparities
in".
educational opportunity from
school district to school
district.
President Nixon's revenuesharing proposals are looked to
by some states and communities for significant tax
relief, but House Ways and
Means Chairman Wilbur Mills,
D-Ark., has indicated there is
little likelihood of such
legislation this year.

1100
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incidentally, are the best
published in the Englishspeaking world," O'Leary
observes.
The senator's comments
came during parliamentary
debate of the Nixon economic
reform measures,including the
10 per cent import surcharge
which is hitting Canada hard.
Some political figures here
have talked about "retaliation"
against the United States, or
that Canada should seek to shift
its trade elsewhere.
O'Leary believes the United
States has erred in applying the
10 per cent surcharge against
Canada — its best customer.
He notes that Canada bought
more from the United States
than all the Common Market
countries combined. He thinks
many Americans, including
members of the Congress, are
not aware of this situation.
But as for retaliation against
America — "that's nonsense,"
says O'Leary: Some Canadians
have talked of rutting off gas
and oil shipments to the United
States — "where else could we
sell these resources" he asks.
The senator says It is absurd
to think that Canada could
switch its trade to Europe.
"The United States is the only
place we can sell Let's not

pound if they want to risk
arrest. A peso is officially
pegged at a dollar but brings
much less on the free market.)
Otherwise they must be
satisfied with rations of onehalf pound per month when
available.
Two evening hours, usually 6
to 8, are important in Cuban
households. That is when the
water often comes on.
"You catch what you can in
pans," said Emilio Crespo, a
gardener
from
former
Camaguey province. "Then
you can flush your toilet — if
you are lucky to have one in
good repair.
"You can also get water from
street hydrants at certain
hours and carry it home in
buckets. But it smells so, I
think even rats die from
drinking it."
Clothing is another problem.
"These trousers I am
wearing are the only ones I
have had in three years," said
slender Eduardo Hidalgo, a
former Havana waiter. "You

are permitted one pair a year,
but try to Fuld your size. I wear
a 30 waist, and they might have

less cloth, which is scarce, to
make one, said a Havana
housewife headed for Los
Angeles.
Women wear minifaldas
But without benefit of pan!mini-skirts) because it takes tyhose, which are unavailable,
she said. Panties, she added,
are rationed at three pairs per
PIGS' LAST LAUGH
EAST
LANSING, Mich. year but the right size is hard to
( UPI)—The Freaks beat the Corrie to,
Pigs 12-7 in the second annual
Bull Bowl Sunday, but the Pigs
may have the last laugh.
The Freaks, Michigan State
University students and other
A M1c11111 importer's plan to
youths, now have a 2-0 record bring 10,000 medieval chastity
against the Pigs, who include belts from England into the
officers from the state police, United States has outraged the
Lansing and East Lansing women's liberation movement.
police departments and area
The wrought-iron devices,
which cost about $13 in Britain
sheriff's deputies.
The game drew 15,000 per- are copies of those used by
sons to Sparton Stadium and knights of old to protect the
netted an estimated $20,000 to virtue of their womenfolk.
aid children stricken with
SPALDWICK, England (UPI)
leukemia.
"I want to watch the game —Cecily Forster will run a
films so I know whose license sideshow for a charity Christplates to watch for," an AISU mas bazaar. Patrons will try to
policeman said after the game. guess the lengths of her pet
python and boa constrictor.

Women's lib'ers fume
over chastity belt fad
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(Murray Only)
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$1.25 Value

3 Pieces Chicken Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slow, Rolls
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

ou can watch television or
listen to your radio if you hay,'
a set that works "
Refugees reported that
Cubans can buy salt on the
black market for 12 pesos d

Kentucky fried Ckicktse.
12th & Sycamore

Phone 753-7101
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put in a Chicago-bound refugee.
'Meat and fish are available
once a week, if you get there in
Lunt But you have to eat them
at ()nee, or they may spoil
because of daily electricity
blackouts and widely prevalent
refrigerator breakdowns that it
takes years to repair.
"Chicken I have not seen in
five years.
"You can eat in a restaurant
If you can afford it and want to
wait in line four hours."
A refugee from Havana
iescribed the traffic situation:
"You see occasional cars in
streets, dodging deep holes in
decaying pavement. You see
army Jeeps and 1959 cars, also
a few shirty Alfa Romete
acquired for government
people.
"(ke by one, the old .111
break down, and there are no
parts to repair them. And
gasoline is scarce.
"You have to wait for a bus
for one or two hours, then it is
jammed. Taxis are almost
impossible to get."
What do Cubans do for
diversion?
"Many spend Sundays
working in the cane fields,"
said Emilio Rodriguez, a
Havana chauffeur for 53 years.
He said he was going to New
Jersey.
Exiles say hours are long,
ray .ie low and work under
tropical sun is hard in cane
fields The Castro regime is so
strapped for workers that
anyone caught unemployed can
be sentenced to a work camp.
Jose
Antonio Sanchez,
ticketed for New Orleans, said:
— You can go to movies, but
most of us didn't because you
have to stand in line for hours.
You can go get beer if you
find a jar for them to put it

t'VE RE Sf (WE [HE: HIGHT

Box of 100
Tablets

35(

4

By THEODORE A. EDIGER
Copley News Service

gasoline and cigarette taxes to
record U. S. levels. The sales
levy is 6.5 per cent; cigarettes
21 cents, gasoline 10 cents.
Pennsylvania has enacted a
flat 2.3 per cent income levy
that will net an estimated $965
million. Michigan income tax
increases will bring in $300
million. Massachusetts scaled
down the governor's $311
million tax proposal, but still
voted a 8187 million package.
Tennessee expects $95
million from higher sales,
excise and inheritance taxes. A
wide range of Texas increase
will raise $287 million.
Rhode Island has enacted a
personal income tax that
amounts to about 15 per cent of
federal payments and will net

O'Leary says ter has been
comments.
appalled to see how Canadian
newspapers and academics
treat public figures in the
United States. He refers
specifically to newspaper
caricatures of President Nixon
which call turn "Tricky Dick."
The condemnation of this
kind of attack has been made in
the Senate by O'Leary and his
words have been warmly indorsed by the government
Senate leader, Paul Martin.
O'Leary says the American
EAF.1 SIDE OF THE SQUAW
people aren't stupid and that
they notice attitudes indicated
by the anti-Nixon cartoons. He
claims that a sizable number of
Canadians who baited the_
President were those who had
never forgiven Nixon for exposing Alger Hiss.
Too many smart young
government officials in Ottawa
tend to think that the beginning
and end of everything in the
United States is the State
Department, the senator
asserts. He also attacks those
who believe they got to know
America by "staying at the
Waldorf Astoria and by playing
golf in Miami."
"You get to know the
American people by reading
American publications which,

ord's trans!lading Muelincluding one
ited on more
ago.

box

Food,clothing and job shortages plague Cuba

State, local tax hikes
offset federal trend

as a retired
)ck Brothers
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an of World
71 October 26,
Hey and was
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eurin.
sister, Mrs.
of Murray
neces, Mrs.
of Detroit,
le of Murray
Mary Ruth
Route Five,
tley of Flint,
ws, Rudolph
toute
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Touston of
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rin of Tulsa.
Geurin of
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Section

Tablets

Normal, Dry
5.75-oz. Jar

12.10

Sale

CEPRACOL

JERGEN'S
LOTION

MOUTHWASH & GARGLE

BRECK

$1

19

14-oz Bottle

SHAMPOO

Reg.
1.00

Sale56

NEW /

0
CLAIROL

IDVING CARE.
cotsx-FoAm

The new,
worryfree hair'
coloring!

Reg.
LOVING
CARE.

10-oz. Bottle

'2.75

COLOR- Mal

IP

with Dispenser

t

VANQUISII
The extra-strength
pain formudl

gentle bufferstot
,

The Extra Strength
Pain Formula
Bottle of 60 Tablets
Reg.
'1.09

Sale

BRECK BASIC

SMILE
THEME BOOK
66 Sheets 10)(8 in

II—

Reg.
2.25

Sale

29'

[(Men
GUMMI

$ 1 46

The

fTorexiituariirzer

4-oz Bottl,

Sale

1'

ELMER'S GLUE-ALL

Reg. Blue, Yellow, Pink

6

CONDITIONER
I

The Book with The Smile

59'

Sale

Reg.
'1.00

8 oz.
Plastic
Bottle

Sale

Wine
eye drops
• r
• til•

8

YE
DROPS
Reg. 1 1.50

NIFTY

LOOSE LEAF
FILLER PAPER

49,

••111,
001111
•nel
,•rvel •,•11

88

Sale

Pack of 400 Sheets

Sale
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SPACE AGE REPORT

Sleep's cheap
(UPI) - The
average wholesale price oi
latex foam mattresses *risen
only two per cent sin 1966,
according to Cerisuif Bureau
figures quoted by the Latex
Foam Rubber Council. In that
time, the Counsel says, innerspring prices hair risen 23 per
cent.

Fabric softener caution urged

I receive numerous questions
about cleaning methods and
laundry products Many times
advertisements can be helpful
but they don't always tell the
whole truth about a product.
Remodeling
MIAMI, Fla. (UPI) - The
For example, recently I saw
remodeling industry is growing a commercial for a fabric softso rapidly that by 1972 it may ener. The ad implied the prodexceed the $20 billion invested uct could be used regularly on
annually in new home con- all laundry items with no damto them.
struction, according to Morris
Fabric softeners form a fine
Marder, president of American
Urban Development Corp., a film on fabrics, making them
Florida home remodeling firm. Less absorbent. Diapers,
towels, etc., that are used priMissing: South Dakota
marily for absorbing moisture
DETROIT (UPI) - More should have a fabric softener
that 15,000 visitors, were aided used very rarely.
at the Summer -Information
A number of you will comCenter in downtown Detroit ment that you have used a faband they represented 49 states, ric Softener for years with no
the District of Columbia and effect to your linens or dia44 individual countries. The pers. You don't realize how
only state not represented on much more absorbent these
the log sheet kept by the items would be if the fabric
Center was South Dakota.

possibility of life on or near the
or near the starting point.
So it is with two space-related planet Jupiter.
A 45-year-old astronomer
questions, is there water or at
least moisture on the moon, who was on the backup crew of
Mars or Jupiter, and does some the Apollo 15 moon mission,
form of life exist on any of these Henize points out that Jupiter's
atmosphere contains methane
faraway places?
Before Apollo astronauts and ammonia, hydrocarbons
began commuting to the moon believed to be bases for life
and Dark a couple of years ago,
Although the temperature on
space
and
astronomers
scientists could surmise about Jupiter is something more than
anything they wanted, because just chilly — 100 degrees below
nobody could prove they were zero Fatrenheit — it's warmer
wrong — or right, either, for in certain layers of the Jovian
atmosphere. (Antifreeze firms
that matter
Then came the Apollo 11 with here on earth claim their
its historic manned moon products will refuse to freeze at
landings, followed by 12, 14 and more than 50 degrees below
Zero.)
15 after 13 ended In failure
The astronauts are hard"It is possible certain life
headed. They couldn't go for
Copies News Service
any theory about life on the forms are floating tetween
,. NORMAN.Okla_ —there was moon after seeing that layers of Jovian atmosphere,"
tune in the 195Iks when Okla- desolate, awesomely beautiful Henize theorizes. "There is not
homa was the dominant college waste of dust and rock, strong evidence, but we should
football team in the nation.
mountain and valley. Nothing not discount the possibility."
It was a period , when Bud could exist there, at least now.
Henize joined the U. S.
Wilkinson teams, always lean
That was the verdict of the
:jand fast, left their opponents Apollo spacemen and they astronaut corps in 1967 as one
treathless. The Sooners won 47 haven't changed their minds. of a group of scientistconsecutive games before
Yet the claim of two Rice spacemen. He hopes to be
Notre Dame ended their streak
University scientists that in- selected for a mission during
,in 1957.
struments have detected water the Skylab earth orbital
There was a long period, vapor spewing from the lunar missions of 1973.
"however, in which the Sooners surface like a geyser has
tslipped back into the middle of triggered a whole new round of
the pack. They never were
waterand-maybe-life-in-space
:really bad, but they were just theories.
;another team in the powerful
So the cycle has come full
Big Eight Conference, as Necircle — from theories about
braska, Missouri and Colorado
water and life in some form on
jostled for leadership.
planets, to denials that
the
• - The in team, though, is a
or anybody could
throwback to the days of glory. anything
hi the harsh .plapetacy
.411-ris CAlahuissasinascl very well exist
atmospheres, and back to "it
.1 could battle fellow conference
impossible after all."
isn't
for
not
only
Nebraska
member
new theory based on the
The
league honors, but the national
lunar vapor discovery has had
championship. Oklahoma a]Mrs. Fannie Todd of Detroit,
another repercussion, too It
ready has disposed of its most
Mich., is now visiting her mother,
among
support
revived
has
;feared nonleague rival, the
some aerospace industry and Mrs. Ray and her sister at Paris,
'University of Texas.
space agency officials for a Tenn.
One of its more impressive
My sympathy is extended to the
lunar base to be manned by
early season achievements was
many whose loved ones have
astronauts.
American
a 33-20 rout of a good University
Early in the Apollo program, been taken from them within the
of Southern California aggreafter the success of Apollo 11, past few weeks.
gation.
Mr. and Mrs. Travis Cauley
space scientists and engineers
It is not so much the fact that
began to rumble the drums for have moved to 405 Walnut Street.
Oklahoma is winning, but the
a moon base They argued it We welcome these good folks.
way the Sooners are doing.
could be a good% jumping-off
Miss Jackie Bullard and Miss
Against the Trojans, Okla- place for journeys rrullions of Pat Hyre of Indiana were recall
homa smashed for 516 net mills to other planets. But as it guests of Mrs. Katie'Sbru-nons.
yards rushing, including 205 became apparent everything to
Mrs. Fannie Tood of Detroit,
yards by one of the finest run- be used at a lunar base would Mich.,and mother, Mrs. Blanche
ners in recent Sooner history, have to be hauled there from
Ray, and daughter-in-law of
Greg Pruitt. The 5-foot-9, 175- earth, and at great cost, the
Paris, Tenn., were recent guests
pound Pruitt lacks the size of idea lost its charisma.
Mrs. Katie Simmons of
of
whether
former Oklahoma All-America
to
The real answer
Mrs. Todd is a sister-inMurray.
back Steve Owen, but he is an there is water on or in the moon
explosive player in the image may come during Apollo 17 — law of Mrs. Simmons.
Mrs. Frances Licklider and
of Torn McDonald who went on the last of the manned moon
to be one of the great pass re- expeditions, scheduled for late daughter, Mrs. Mary Anxiay,
ceivers in professional history. next year. Aboard will be an son, Ronnie, and granddaughter,
high- Jo Ann Licklider," of St. Louis,
using
This is a balanced football experiment
•'team, directed by quarterback frequency radio waves to probe Mo., were guests of Mrs. Frances
Jack Mildren.
perhaps as deep as a half-mile Licklider and son, Robert
of
The Sooners use the wish- for subsurface ice and water on Licklider and family
bone-T formation — designed the moon
Clarksville, Tenn. They came by
especially for a strong, ground
Dr. James W. Meyer is to spend a while with Mrs. Katie
control rushing game — and
program manager for the Simmons of Murray before
Mildren is as good as any col- water-ice probe experiment returning to St. Louis, Mo.
.- lege quarterback in manipulat- under a $5 million contract at
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Bullard
--r
• ins the offense.
the Massachusetts Institute of and daughter, Jackie, and friend
Coach Chuck Fairbanks has Technology Center for Space Pat Hyre, visited Mrs. Bullard
built a strong offensive line to
Research. He looks at the pros mother, Mrs. Mary Watkins of
protect his prize backs, whal- and cons of chances the exMurray. They live in Hammond,
ing a nearsighted offensive
periment will discover MOW
Ind.
guard named Ken Jones.
water or ice.
Mrs. Blanche Ray, 1407 Porter
Jones entered college as a
-Based on the returned
Paris, Tenn., celebrated
Court,
of
lack
converted
but
was
samples'
lunar
linebacker,
( Apollo)
in her
to an interior lineman as a
water-related phenomena, the her 159th birthday and
sophomore. He doesn't have expectation now of finding free honor her Sunday School Class at
exceptional vision, which is an
is
water
considerably Puryear Baptist Church planned
understatement ( "The score- smaller," he concedes. "There recognition of her special day.
board looks a little blurry," he are still some who adhere to its The ladies class has fifteen
confides). He does not wear existence, but the numbers are members, all around 70 or older,
and the teacher is Mrs. Lebree
glasses on the field, however. dwindling,"
He can see three or four yards
Nevertheless, Dr. Meyer Miller, who had a birthday cake
ahead of him, and that is really
wants to keep the door open on for Mrs. Ray and made pictures
enough for an offensive line- the lunar water question. And of the group. They also had a
man
some other space-oriented meal together and enjoyed an
Blocking superiority has people feel the same way about how- of fellowship. Many good
been a feature of early Okla- the possibility of water and life wishes were extended to Mrs.
homa games, and Fairbanks on Jupiter and Mars.
Ray by family and friends
hopes it will be strong enough
Take Karl G. Henize, who through the day. Her daughters,
the
;to carry
Sooners through could become one of America's Mrs. Fannie Todd of Detroit,
we of the toughest conference first scientist-astronauts to fly
Mich. is visiting her.
schedules anywhere
in space. He thinks there's a
By FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
:.Some theories growing out of
space exploration are like
ladies fashions. There is a
wend which starts one place on
a cycle, makes a great circle
and then winds iv right back at

Sooners

softener had riot been used.
about chlorine bleaches. Again
If you use a fabric softener to the ad implied it was safe to use
make your towels softer, try the bleach in every wash.
rinsing all of the soap out of
Chlorine bleach should be
them If homemakers would used once or twice a month at
wash their clothes once a the most. It's hard on fabrics in
month in a water softener only, that it causes fabric degradathe built up soap would be re- tion. In other words, it weakens
moved and there would be no the fabric.
need for a fabric softener to be
Liquid chlorine bleach is the
used to make them soft.
strongest and should not be
Fabric softeners should be
used to reduce static electricity.
Another problem with fabric
softeners is the irritation to the
skin. The film formed on the
fabric can cause a rash on
people with sensitive skin.
Fabric softeners can cause
diaper rash on babies.
If you use a fabric softener,
be sure to add it to the last rinse
of the wash cycle only. A fabric
softener used with a detergent
will cause a scum on the wash
water that will settle on the
clothes.
I also saw a cornmemal

Italians claim Bell
not phone inventor

A campaign to show that
Antonio Meucci and not
Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone has been
started by the Italian Historical
Society el America.
Meucci reportedly completed
his phone in 1874, while Bell did
not obtain a patent for his
telephone until 1876 A legal
fight ensued and the courts
upheld Bell's title,

used on wool, silk, spandex,
perma press cotton, or acetate
Dry chlorine bleach LS safer
to use but is more expensive. It
should not be used more than
twice a month though.
Oxygen bleaches, such as
peroxide, can be used with
every wash because they prevent soil buildup but do not
bleach out stains. They must be
used in HOT WATER WASHES
ONLY
It is better to pretreat stains
rather than use bleach to remove them. Whatever laundry
product you use, be sure to
measure it accurately and
READ THE INSTRUCTIONS
State fair
DALLAS (UPI) - A record
total of 3,022,495 visitors
attended the State Fair ,of
Texas in 1970. The 16-day
state fair is the largest in the
nation and is held each October on the fair grounds at

YOUR OYASCO MAN SAYS.

ON 8EST
TIONS
SAVE NOW SELEC
SHOTGUN SHELLS

Sinn loops-and
rubberized game
64-413-9414-8

Chrome case. Burns 12 to 18
hours with one filling. In velvet bag. 63-79

s2e,

STANDARD LOAD SHELLS
12. lb or 10 gauge. 64-183-6 16'

.hoose 17,40 or .410 gauge. White line
on stock.
— butt
• spacer. Checkering

For shotguns. titles
or pistols In ,torae,

TALKING
Barbie,
Christy
or Ken
tows 634ece

-Mama- voice, soft
foam filled body, vinyl
head, arms and legs
Moving eyes. rooted
twin curl hair Fulls
dressed. "I

Daisy

"Thunderbird"

$8.30 values! Each II
tall withstand. hact
speaks Many phrases

Fashion Insembl•
fisc above dolls
1 - 2.66 ea

Time teacher with a Swim
movement wrist watch and
game board with movabl,
hands.'9-f

BB GUN

• 350 Shot BB Gun
• Giont Supply of BB's
• Pod of Targets and
Instructions

Under New Ownership
by Dan and Diana Taylor

Polystyrene cups. saticeni. plates,
tea pit. goblets knives. fork and
S

AM.

Craftsmen In Leather
This repeater gun has leser action, gravity Iced,
bronze barrel and. receiver. Woodgrain plastic
stock, scope and cilia rear sight. 54-is2-5

Nylint "GRABBER"
"JR. GRID"
With NFL
Add. 63-313.1

753-839 1
Bel-Air Shopping Center
iM0411414014406*

Wilson Touch League
looth•r Football ,,‘.1 1 11 6.27

Custom roadster. dual chromed
racing engines with Os
I
%side

Buddy L Race Toam
itrbine race car in chrism,
trim with transport truck will
Idling ramp. -2:'24

141411141.114641.*WAWA

F.ft 10, 1971

spandex,
or acetate
IS safer
pensive It
more than
;h
, such as
used wIth
they prenit do not
ey must be
WASHES

JIM ADAMS PG A

Northside
Shopping
Center

Northside
Shopping
Center

Prices Good Through ti,-xt Tuesday

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

rest stains
:tich to reer laundry
>e sure to
ately and
;CCTIONS

"TRUE VALUE"
SINGLE UNIT PRICING

record
visitors

Fair .of
he 16-day
gest in the
each OctoFounds at

Corn Volley

U.S. Choice

iag 1

T-BONEs
27
STEAK lb.
U.S. Choice

Campbell's

2

Chicken Noodle PUREX
st.
Sgr"ip

11

MORTON'S SALT
I.G.A. FROZEN GREEN PEAS
GERBER BABY FOOD

10-oz box
Strained

KELLY SLOPPY JOE'S

29

12'
19'
9'

Luncheon Meat

PREM

CORN

12L can

1 b Cdn

KRAFT FRENCH DRESSING

18-oz.
16-oz.

No. 303 can

ifierAht4

OLEO

.;

Each

GREER PEACHES
I.G.A. TOWELS
I.G.A. APPLE SAUCE

No. 2/
1
2 can
Big roll
No. 303 can

COFFEE

88'
rosHrt
KAa imioW
7 25
CRISCO 'lb

42'
53'
57'

28'
29'
19'

ti Gat

VELVEETA CHEESE

1.19

I.G.A. ORANGE JUICE

12-oz. can

39'

1.G.A. CANNED MILK

Tall Can

15'

lb Can

79

IG A

39iii
; iimsRED
PEANUT BITER

59(t

43'.-

2
::

2-lb. box

-oz.

Peter Pan

Qt

$139

10-oz. Jar

ran

jar

COFFEE1

Zestee

COCA-COLA

98

Folger's Instant

I.G.A.

MILK

53;

Shortening

15-oz. can

Salad
Dressing

lb

'2-1b. Patties

CREME

••Z

.
S

Pride of Illinois

KRAFT STRAWBERRY PRESERVES

r

25

Pure Vegetable

Gal

26-oz box

Rags
Dog Food

I.G.A.

FIRS

ROUND STEAK

Bleach

No. 1 Can

ji

Family Pcqc
CUT-UP

U.S. Choice

CHUCK ROASTib.58

OM-41i 2 4

H

2-lb bag
SAUSAGE
89c
sliced
1/4 PORK LOIN
lb 69c
lb
BuNSc
HWEIGER .
FSliced
69c
lb.
PORK LIVER
39c
ib 57
:
SLAB BACON
CHUCKWAGON STEAKS 10/9

25,_ cbioNuers 19
each

BREAD
20-oz. Loaf

orFRESH

ORANGES

25;

4-1"ag

51b. bag

49'
594 :

Store. OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS IGA It's the total on the tape that coun

a
OM year ago. Kroger came to Murray with a hope and
would
proalac...HOPLNG that Sturray Food shoppers
b.
welcome a prognIm of low everyday food prices Drought
think
we
which
quality
of
kind
the
arid
folks,
helpful
friendly,
just
fine people appreciate, and a PROMISING to bring you
that The response has been all that we'd hoped. from
students and Murray residents alike...It's been a wonderful
Let
"first-time around," and we look forward to many more
us know sour ideas on bow we may do a better job for VOI.

II

Clover Volley
Freestone

QUART„

th this coupon and 95 00 addrhonal
purchase excluding tobacco and fresh or
frozen milk products Good thru T.
Nov 2 :mot on,. Subject to aPPI': —
cable state and local tomes

oR

25c 3 89
1 lb
13 oz.
Cans

PSLTTERMILK

31,.2 1.35

BISCUITS
KRAVI NFOPPED

2

5
4'
591 IliGSETiNT COFFEE 7,7 991
ICE CREAM
FUDGE BARS pkg. si 12 591 CHOCOLATE MIX 'blob. 86'
Taste-O -Sea SEAFOOD or
SNACK PACK Cr7." 65'

PAR KAY

m
8cuPb

cot \Till CLUB

HAI F GAL

NESTLE QUICK

F MILK BAFLS or

HUNTS PUDDING

SHRIMP DINNERS

BANQUET

18-oz. jar

9-oa. can

WHITE or

BUTTERMILK BREAD

351

ROYAL

tJ.

box

GERMAN CHOCOLATE

'44'
.
tz

PEACHES

N--or can

331

ORANGES

11

KROGER
SUGAR

1
pkg.
98

11111
Bag

°9

S

APPLES
EARSEAR
P

3-lb 1 oz.
box

69

If•-•oz
htl

10 for 69'

101-891

MISSISSIPPI

Sweet PoiJtoes

FAMOUS.

15-uz. van 141

'
b°31 44

19;

KRAFT

lb

Wt.

EF STEW
AST 0 .cHICKEN

43

214iLes68REF

CHUNK TUNA"-- —59RONC
28'
MACARONI

4;

Half Gal.

161)r Pkg

NTE
TO)EitillAic tiO
JUICE

JELLO INSTANT

FLORIDA

YELLOW CORN

1 0ecnsE19;

15'
PUDDING
1
'AM A
19
SQUASH
PE JELLY
for 491
2
LETTUCE
16_0?
hti
35'
KARO
46-oz. can
A SYRUP
69'
Clover Volley
FRENCH DRESSING w; ;', 31' Tcy0 HEARTS
KRAFT
bch.39(
MARGARINE PINTO BEANS nb bag 37'
BROCCOLI
MACARONI & CHEESE
INDIAN RIVER
DINNER
29'
AH I DRINK
GRPE‘
GRAPEFRUIT
4;
41'
TOMATO JUICE
(
38 GOLDEN
MAN W I CH
& RrICHUP
SP(
GRAIN Macaroni
26'
Cheddar
39'
EirEnCRRIIISOL
2 49'
27' g'Pf#111rIT
BLEACH
STA
4 oz29
CAT FOODswiT"
DELICIOUS APPLES 10 f-89'
FAEillIC FINISH - 58'
pkgs.
69'
SPOTLIGHT COFFEE HONEYDEWS kiNGski,k37'
FlitiF RINSE
1-lb. Bag
25'
Pkg 29' 3-lb. Bag
APPLES
STA-FLO STARCH 49'
39'
PORK
&
BEANS
$
1
9
9
1
6
WHITE or COLORS
4-oz. pkg.

RIB E
kNULY P

'CUBE
I) k

I&-oz jar 431

lb.

bch.

BOST
Coun.

All

pkg

Pkg o 819;

69'
89'
99'

htl

MAUS
tI

ISO TOn

1.12

SUAVE

5

01

19

ar

14-oz htl

49;

DELI CHEF Plain Meat or Mushroom

SPAGHETTI SAUCE 3''1
45'
ilABLAAD DRESSING
qt jar

10for99;

KANO'

27

h" gal

KROGER INSTANT

HAIR SPRAY
13-oz.
99' Size

t WHOLE 0

YELLOW

KROGER DR\

HAIR TONIC
EXCEDRIN

U.S.'

TLETF

Vt

WIENER ROLLS

7

BONELESS

6f069'

Al VT JEMIMA

bti

LOTION
SCOPE
lE

CUBE
ROUN
K.C. S
BONELESS

ARAMEI

PURE CANE
5-0/
,.an

691

APPLES
CALIFORNIA NAVEL

HUNTS SLICED

DETERGENT

k

)3Pkgs $1
"
Flake"enEnt
DANISH PASTRY
9-ea. pig.

COCKTAIL JUICE

PUNCH

ROLLS
COFFEE CAKE tinr.cslatri,7 49' SANDWICHSPREA15€317r
41C
24-- 79' DRESSING
CAKE
Bkiii-T-B-QUE SAUCE ii)t`
SANDWICH BUNS or
TWIL

49'
16'
751

MEXICAN BEANS 15-:.:• 14'
31'
PINTO BEA,NS
pufuNA
RUSSET POTATOES tg°99'
HERSHEY COCOA"ib-396
35' CAT CHOW
19'
GRAPES'
KROGER
PANCAKE MIX lib box 31'
29'
RADISHES
ICE MILK
KERS
D
SMC
CRAC

loaves
BROWN 'N SERVE

an

PUSS 'N

li

20 oz. $1

an

EASY OFF

&;: Oz
11

CRINKLE CUT POT/Jo-0443s
APPLE JELLY
DELTA
'
39
iWAKE
'
SYRUP
61- 59`
"
214
COBMES
WAFFLE SYRUP
Kroger Mel-O -Soft

VIKING

Pint ,an

JONATHAN

4 _

GAINES

3 $1

• KROGER PRO.TEN

4

Alio/ AX
AJAX
CLEANSER
OVEN SPRAY
FOOD
FISH
G
DOG O
Boli

DINNERS

63

7 oz

RII

PEACH
HALVES

DEPOSIT
I F

'IVE

lY
IV rSal
CELEBRATING ONE WONDERFUL
EVERYDAY LOW FOOD PRICES

•

100 StampCoupon

H oMF sT
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WINESAP

lb

tti

KRW

M I X 4lictn

It

14 et

16-447 $

rails

KLEENEX

"b°xct $1

COLORS

100

•
•
••=.

jumbo$
Rolls

3 lb

WOK ED

SHAN
,,,IRRF
SEMISMOK
I I

ill II

QUARTE

SMOK
Tend(
Tr

1
L

SCOTTOWELS
WHITE or

hag

Haml

tmtievutlouvu

MXTRA Top
VaLlue fitszArops

with this COLIQOP *no pureeing, of one per.
LY
U0...
100
'" F
()C
,
, ",,i
47
17
id
Icllihri
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IC°
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v
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WORTH 20'
toward the purchase of six 3-oz
pkgs. Kroger Gelatin
Good thru Tue., Nov 16. Limit One.
Subject to applicable State and be 1
X S

004000(110M1006600000
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Fillet of
lb
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YEAR OF BRINGING
TO MURRAY FOLKS!
RIB STEAK

FRYING
CHICKEN

bag 69C
)for 696

1BErOUNDiltAK
—
DAcc
i
'
BONELESS
WHOLE
1.39
ROUND STEAK
STEAK
1.99
lb $129

at 5:30, 6:30, 7:30, 8:30 and 9 p.m. of 1000 Top Value Stamps each.
We will give each visitor a numbered ticket; no purchase required . . .
nothing to write. Make it a family affair!

lb

27

BONELESS

lb.

for696

lb.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE GRADE BEEF

1-BONE

Of"89!

FINE FOR BAR-15-4(E

SPLIT BROILERS

lb

MIXEDmQUARTERS

SIRLOIN
STEAK

394

lb

39'

lb.

59'

-FRYER-BREASTS

4 tu 5 '
ib

FAMILY PAK

FRYER LEGS

lb
3

BREAST QUARTERS

20-lbant
bag j

bch.

19'
29'

49'

I

RIB EYE

1

r

pkk

h

19'
49'
69'
39(

1.99

FAMILY PAK

!CUBE

lb

lb

STEA K

lb

1.39

boneless
99'

Fresh Picnic
Style

All Beef

U.S.D.A.
Grade A
Kroger

HENS

Wishbone

lb

3-lb. pkg.
lb

PORK LOIN
IN

39t

SHANK PORTION
SEMI-BONELESS HAM
LE
SMOKED PICNIC

lb.

WIN A PIG!
We'll have him "all laid out", ready for
inspection, and oil you have tee-Ii

'
)(
1

your

Guess its weight!
If you guess closer than anyone else, you win him—and we'll

lb. 49it'

SMOKED HAM
Tenderloin 0'
Trout

Catfish
Steaks
Fillet of Haddock

69t,

10 to 14 end and
center cut chops

lb

3 to 5-lb

F'"OkK SHOULDER

cut it up and wrap it for your freezer! Think of it . . .
No Purchase Required To Win!

lb.

79'

t BONUS COUPON

59'
49(

lb.

FOR EXTRA
TOP VALUE STAMPS
with 2 -4bs. or more
-0-11.1cFc.

550

lb

50

PORK STEAK
Country Style

59`

3 to 5 lb.

Serve & Save

lb

SLICED BACON 17417 59'
BOLOGNA
59'
ALL-MEAT BOLOGNAZ 69(
BOLOGNA
79'
PIZZA
69'
89'
SNACK TRAY
49'
TMAIFA USAGE
i'bilK

Fish Sticks

piers-

lb

SERVE & SAVE,

lb

It• No

Sausage, Cheese,
or Hamburger

48oz
pkg.

50

With 2 OWN. CUTUP
FRYING CHICKEN

25

pkg

Klum.ER .11 Mlio

MORREI 1. PRIDE SLICED

Costal

FRYER BREAST.
LEGS cx THIGHS

25
25
25

69'
49'
79(

50

25
25
f 5Ø

WIENERS

MORRE.I.I. PRIDE
lb

2

with 2 pkg%

,b5at

59`

1

ROUND OR CHOPPED
SIRLOIN

with 2 -lb. pkgs.
BREAKFAST 014 CENTER
CUT PORK CHOPS

Sliced

I (N(K F II

QUARTER SLICED

lb

N

Free Pork Chops, Sausage, Side Meat .. . The Works!

RIBS

i
f1;

SMOKED HAM

bal.;

47'

TURKEYS

45'

BACON

It,

%
4$ 'A
'
V
---

F AMILA PAK

Pork
Roast

Hamburge
$199

2 49'
.0 for 89'
69'
25'
39'

See these sleek, speedy English Bikes on display! Kids from six to sixty
will enjoy these. Win One!

SIZE.
lb

Country Club

fl 1.1

Separate Registration...
Entry Blanks at Store!

QUARTER SLICED
6 to 10 steaks

iatiiirRO

MORREI I

lb.

4 to 6-1b. Avg.
FRESH

WHOLE OR HAI E
Vacuum Packed

FREE 2 English
Bicycles

FAMILY PAN

FAMILY l'AK

lb

During OPEN HOUSE, Thursday,
Nov. 11, from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.

FIVE WINNERS on THURSDAY EVENING . . .

Our Family Pak contams:
3 Breast Quarters,
3 Wings,
3 Leg Quarters,
2 Giblets

FREE Hot Coffee
and Birthday Cake
FREE 5,000
Top Value Stamps-

CUT-UP MIXED PARTS

FAMILY PAK
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11-11s. ROUND STEAK
NM.NIl STEAK
I4ba CHUCK STEAK

REUER BONUS BUNDU
S-Ibt. Cavalry Club All
NAPA/URGER
S-ib, CNN, Cut RhS
PORSKAVCEHOPS

95
SS III

ilps LEAN PORK STEAK
Sibs FRYER BREASTS
Sib
'FRYER LEGS
21in FRESH LINK
SAUSAGE
21b, KROGER ALL
MI AT WIENERS

3
4

with any 1.01. of
12-Oz. KROGER
SLICED LUNCH MEATS
with any pkg.
SEA PAK SEAFOOD
with any 14 -.oz.
FOX DELUXE PIZZA

6
7

BANANAS

8
9

LETTUCE
with SIb. ONIONS
with 54b.
POTATOES

11

10

Fit

School Financing Said Scientists
To Be Separate, Unequal Giving Ice
To Eskimos?
By WILLIAM B. MEAD
WASHINGTON (UPI) —A
million, four-year study has
concluded that American school
financing for the rich and poor
is separate and unequal, with
wealthy districts spending up to
$5.50 per pupil for every $1

LEDGER & TIMES —

By JOHN SNOR
Copley News Service
We had just seen his film,
"The Wheel," and Max Evans
sat back and ordered "another
brown whisky, please," and
tried to articulate about the
difficult process of giving birth
to a movie.
It had been a hard delivery.
The poor man had been in labor
damn near 10 years.
Phones rang for him in the
motel bar. "It's Warner Bros.,
Max." "Max, it's Harry
something or other). Can you
talk to him now"
Max Evans turned to his
friend and aide, Tom Carter.
"Torn, you're going to have to
talk to some of these people. I
can't talk now. I'm Just gonna
sit here and drink some more

spent in poverty areas.
The National Education Finance Project, sponsored by the
By ELDON BARRETT
U.S. Office of Education, urged SEATTLE, Wash. UPI)—It
state
much more federal and
might appear to be superfluous,
spending on schools and much but University of Washington
property
local
on
reliance
less
scientists are providing ice for
taxes, which now provide the Eskimos and refrigeration for
bulk of school financing.
the Arctic.
"The number of dollars spent Actually the scientists are
on
based
on education should be
involved in research that prove
the educational needs of the to be an important key to
children rather than the wealth of
some of the oil
solving
the school district project conproduction and construction
cluded.
problems in Alaska.
Of about $40 billion now spent Under the direction of Prof.
on elementary and secondary Albert L. Babb, the research
schools, the project reported, group has developed improvelocalities raise 52 per cent, ments on a heat transfer device brown whisky."
states 41 per cent and the so that Arctic permafrost can
By VERNON SCOTT
Then he turned to Fne,
UPI Hollywood Correspondent federal government 7 per cent. be kept frozen the year around can't talk to these studio
• HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —If a , The study recommended that and cold storage can be people. I sat down in front of
pretty girl were in an elevator to equalize spending nationwide, provided in remote areas that them too many times when
they had a noose around my
with a group of men in a movie the local share should be cut to do not have electric power.
neck I can't talk to 'em."
or TV scene and yelped at between 10 and 15 per cent,
Soil Becomes Mushy
He is the most unlikely movie
being pinched, who would you with. states providing 55 per Permafrost is Arctic soil with
cent and the federal govern- high moisture content. When it
suspect:
Burt LancasSpr? Kirk Dou- ment boosting its share to thaws, it becomes mushy and
glas? Yul Bnner, James between 22 and 30 per cent.
undermines the foundations of
Garner? Tiny Tim? Jimmy Dr. Roe L. Johns, a former structures built upon it.
Stewart? Henry Fonda? Marlon University of Florida education- Permafrost also would beal finance professor who headed come
the
Brando?
under
unstable
a
news intense heat of oil well drilling
For anyone familiar with the the study, told
screen images of the actors the conference Thursday the ine- or from the flow of hot oil
answer is clearly Jim Garner. quality results partly from through pipelines.
He also would be standing deliberate formation by affluent Dr Babb said his team had
farthest away from the pinchee suburbanites of separate school developed a system for stablizdistricts,
and look the most Innocent.
ing permafrost by adapting a
The public has come to "We are segregating children cold storage concept to the
accept Garner as a scalawag, a by race in some districts and themio-tube, a
commercial
charming scoundrel, a Peck's by wealth," Johns said. "While heat transfer instrument. The
Bad Boy who gets away with we give lip service to equality, thermo-tube operates without
larceny where the average man our school systems are not an outside power sow-ce by a
would be packed off to the functioning as they should to process known as natural
give every child a share in the convection when the soil is
stammer for a dozen years.
American dream.
Slow Starter
warmer than the outside air.
Unhappily-Garner's-new Into
,—"We- ought to abolish at least In this process, a -fluid wtthtn
vision show, "James Garner as U per cent of the 17,000 school the sealed tube becomes warm
Nichols,- got off to a slow start districts in the United States," and rises, transferring heat
when it was titled simply Johns said, largely by consoli- from the soil to the cooler
city upper air, where it dissipates,
"Nichols."
dating suburban and
Network officials concluded districts.
thus cooling the ground. The
viewers would be more rem"- Sidney P. Marland, U.S. fluid then drops to the bottom
bye with the star's name in the Education Commissiioner, of the tube again.
title Since the change the praised the report but said
The cold storage system, in
ratings have gone op
nothing to indicate administra- conjunction with thermo-tubes,
• .Even so .•- said Garner, tion endorsement of more stores cold in the form of ice
when viewers 5irried in they federal aid or of merging city during the winter months. By
expected :o we Maverick.' and suburban districts.
using this stored cold, it is
Wel: Brett Waver.cx s Read
Roe said reliance on the possible to keep moisture in the
and buried But "low are you property tax not only puts poor soil frozen more effectively
gouog to coniimome nostalgia?
districts at a disadvantage but during the summer months or
"I'm not dimppouneri in oar aim mikes the schools lean on when the soil is heated from
Mows. Onr first me atrxtuced doe mot =fair and unpopular other sources, such as oil drills
five maw dnaractars. which is tax of all. He said this was the and pipelines
a difficult thing to to. Our tlral prmary reason for defeat in
One Practical Application
rating was nigh. Then we many localities of proposed tax
One practical application of
dropped off as viewers baked hikes and bond issues for school this cold storage principle is
around the diaL Now we're financing
now in use at Savoonga, on St.
climbing back up again.More than 60 scholars contri- Lawrence Island, where natives
Romer Erna.
buted to the study, which was are able to keep walrus meat
The basic error of the shoo iput together with help from frozen during the warm sumwas casting Garner as a i education officials of all 50 mer months.
lawman Ms bag has always 5trITPro
Other potential applications
been skirting the law or out.
are for use as supporting
slickenng the establishment.
foundations for bridges, towers,
"We realize that now,"
pipelines and anchors with
Garner said, appraising his
various loads In addition, it
show as objectively as possible.
could be used for supporting
"That's why we've taken a
buildings in which short spans
Owners
of
boats
carrying
couple of weeks off to rewrite
tourists off Cape Cod near the are required, as well as
some of our scripts. All of
Kennedy family's compound multibay buildings or as an
them. We're giving Nichols have agreed
to switch off integral truss system for long
-fr -to do:"
guides loudspeakers in Hyannis Spans
Garner is probably the rarest harbor because Mrs. Kennedy
All of these systems have
star in Hollywood at this could hear intimate details of been analyzed mathematically,
moment.
her family's life.
using a computer program to
He has a weekly series safely
A Secret Service agent said demonstrate that at no time
within the top 20 or so in the guides had even given vivid would the surface temperature
ratings and at the same time is descriptions
of
the of the support member ever
drawing audiences to one of the assassinations of President exceed the melting temperature
best movie comedies in years, Kennedy and Sen. Robert of the surrounding
warm
"The Skin:Game "
Kennedy.
permafrost.

KHAN',
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director, producer, writer I
have ever met.
A New Mexico man, this Max
Evans. A high country, low
country, White Sands roan.
It seemed out of place to be
talking about the making of a
movie — a love story movie, at
that — with him. We should
have been talking about cow
ranching, fur trapping or
coyotes.
Celluloid is not his real
element. Max Evans is a
leather man.
"The Wheel" is a film collage
of love blooming in a junk yard.
Two young, free people meet,
move around and find each
other in these heaps of the
world's debris. They are joined
by a little boy and thus become
a family of some kind of hope.
That's the whole story There
are only a few lines of etiology
in the film, maybe five
minutes. It's much more a
moving painting than a moving
picture.
Whether it will catch on and
become a film classic, or fail

and be thrown Into the junk
pile, I cannot say. Because it is
so extraordinarily different in
form, it has the potential for
either.
However, it is out of Max
Evans'system It is no longer a
loose marble that has been
shaking around in his brain for
a decade. It is done. And now he
can go on to the next job of
work.
Max has more work to do.
More films to direct. More
books to write. More paintings
to paint. More brown whisky to
sip with friends around a sage
fire in the desert.
Maybe this or his next work
will be as successful as his
book, "The Rounders," which
turned into a fine little film for
Henry Fonda and Glenn Ford.
Maybe not.
But he will keep chronicling
the Southwest he loves so much
in his many different forms of
art.
"Hell, I'll keep writing," he
said. "That's no trouble I got a
lot of words to say The only

Tall Texan a jackrabbit
ODESSA, Tex. (UPI) - A
six-foot tall jackrabbit has
become one of the major
tourist attractions in the West
Texas town of Odessa. Many
local residents thought it was a
hare-brained idea when a travel
director suggested the city
build a monument to the area'r
number one resident. But thr
fiberglass replica of the longeared beast has proved populai
with visiting children since it
was erected in 1962.

trouble I ever had with writing
is being able to afford a new
damn
for
the
ribbon
typewriter."
Since talking to him, I have
read some of Max Evans' books
and short stories. I recommend
his words to you, if you have
any kind of feeling at all about
the way life happens outside
the city limits signs

8:01

12:01

SATELLITES
With the earth's time zones,
satellites allow businesses

Women arrested
for poodle-naping

throughout the world to share
the use of computers on an
economical, around-the-clock
basis

Police charged
three women, aged, 66, 32, and
27, with extortion after they
had kidnaped a prize poodle
named Charlie and held him for
$.350 ransom.
The women were arrested a
short time later in a doorway
ROME —

MURRAY
MUFFLER

splitting up the ransom money.

or. Willis Carrier in 1902
perfected a device that controlled temperature, humidity
and air cleanliness in a Brooklyn printing plant...

SERVICE

Phone 753-9999

OUR FINEST 4-PLY POLYESTER CORD

Shan
Portio

BRUNSWICK Super PremiurriI-IRES
42-MONTH
,GUARANTEE
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• MASSIVE TREAD

Sliced

Lower, wide tread is 25% wider and 15% deeper
than conventional tires

SMC

For road-hugging stability
and excellent high speed
performance.

•SMOOTH
NO-THUMP
Ript
Sure-Grip shoulders
for better traction,
increased cornering
power & longer wear.
Twin line whitewalls.
an

Kennedys gain ban
of loudspeakers

RIO. EXCH.
PItICI

smi P.

F.E.T.•

E78 or 7.35.14 4 for 131.80

4 F01 $104

2.21 ea.

F78 or 7.75x14 41w 139.80

4 FOR $112

2.38.0.

F78 Of 7.75.15 4 for 139.80

4108 $112

2.42 mi.

G78 or 8.25.14 4 for 147.80

4 Ma $120

2.55 ea.

G78 or 8.25.15 4 for 147.80

4108 $120

2.64.0.

M78 or 8.55x14 4 for isS.ISO

4 FOR $124

2.74.0.

_H78 or 8.55.15 4 for 155.80

4108 $121

2.86 so
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FREE MOUNTING
FREE ROTATION —
FREE
INSPECTION

Apiw _
ionghte

Golden

Borrow power from
another car's ha?
levy.

THERMOSTATS
Install when you change
anti-freeze 22-136 1146-{

GRAND

%" HEATER HOSE

OPENING

Check yours now 1..h
lengths nun

Sign Up For

RADIATOR HOSE

QUADPHONIC 8-TRACK CAR STEREO to be
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15th'

• ffod.oror fluff,
• Srop leok
• Wore, P.rop

TAPE HUT

$1.00 OFF

SPARK
PLUGS

ANY TAPE

(limit: 4 to Customer)
Offer Good Nov. 7 thru Nov. 13
When you've bought 10 Tapes, THE 11th ONE IS
FREE!
So
save
your
receipts!
South 12th
Phone 753-974
(between Jerry's & Liberty)

• I 98

NOM CLAMPS. Nfo,t ,i/es

WINDSHIELD WASHER
Ant, e.zs & Solvent
e je iridshield dear
in freezing weather. I.4"

This Coupon Is Worth

ON

841(,„

Flexible Neoprene

a wt arid improse. your gal mile-':
age and perform- •
lance I it• r 2401
litlfr

774

TUNE-UP KITS
- /44
duty point.,
rotor and condenser
Few most Ford-Mere.
Skcyl care 7.444,A
Fel 1/10111 0141V

6-eyl.
For awn. 111-cyl.
OM ears

1.57
1.99

fell REPLACEMENT .0,
0 00
rf IfOrret..• •fro. 10
dors, .5...s.* orlf I.
boo•I or. loolpOr of ••••••••Irro,
thororni *or, I« Or• Nom
word

Of quicker starts
Dependable service .
More powerful than
original equipment'

Nescafe

Goo(
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8:00 A.M.
12:00 P.M.

7 DAYS
A WEEK
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U.S.D.A.
Inspected

LYNN GROVE

Grade A Large

EGGS

e pones,
in
lo share
; on an
he-clock

3

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12th STREET
999

1

doz.

* PRICES GOOD NOV. 10th thru NOV. 16th *
We Reserve The Right To Limit

FRYERS

i LIMIT 3 DOZ )

Whole or
Cut-Up
Family Pak

22

s;

Fresh Picnic Style

Southern Belle Fully Cooked

ARMOUR TENDER TESTED

Pork Roast 39; RND.STEAK
Pork Cutlets 1)9;
et
Extra Lean

Shank
Portion

Fresh

Fresh

35'

C

CHICKEN LIVERS Tbuu PORK LIVER

Sliced
SMOKED JOWL

3

lbs $ 1

00

Fields

Center Cut, Boneless

SAUSAGE

Ham Slices

ARMOUR TENDER TESTED

Pork

RUMP ROAST

lb

Hamburger

1/4 LOIN

10/$1

Pk CHOPS

2so e 1 00

57t

,bl9' PATTIES

NECK BONES

95;

Hyde..

99e Bread

Crest Top

Wayne

I ao.

Southern Belle

2.9

Butt Portion

HAM

5

GRN. BEANS

DOG FOOD
lh

2119"

All-Meat

BOLOGNA
by he Piece - lb

Country Style

4 *a.

65c

59;

4 ea.

6.o

Ol
eo
POT PIES INSTANT TEA
MORTON

8 07
Salad Drpsirh:

Nestea

BEEF CHICKEN
TURKEY TUNA

89c1MIRACLE WHIP

iODY

8
•

16-OUNCE

Red Tokay

8-Bottle
Carton
with bottles

Golden Del

GRAPES

BANANAS

COLAS

57'

17t Tom ato.JI uiceansl

Golden Ripe

29'

Red

APPLES

GRAPEFRUIT

BISCUITS

FLOUR
2/

8-oz. Can

5-lb.
Bag
With Coupon
Below

22 oz.
Bottles

(Limit 5)

2/29c

RED
POTATOES

GOLD MEDAL
(Save 30')

HYDE PARK
2 32

ROYAL CROWN

Pride of Illinois

La

2.14

Patt,e

10-lb. Bag

I.

COUPON
/25656
limit 1 Per Family
Nescafe

PAPIdIft
,0411

,1

jfir

Good nal), at Storr)....
SIORti

09C

u

A lth purchase of 12 jars
Good oriR at Storev'c

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

1-011
I .irr,lt

49'

FLOUR

BABY FOOD

COFFEE
if;

Heinz

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

12c

xpIrr, I I IN

Lood only at

SlOr,1

JOY LIQUID 27:41
Expires 11-111-71
Good only at Storey'N

IIII Ii I'-

INSTANT BREAKFAST
I
1,11141

pir.

I Ilf

, Orikil 'tor

I

39c

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Aurora White

TISSUE
PAPER

22

Roll

Expires 11-11-71
Good mil% at CtorrN

29c
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Moody Blues are noted fdr simple hones
By JUDY HUGG
Copley News Service
The never-ending battle for
the top spot among English and
American rock groups just
doesn't seem to let up. However, you can bet your knickers
that the Moody Blues are here
to stay.
Attesting to the fact is their
latest album on their own
Threshold label entitled "Every Good Boy Deserves Favour
platter, which
struck gold only eight days
after its release, is their fifth
straight — a sure sign of success for an English group on
the American pop scene
&It whet's the reason for this
fantastic success?
"I don't really know," explained John Lodge in an interview "You sort of stand on the
stage and pinch yourself to be
sure that these people have
really come to see you."
This type of simple honesty
runs not only in each member
of the band but is present in
their music. The lyrics, accordto John, have been drawn
frorn the lives of each member
of the group, thus making their
albums much like personal
charies.
The Moody's music is a combination of pop, jazz, classical
and of course rock and the only
way to label it is to say it's just
good contemporary music.
"We draw on all strains of
music," John said. "All of us,
being individuals, like different
types of music. So the combined results are a compound
effect of the whole. Which
means at one time we might
come off with a heavy rock
backing complemented with a
symphonic topping and another
----stinsewe might rnix a little blues
with rock."
The group, which consists of
John, Graeme Edge, Justin
Hayward, Mike Pinder and
Ray Thomas, is always on the
lookout for new sounds and instruments.
For example, on their album
"Every Good Boy," they take
you low to high with riffs on the
flute and the ever present
mellotron. John says that the
mellotron has inspired the
Moody's cosmic plains or
sounds, that give their music
that eerie yet soulful sound
"The mellotron has its
limits," he said. "so when we
use it in a song we don't overdo
it. Actually it's just another
level of musical adaptation
"You know, instead of having
a couple of electric guitars and
an organ screaming away, you
get a leveling off with the
mellotron. It has a range of
only three and a half octaves
but you can sire come up with
some uruque sounds"
The Moody's MUSIC LS made
in what they like to call plains,
so that it gives a wide effect. In
other words, you can go past
the vocalist and listen to the
background music or reverse it
and listen to the words This
gives them a ID or stereo effect_
This'stereo sound is trought
about by the vast number of instruments which the members
have mastered Take Justin,
for example He not only sings
but plays the acoustic, electric
and 12-string guitar, the piano,
harpsichord, mellotron, sitar
and tabla, plus other percussion instruments.

top, consistently earning new
fans.
Looking at "Every Good Boy
Deserves Favour," you find
songs written by each member
of the band telling about a
small portion of his life and
thoughts.
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Edge plays table, tambourine, drums, piano and timpani
and Mike can play the piano,
snare drums, harpsichord,
mellotron, bass guitar and the
cello in addition to singing. Ray
is the expert on the flute and
the saxophone, while John adds
his talents with the bass guitar,
• cello and piano.
Even though this is an impressive list of credits so far as
the instruments are concerned,
one must not overlook the
Moody Blues' lyrics. They don't
preach revolution or violence.
They sing about life — their
own thoughts and beliefs and
try to say it with honesty — so
their albums are actually personal feelings captured on a
disc
Of course, everyone remembers the Moody's old greats like
"Have You Heard," "Ilmothy
Leary" and "Nights In White
Satin," which made them what
they are today. But one must
listen to this new album to appreciate the real down-to-earth
s the soup on
factor which k
e reform
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I thsolete "specification
building modes,• requiring certain
materials, should he replaced
by "performance" codes, according to the. National
nation of Home ituilders: The
Aasociation defines "performsore" codes as establishing
standards for use of 'any"
material or product hut nul
specifying the exact material to
be used.

"Emily's Song" was written by
John's daughter Emily, although John had to add the
words because she is only 18
months old and can't write yet.
As for the future of the Moody
Blues, John said there are no
bad feelings in the group and

For example, Ray'is a nut
about fishing and nature so he
contributed "Nice To Be
Here." Justin is involved in
making sure he is doing the
right things, so along comes
"You Can Never Go Home"
and "The Story in Your Eyes."
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this adds to their staying
power
•Our secret is that we are
one," he explained. "I think
that's the basis of everything,
being one whether you start
with two people or one thousand million people. I think if

WEDNESDAY—NOVEMBER 10, 1971
everyone could become one A STORY, Rod Stewart (MerHITBOUND SINGLES
with everyone else it would be cury)
1. WEDDING SONG, Paul
the answer to We But then
Stookey ( Warner Bros.)
2. TAPESTRY, Carole King
that's a far-flung problem, isn't
2. TIRED OF BEING
it' But as for going off our (A&Mi
ALONE, Al Greene ( London)
3. IMAGINE, John Lennon
separate ways it just doesn't
Apple,
3, BIRDS OF A FEATHER,
seem likely We enjoy going
Raiders (Colurnbui)
down the ramp together "
4. SHAFT,Soundtrack - Isaac
Hayes (Enterprise)
4. WILD NIGHTS, Van MorPLATTER PARADE
5. EVERY GOOD BOY DE- rison Warner Bros.)
ALBUM
SERVES FAVOUR, Moody
5. EVERYBODY'S EVERY1 EVERY PICTURE TELLS Blues (Threshold)
THING, Santana (Columbia)
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